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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation focuses on the African American community of Timbuctoo, 

Westampton, New Jersey. Timbuctoo was founded circa 1826 by formerly enslaved and 

free born African Americans. The community operated as a “station” along the 

Underground Railroad. At its peak Timbuctoo had over 125-150 residents and supported 

a general store, “colored” school, AMEZ church, cemetery and several homesteads. 

Today the only standing markers of the nineteenth century community are the 

gravestones in the cemetery. In 2007, Westampton Township acquired roughly four acres 

of the nearly forty arces that once comprised Timbuctoo. From 2009-2011, Christopher 

Barton and David Orr conducted archaeological work at the community. The focus of this 

dissertation was the excavation and analysis of 15,042 artifacts recovered from the Davis 

Site, Feature 13. The Davis Site was purchased by William Davis 1879. Davis and his 

wife Rebecca raised their five children in a 12x16ft home constructed on the 20x100ft 

property. Between the 1920s to the 1940s the foundation of the Davis home was used as a 

community trash midden. Specifically, this dissertation looks at the practices of yard 

sweeping, architecture, construction materials, home canning and the consumption of 

commodified foods. A practice theory of improvisation is posited as a working model to 

explaining the reflexive practices used by marginalized residents to contest social and 

economic repression. This theory of improvisation seeks to complicate narratives of 

poverty through underscoring the dynamic disposition of material culture and everyday 

life.  
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PREFACE 

 Dissertations are never the definitive summation of research on a topic; rather 

they are stepping stones that lead the author to new directions. While dissertations are 

meant to be a planned, organized path leading to a concise end result, they are in reality a 

winding trail of sharp turns and dark passages. The corners obstruct our view, making us 

question the directions we have taken and wonder if the choices we have made were the 

right ones. Towards the end we can see the light, and begin to push harder, drudging our 

feet through the muck in hopes of obtaining enlightenment. At the end of this journey we 

come to realize that the degree which we have earned is not the endpoint but the 

beginning; not a sunset but a sunrise to the start of our careers. This dissertation is not a 

complete summation of the archaeology at Timbuctoo, rather it is but one beam of light 

meant to illuminate new pathways. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Introduction 

 The word “Timbuktu” conjures images of mystery and intrigue. The ancient West 

African city was a place of art, commerce and enlightenment that was, and continues to 

be, a powerful icon for people of African descendent. Though not as well known as the 

Timbuktu in West Africa, the African American community of Timbuctoo in 

Westampton, New Jersey has its own important stories to tell. Founded circa 1826 by free 

born and former enslaved people, Timbuctoo serves as a testament to the enduring spirits 

and tenacity of African Americans. Today, the only standing physical markers of the 

nineteenth-century community are the 13 gravestones in the cemetery, however, the tales 

of Timbuctoo rest underneath the soils, tales that can be heard through the medium of 

archaeology. 

 
Figure 1.1. Location of Timbuctoo 
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Research Design 

 This dissertation seeks to understand the historical and archaeological records 

from Timbuctoo, an African American community in Westampton, New Jersey. Initial 

research questions for this dissertation sought to uncover cultural continuities within the 

archaeology that could be retraced to West African cultural practices (discussed in 

Chapter 3). However, as will be discussed in greater detail, because of the effects of time, 

space and other social phenomena it is unlikely that many of the residents practiced 

African-inspired traditions at Timbuctoo. What early research did suggest was that many 

of the residents of Timbuctoo were on the lower end of the social and economic 

spectrum. Given the confluence of race and economic class, and their intersections with 

social status, the guiding research questions for this dissertation shifted away from the 

search for cultural continuities into understanding how social structures influenced and 

were influenced by daily life at Timbuctoo. The guiding research questions are as 

follows: 

● What was the socioeconomic status of Timbuctoo residents? 

● What access did the residents have to consumer goods, and how did 

 constructions of race, class, gender, age, and legal status affect their access 

 to goods? 

● Were producers of commodities specifically targeting African American 

 consumers, or were African Americans selecting specific products?  

● How did the consumer behavior of Timbuctoo residents differ from that of 

 non-African Americans of similar economic status?  

● What similarities and differences existed between Timbuctoo and other 
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 contemporary African American communities? 

 

 The underlying thesis for this dissertation is that, because of repressive social 

structures, individuals had to rely upon a distinct habitus that helped people to improvise 

upon daily life. Building upon the Pierre Bourdieu‟s theory of practice, I posit that rather 

than making “on the spot” decisions towards daily practices, the people of Timbuctoo 

used a pre-existing, and yet constantly changing tradition of contesting life on the social 

and economic periphery, which I title improvisation. As will be detailed in Chapter 4, this 

theory of improvisation bridges the overarching social structures with individual practice 

at Timbuctoo through an understanding of the socializing effects of everyday life. 

Through contextualizing a practice theory of improvisation within the historical and 

archaeological records I show how the people of Timbuctoo were active social agents 

who resisted marginalization through immaterial and material practices. In doing so, I 

situate Timbuctoo into broader discourses of African American historical archaeology. 

 

Geographical Setting 

 Timbuctoo is located in Westampton Township, Burlington County, New Jersey. 

The spatial boundaries of Timbuctoo have shifted through time, however, the “core” of 

the community, roughly 40 acres, is located between Rancocas Road to the north, Church 

Street to the east, the north branch of Rancocas Creek to the south and Blue Jay Hill Road 

to the west (Figure 1.2). Timbuctoo and the surrounding areas are located on the inner 

Atlantic Coastal Plain. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA 2010) soil 

survey of Timbuctoo states that there are three primary soils types at the sites, including 
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Collington fine sandy loam, 0- 2 percent slope (ComA), Collington fine sandy loam, 5- 

10 percent slope (ComC), and Galloway sand, 0-5 percent slope (GahB). The parent 

material for the ComA and ComC soils are glauconite eolian deposits and/or glauconite 

fluviomarine deposits. The parent materials for the GahB soils are unconsolidated sandy 

marine deposits typical of the southeastern region of New Jersey. ComA, ComC and 

GahB soils are commonly found within areas near marine environments, and are 

moderately to well drained. These soil types support limited agriculture. However, during 

our excavations the presence of a plowzone (less than .9ft) below contemporary grade 

suggested that the area had been plowed within the past 60 years. This interpretation was 

further supported by oral histories from former residents and historical aerial photos 

showing that the area had been farmed. Moreover, during excavation the presence of an 

underlying clay substratum (greater than 3ft below current grade) challenged the 

interpretations of the USDA soil survey. Historical research showed that not only is there 

an underlying clay stratum at Timbuctoo, but that in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries it was extracted and used at two nearby brickyards. Discussed in greater detail 

in Chapter 2, these brickyards were a source of employment for many of the Timbuctoo 

residents. Though the area of Timbuctoo was quite rural in the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, today the site and its surrounding lands are predominantly residential 

and have been subjected to continued suburban development. Only the roughly four-acre 

area owned by Westampton Township has resisted the expansion of suburban 

development.  

Impetus for the Project 

 In the 1980s, David G. Orr (then the Regional Archeologist for the Mid-Atlantic 
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Region of the National Park Service) was contacted by William Bolger, also of the 

National Park Service, for his opinions on the potential for archaeology at the site. 

 

600 ft

 
Figure 1.2. Aerial of Timbuctoo with lay out of the spatial boundaries. 

 

Orr initially suggested that Timbuctoo would be a good candidate for a large geophysical 

survey. Over the course of several years Bolger and Orr visited the site, making note of 

changes to the landscape of the area (Orr pers. comm. June 3, 2010). Throughout this 

time, Orr and Bolger were unable to garner funding to support any historical and/or 

archaeological investigation of Timbuctoo. Then, in 1999, Catharine Turton of the 

National Park Service began to compile some documents on the site, including deeds, 

census records, probate records, birth and death notices, and a limited amount of local 

newspaper articles (Turton 1999). This compilation of materials pertaining to 
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Timbuctoo during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was placed in a binder and 

deposited at the Westampton Township Municipal Building. Turton‟s work has helped to 

serve as a catalyst for future historical and archaeological work at Timbuctoo.  

 In 2004, Westampton Township acquired a roughly four-acre portion of 

Timbuctoo (Figure 1.3). In 2007, the then-Mayor of Westampton, Sydney Camp, was 

contacted by Bolger and Orr regarding the potential for archaeological work on the 

township owned property. Under the advisement of Orr, the township contracted William 

Chadwick and Peter Leach of John Milner and Associates to conduct a noninvasive 

geophysical survey of the area. This approach was done to ensure that future 

archaeological work would be guided by the survey, thus limiting the destruction of the 

site. Completed in 2009, the geophysical survey (Chadwick and Leach 2009) has been 

successfully used in the planning, excavation and interpretation of the archaeological 

work used in this dissertation.  

 In 2009, a group of descendants, interested members of the community, scholars 

and Temple University archaeologists came together to form the Timbuctoo Discovery 

Project (TDP) committee. The purpose of this committee is to protect, preserve and 

present the histories of Timbuctoo to the wider public. The committee meets regularly to 

discuss the histories of Timbuctoo, planning at the site, funding opportunities, and 

potential areas for future research. The committee does not operate in any official 

capacity for Westampton, but offers suggestions to the township on decisions regarding 

Timbuctoo.    

 In the spring of 2009, I was contacted by Orr, now of Temple University, to begin 

the planning for archaeological work at the site. By the fall of that year, I was enrolled at 
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Temple and was working with Orr and the TDP committee on developing a research 

design and excavation plan for Timbuctoo. Guided by the geophysical survey the 

committee, Orr and I decided that our first area for archaeological excavations would 

focus on Feature 13 (the Davis Site, discussed in Chapter 2). This dissertation represents 

my interpretations of the historical and archaeological records of Timbuctoo and Feature 

13 (Figure 1.3). 

150 ft

Feature 13
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 Figure 1.3. Location of Feature 13 

 

Outline of Dissertation 

 In this dissertation I examine the historical and archaeological records at 

Timbuctoo. In Chapter 2 I present a historiography of Timbuctoo. I discuss the possible 

reasons behind the naming of the African American community after the famous West 

African city. This is followed by a presentation of the creation and development of 
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Timbuctoo as a home for formerly enslaved African Americans. This presentation leads 

into a summary of the community‟s role as a “station” along the Underground Railroad 

and the relationship between the black residents and their white (mostly Quaker) 

counterparts. The people of Timbuctoo were active in the fight against slavery, as the 

community served as a “station” along the Underground Railroad. Moreover, in their 

fight against slavery several of the male residents enlisted in the United States Colored 

Troops during the Civil War. Following this subsection I discuss the social histories of 

the community after the Civil War leading up to the present-day. In this portion of the 

dissertation I challenge the authorized public memory of race and racism in New Jersey 

through providing examples of the structural and everyday forms of repression endured 

by the past Timbuctoo residents. Next, I briefly review the previous archaeological work 

completed at Timbuctoo. Finally, I discuss the Davis Site at Timbuctoo. The Davis Site 

was the primary focus for the archaeological work conducted by Temple University 

archaeologists for Westampton Township. The recovered artifacts from the Davis Site 

represent the archaeological data set used in this dissertation. 

 Chapter 3 offers a brief discussion of the sociohistorical development of race as a 

social construction and powerful ideology that affects individual identity and practice. 

This dialogue of the enabling and restrictive nature of structures of race is paramount for 

understanding the archaeology of racialized peoples, like those at Timbuctoo. Structures 

of race do not operate independently, but are intertwined with other social constructions 

such as socioeconomic class, religion, ethnicity and gender. Particularly important for 

this dissertation is the juxtaposed positions of race and economic classes as two 

intertwined social structures that directly affect individual practice and, thus, the 
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archaeological record. I conclude this chapter with a discussion of how the topic of race 

has been studied by historical archaeologists. This brief discussion operates as the 

foundational point for the theoretical models used throughout the dissertation.  

 In Chapter 4, I present a practice theory of improvisation. Building upon the 

poststructuralist works of Pierre Bourdieu, Anthony Giddens, Michel Foucault and 

Sherry Ortner, I discuss the interdependent relationships between society, structure and 

practice. Central to these relationships is understanding how individuals become 

socialized into their own habitus. In this regard, I use the term socialization to mean the 

continuing learning of an individual into the normal behaviors, beliefs and practices of a 

society. An individual‟s socialization begins at an early age and is a continuing process of 

learning through their interaction with other individuals and social structures. As a 

collective embodiment of the ongoing process of socialization, habitus structures an 

individual‟s beliefs, decisions and practices. In a practice theory of improvisation I argue 

that individuals on the lower end of the economic spectrum, that is, collectively labeled 

as “impoverished,” operate and make decisions (immaterial and material) based on a 

tradition of “making do.” I argue that marginalized people mostly do not make 

ephemeral, or “on-the-spot” decisions on daily life that have no conceived forethought, 

but rather because of the endured realities of living life on the socioeconomic periphery 

that their decisions are calculated daily practices. These practices of improvisation for 

impoverished people can mean the difference between scarcity and surplus. This chapter 

argues that individual practice is dictated by a learned habitus that weighs the 

monetary/energy costs of each decision with within a social milieu late capitalism of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
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 The methodologies used in the historical, fieldwork and laboratory phases of this 

project are presented in Chapter 5. This chapter provides the reader with an 

understanding of the methods used in the planning, research, excavation, processing and 

interpretation of artifacts from the Davis site. Chapter 6 entails a brief summary of Davis 

artifact assemblage, including the counts, types and interpretations of the artifacts in their 

entirety. 

 Chapter 7 represents the beginning of the interpretative portion of this 

dissertation.  Discussed in this chapter are ways that the Davises, despite having limited 

economic capital, were able to construct their home atop a solid brick foundation. I argue 

that the Davises and the people at Timbuctoo improvised on their landscapes and homes 

by using practices that countered popular etiquette in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries. I provide images of the homes of impoverished African Americans living in 

New Jersey during the first half of the twentieth century to offer interpretations on how 

the Davis‟s home may have looked. The Davis‟ improvisation did not stop with the 

construction of their home, but also can be observed in the yardscape of their lot. In this 

subsection I argue that the Davis family regularly swept their yard. I contextualize this 

interpretation through a comparison of yard sweeping by both African American and 

White people.  I conclude by arguing that the practice of yard sweeping at Timbuctoo 

was not a spiritual ritual as reported by other archaeologists at different sites, but was a 

reflection of socioeconomic class. Finally, I end the chapter by discussing the bricks that 

comprise the foundation to the Davis‟s home. I posit that while the handmade bricks are 

of poor quality (likely made in a local scove kiln or onsite wet clamp), the bricks offered 

the Davises the best possible construction material given the family‟s lack of economic 
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capital. By using early twentieth century guides on building construction, I tested the 

quality of the Davis brick against contemporary builders‟ standards.  I found that while 

the majority of the bricks would be rejected by builder practices in the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries, they still represented the best construction materials available to the 

Davis family. I emphasize how a tradition of “making do”, that is, a habitus of 

improvisation, resulted in the Davises and other residents at Timbuctoo manipulating 

their landscapes and construction materials to improvise against economic 

marginalization.  

 Chapter 8 continues the interpretations on a practice theory of improvisation as I 

discuss the use of home canning and commodity foods. I posit that the home canning 

assemblage from the Davis Site trash midden reflects the practice of improvising due to 

global and local events. In this chapter I argue that not only did the local realities of 

marginalization influence the individual practices at Timbuctoo, but the effects of World 

War I, the Great Depression and World War II, caused the residents to improvise on their 

diets. Through a review of contemporary trade catalogs, advertising and etiquette 

literature I contend that the practice of home canning and the consumption of 

commercially produced foods offered impoverished peoples a means to conserve on the 

time, cost and energy used in the preparation of meals, resources that could be better 

served in other endeavors. From the realities of living life with limited money and 

resources to enduring rationing during two world wars and an economic depression, I 

argue that dietary practices at Timbuctoo were constitutive of improvisation. I conclude 

the chapter by offering the example of peanut butter consumption as a case study 

underscoring the practice of improvisation at Timbuctoo. 
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 Throughout this dissertation I show how the archaeological record at Timbuctoo 

is representative of people on the lower end of the economic spectrum. In these 

interpretations I underscore how people improvise to contest economic marginalization 

through everyday practice. However, in Chapter 9, I posit that it is important to 

understand that the people of Timbuctoo operated in a society that emphasized the 

ideologies of individuality and social mobility. In this chapter I discuss how these 

powerful ideologies and the development of consumer culture affected individual 

consumption practices. I begin the chapter with a discussion of consumer and 

consumption studies within historical archaeology, and in doing so I outline my own 

theoretical perspectives on consumerism. I contend that the consumption of bric-a-brac 

artifacts, specifically Depression glass and ceramic, were objects used to construct 

individual identity and desire as a measure to contest socioeconomic marginalization. The 

curation and display of these objects was not simply the projection of genteel refinement 

to outside onlookers, but were material embodiments of the aspirations and desires of the 

individual owner. This chapter underscores that while many of the residents of 

Timbuctoo were impoverished, thusly leading them to improvise, they still were social 

agents who used objects to symbolize their own individual desires of middle-class 

membership. 

Finally, Chapter 10 is the conclusion of the dissertation. I begin this chapter by 

contextualizing the historical and archaeological record of Timbuctoo with other African 

American sites in New Jersey. I broaden this discussion to include African American 

archaeological sites that are outside of New Jersey, but that were contemporaneous to 

Timbuctoo. Through these regional and national approaches I show how the histories and 
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archaeology of Timbuctoo, while distinctive, is also typical of lived experiences of 

African Americans in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. By highlighting 

how structures of race and socioeconomic class affect everyday practice, I argue that 

much of the archaeological records of African America are a reflection of improvisation. 

I conclude the chapter by discussing how this dissertation is not the end point for 

scholarship at the community, but just the beginning of a study in its infancy at 

Timbuctoo.  
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CHAPTER 2 

HISTORIOGRAPHY OF TIMBUCTOO AND THE DAVIS SITE 
 

Introduction 

 In this chapter I discuss the historiography of Timbuctoo. Included is an 

explanation of the possible reasons for naming the African American community after the 

Timbuktu in Africa. Secondly, I detail the historical development of the community, 

including the relationships between African Americans, Quakers and White society in 

New Jersey. In this subsection I touch upon the interpreted connections between the 

community and the Underground Railroad. This leads to a brief history of Timbuctoo 

from the Civil War into the present. Next, I provide a summary of all previous 

archaeological work conducted at Timbuctoo. Finally, I discuss the history of the Davis 

Site in Timbuctoo and the site‟s inhabitants, William and Rebecca Davis, and how their 

home came to be used as a nineteenth- and twentieth-century community trash midden. 

Through this chapter I provide the necessary sociohistorical framework that will set the 

tone for the interpretations and conclusions offered in the dissertation. 

  

What’s in a Name? 

The name “Timbuctoo” conjures images of exotic, romanticized landscapes of 

lore, and perhaps it is because of these images that the African American community, in 

present-day Westampton Township, Burlington County, New Jersey, garnered its name. 

The impetus for naming the community Timbuctoo is undoubtedly linked to the great city 

of Timbuktu, located in Mali. As a complex symbol of both enlightenment and mystery, 

the city has remained a powerful icon for peoples of the African Diaspora. For many 
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people of African descendant, Timbuktu has represented the pinnacle of African 

historical achievement, a standing testimony to the potential of Africa. For African 

Americans, a collective group that has experienced the oppression of slavery and 

continued racism, the symbolism of Timbuktu is an icon that underscores the power and 

perseverance of the “African race” outside of White repression (Gates 1999). This 

reverence for the city among African Americans continued in the United States, and can 

be seen in the use of “Timbuktu” “Timbuctoo,” Timbucktoo”, and other variations as 

names for businesses and institutions (Gates 1999). “Timbuctoo” or its variations is also 

the name for three settlements outside of New Jersey, including Timbuctoo, California 

(circa 1850s), Timbuktu, Oregon (date unknown) and Timbuctoo, New York (founded 

1846). The proliferation of the name during the nineteenth century was the result of a 

White orientalist ideology that saw Timbuktu as a place of veneration and mystery 

(Dubois and White 1896).  That a once great African city which at its height rivaled the 

power of Rome and Athens challenged the beliefs that many White people held about 

Africa. Nineteenth-century truth claims contended that the city, though located in Sub 

Saharan West Africa, was not founded by the “Negro Race”, but by Tuareg Berbers from 

North Africa (Reclus 1888: 300). Many Whites questioned how the ancestors of the 

enslaved peoples living in the United States could be responsible for establishing a city of 

power and enlightenment. The mystery surrounding the history of Timbuktu was typified 

in its usage in the English lexicon as a distant, remote and exotic location. As a signifier 

of the “Other” Timbuktu, Timbuctoo, Tombuctoe, and all variations of the name came to 

be used on a variety of media, including literature, advertising and children‟s toys 

(Barton and Somerville 2012).  
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How, or more importantly, who named the community Timbuctoo has been lost to 

history. There are two possible interpretations for the naming of the African American 

community Timbuctoo. First, it is possible that the White (mostly Quaker) and Black 

populations near Timbuctoo held the African city in such reverence, that when the 

community was being established, they chose to name it after the great Timbuktu. This 

interpretation follows that of the Timbuctoo located in the Adirondacks of New York 

State. That community was connected to the radical abolitionist John Brown (his family 

moved there after his execution) and was established as a safe haven for formerly 

enslaved African Americans (Adirondack History Center 2002: 4). In that case, it appears 

the naming of the community was based on an admiration that both White and Black 

inhabitants held for the African city and wanted to project that power onto their own 

village. A similar reasoning could be interpreted for the community in New Jersey 

  The second possible reason behind the naming of the community may be the 

result of White racial ideology. As mentioned prior, the proliferation of Timbuktu into 

the American lexicon was punctuated by a racialized, orientalist discourse that created an 

ideology of social and biological hierarchy. Timbuktu was the name for an isolated, 

mysterious place inhabited by dark-skinned Africans, a place that was called a city but 

lacked civilization. In this regard, the naming of Timbuctoo may have been a semiotic 

labeling of a place as the “Other”, that is, as an autonomous community of racialized 

African Americans that were located on the outskirts of White public space. Following 

this narrative, then, the naming of Timbuctoo by nearby White residents as a pejorative 

label was in concert with other negative uses of the name in popular culture (Barton and 

Somerville 2012). From literature to toy dolls, minstrel shows to mechanical banks, the 
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name “Timbuctoo” was used to construct the ideology of White biological and cultural 

superiority. Though a pessimistic interpretation on the labeling of the community, this 

observation could be the reasoning behind nineteenth-century newspaper titles such as 

“Trouble Among the Darkies” (New Jersey Mirror 1858), and the racial strife create by 

the Ku Klux Klan in the twentieth century. Regardless, given a scant documentary record 

uncovering who named the African American community and why can only be left to 

scholarly speculation.   

 

Origins of Timbuctoo 

Timbuctoo first appears in the documentary record in 1826 through deeds. 

Brothers David, Ezekiel and Wardell Parker as well as Hezekiah Hall, all former 

enslaved migrants from Maryland, are the first names on the deeds for Timbuctoo. 

Whether free African Americans lived at the site prior to that time remains left to 

conjecture (Paul Schopp pers. comm. February 10, 2012). By 1826, a small community 

of less than ten African American individuals and families had settled in the area (Turton 

1999). Though the spatial boundaries of the community have shifted through time, the 

core of Timbuctoo rests on the outskirts of Mount Holly, a well-known Quaker 

stronghold in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Figure 2.1). The population growth 

of Timbuctoo centered on three influences: 1) natural reproduction; 2) the passage of 

gradual manumission laws in New Jersey; and 3) the role of the community as a “station” 

along the Underground Railroad (Paul Schopp pers. comm. February 10, 2012). 

The first possible interpretation for the populating of Timbuctoo is based simply 

on procreation among the community‟s residents. Over time with the increase of people 
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moving to the community and having families, the process of natural reproduction offers 

the simplest explanation for Timbuctoo‟s growth. 

The second possible reason for the peopling of the community is through legal 

acts passed through the New Jersey legislation. Though several acts regarding slavery 

and free Africans Americans existed before 1804 (discussed in the next subsection), it 

was the 1804 Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery that had the most profound effect 

for African Americans living in the state in the early nineteenth century. The Act stated 

that enslaved African Americans born in New Jersey after July 4, 1804 would be granted 

their freedom after the females had served their master for 21 years and males 25 years. 

Interestingly, 1826-the year that Timbuctoo first appears on deeds-was the within the 

same period that the first generation of enslaved peoples who were affected by the 

legislation obtained their freedom (Barton and Markert 2012: 81). This first generation of 

manumitted peoples, though not the founders of Timbuctoo, could have helped to grow 

the newly established community. However, historian Paul Schopp (pers. comm. 

February 10, 2012) argues that the populating of the community is not the result of 

formerly enslaved African Americans from New Jersey garnering their freedom from 

gradual emancipation laws, but rather through the migration of “fugitive” and 

manumitted peoples coming from Southern states. Schoop‟s interpretations are based on 

census materials in which many residents claimed to be from Southern states, and court 

records detailing the activities of slave catchers‟ attempting to capture “fugitive” captives 

who had migrated to Timbuctoo. These interpretations regarding the migration of peoples 

from Southern states, often being former and/or “fugitives” fits within the authorized 

public history (Rizzo 2008) that Timbuctoo was part of the Underground Railroad.   
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The Underground Railroad 

Schopp‟s (2012) interpretation that the populating of Timbuctoo was the result of 

recently emancipated and “fugitive” people further supports the evidence that the 

community was involved in the Underground Railroad. Founded forty years before the 

end of slavery, the African American community of Timbuctoo was a “refuge” for 

African Americans. Timbuctoo‟s location near the Quaker town of Mount Holly likely 

played an influential role in the community‟s development (Figure 2.1). However, the 

relationships between White Quakers and (enslaved and free) African Americans were 

very complex, and were influenced by issues of slavery, religion and social (in)equality.  

The practice of slavery among Quakers was commonplace well into the 

eighteenth century as the Society urged its members to provide religious guidance to the 

enslaved (Cadbury 1936). Quaker attitudes regarding slavery began to shift in the latter 

half of the eighteenth century as some members argued that the practice was against 

Christian beliefs. This shift in attitudes played an important role in the interpreted 

histories of Timbuctoo, and its location near the Quaker town of Mount Holly argues for 

Quaker involvement in the establishment and maintenance of the African American 

community as a conscious action against slavery (Fishman 1997: 195-196).  

This claim is rooted in the path blazed by John Woolman, one of the most vocal Quaker 

abolitionists and a native of Mount Holly. Even though Quakers had denounced slavery 

in the second half of the eighteenth century, it was further moved along by Woolman‟s 

involvement in the 1774 Yearly Meeting that the religious group proclaimed that slavery 

was irreconcilable to Quaker beliefs. Following the Meeting, it was argued that no 

Quaker should own enslaved peoples and that the Society must publicly denounce the 
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institution. 

 
Figure 2.1. 1849 Map of Timbuctoo and Mount Holly, NJ (courtesy of Burlington 

County Historical Society) 
 
 
 
This was a major step for the abolitionist movement and forever linked the 

Quaker Society to the demise of slavery in the authorized public history of the United 

States. James Delle (2008: 65-66) defines authorized public memory (and/or history) as 

the creation and reproduction of history by “authorities” recognized within a society. In 

this regard, scholars, museums, governmental institutions and other forms of controlled 

history shape the narrative of the past for the benefit of those in power in the past. The 

result is that the authorized public memories myopically portray the past as a monolithic 

metanarrative in an effort to construct a shared collective identity among varying and 

often competing social groups. In a society such as the United States, where White, 
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middle-class and patriarchal ideologies have dictated social histories, the exaggerated 

roles that the Quakers played in the emancipation of enslaved African Americans fits 

within the narrative of authorized public memory (Delle 2008: 66; Barton and Markert 

2012: 88-89). The whitening of the past, particularly White participation in Black 

emancipation, has been used to gloss over continued racial tensions in the present 

(Paynter 2001; Delle 2008). However, while the roles that Whites, specifically Quakers, 

have been wrongfully overemphasized in the authorized public memory, the truth is that 

they did play a part in assisting “fugitive” and freed African Americans. The assistance, 

for lack of a better term, offered to Black people by Quakers can be interpreted in the 

locations of antebellum African American communities in Southern New Jersey, 

including Guineatown, Springtown, Free Haven (also known as Snow Hill) and Small 

Gloucester which were located near Quaker populations. Timbuctoo and its location near 

Mount Holly (roughly two miles away) shares a similar relationship with the 

aforementioned African American communities (Wright 1989: 39-40). These locations 

and shared relationships between White Quakers and African Americans have been 

interpreted as proof of the collaborative network to bring enslaved peoples from Southern 

bondage into the “free” lands of the North (Barton, Markert and Orr 2013: 20). 

Romantically known as the Underground Railroad, the authorized public memory 

in the Northeast contends that a tangible network of lines and “stations” operated by 

White and Black abolitionists provided enslaved African Americans with food, shelter 

and guidance in their escape from slavery. In a review of written documents (census 

records, court cases, newspaper accounts etc.), historian Giles Wright (1989: 39) argues 

that Timbuctoo and the aforementioned African American communities operated as 
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“stations” along the Greenwich Line of the Underground Railroad.  

However, the archaeologist Cheryl LaRoche (2004: 316-318) contends that the 

Underground Railroad was not a “thing”, but rather a frame of mind with which Black 

churches operated as the nexus for the ephemeral movement. The Underground Railroad 

was not a systematic network of stations along a planned line to freedom, but a social 

phenomenon to which African Americans, more specifically Black Churches, were the 

primary agents. A small fraction of White Quakers likely worked as financiers and legal 

counsel for Black abolitionists and “fugitive” peoples. However, the prominent title of 

Quakers in the authorized public histories as “operators” of the Underground Railroad is 

the result of the whitening of the past (Delle 2008; Barton and Markert 2012: 88). While 

the truth remains that a small fraction of the Quaker population was in support of the 

emancipation of enslaved African Americans, but what were Quakers‟ (and other White 

abolitionists) feelings towards freed Black peoples?  

The historians Donna McDaniel and Vanessa Julye (2009: 110) contend that the 

Quakers‟ abhorrence to slavery was not based on shared respect between Whites and 

Black people, nor was it about Quakers seeing African Americans as their social and 

racial equals. Rather, McDaniel and Julye argue that Quaker efforts to end the institution 

of slavery were based on their own fears of eternal damnation in the afterlife for allowing 

the continuation of human bondage (see also Hodges 1997: 74-75). Simply put, the 

Quakers were not trying to end slavery because of human rights, but because they feared 

that if it continued that they would spend eternity in Hell. McDaniel and Julye further 

argue that, even after enslaved African Americans were freed through some form of 

Quaker involvement, Black people were never viewed as social and racial equals by most 
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white Quakers. 

While in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries some African Americans 

were allowed to attend segregated services in Friends‟ Meeting Houses, they were 

continually denied membership into the Society (Cadbury 1936: 168). An example of this 

racism is illustrated by the example of William Boen, an African American who lived 

within the vicinity of Mount Holly. Boen was born into slavery and later converted to 

Quakerism with the aid of John Woolman. In 1763, the 28-year-old Boen negotiated his 

freedom and continued to live in the area as a practicing, but not official member of the 

Society (Gummere 1922; Cadbury 1936). Boen was seen as a righteous man, and on his 

wedding day asked for admission as a full member in to the Society. However, despite 

the recommendation of Woolman, Boen was denied because of his race (Gummere 1922: 

89; Cadbury 1936). Throughout his life he continued to request admission, but it was not 

until 1851 at the age of 71 that Boen was finally admitted into the Mount Holly Society 

of Friends. 

Another account that underscores the racial tensions between White Quakers and 

African Americans occurred in the late eighteenth century, when the Mount Holly 

Friends elected a new Elder within their Society. An African American man, who was 

endorsed by John Woolman as being righteous, pious and capable of undergoing the 

responsibilities entailed as Elder, was denied the title as the committee responded that 

they preferred to have no Elder than to have a Black man in the position (Cadbury 1936). 

The continued obstruction of African Americans from membership into the Society of 

Friends was a common theme throughout the United States, highlighting that for most 

Quakers their stand against slavery was not to free their fellow human beings, but to save 
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themselves from eternal damnation. As Hodges (1997: 75) notes, “Quaker unwillingness 

to accept African Americans in spiritual fellowship supports the view that their interest in 

manumission had more to do with their own souls than the souls or human conditions of 

black folk.”   

However, despite these racist practices some Quakers remained the most ardent 

and powerful abolitionists within the state. While the much of the White population in 

New Jersey continued to undermine the rights of both freed and enslaved African 

Americans, it was the Quakers (as well as other abolitionists) who used their influence to 

introduce legislation to confront slavery. For example, a legislative act in 1786 removed 

the £200 fee required by slaveholders for the manumission of their enslaved people, as 

long as the manumitted enslaved was over 35 years old and was able to provide for 

themselves. Another progressive aspect to the 1786 legislation required all slaveholders 

to teach enslaved people how to read and write, or the holder would be subjected to fines. 

However, in the very same legislation it was declared that free African Americans from 

other states could not enter New Jersey. Moreover, the 1786 legislation required all free 

African Americans living in state to carry certification proving their status as free if they 

were traveling outside of their hometown. 

These repressive strategies arose in response to the increasing free population of 

African Americans in New Jersey. According to the 1800 Census, over two-thirds of the 

free African American population in the northern United States resided in New Jersey 

(Wright 1989). The changing demographics caused a growing fear among White men of 

the potential for women and African Americans to influence elections, resulting in the 

amending of the New Jersey constitution in 1807 to limit voting rights to only White 
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males (Klinghoffer and Elkis 1992: 164). The varying spectrum of racial ideologies and 

practices, particularly those regarding the relationships between African Americans and 

White Quakers, is paramount for understanding the origins and history of Timbuctoo.  

 The rural setting and location of Timbuctoo near the Quaker town of Mount Holly 

helped to provide some protection, but the residents of the African American community 

still operated within a repressive landscape where they had to keep watch for slave 

catchers and their spies. For example, in 1860 noted slavecatcher George Alberti and his 

posse were aided by African American and former Timbuctoo resident Caleb Wright in 

the attempt to apprehend Perry Simmons, a “fugitive” from Maryland who had been 

living in Timbuctoo. Simmons resisted the slave catchers by arming himself and hiding 

himself and his family in their loft. Amid the gunfire and shouting, the residents of 

Timbuctoo quickly came to the aid of Simmons.  Upon witnessing the sight of armed 

Black residents coming to help Simmons, Alberti decided to abandon his “reward” and 

flee for his life. Known as the Battle of Pine Swamp (New Jersey Mirror 1860), the plight 

of Perry Simmons, who suffered another attempted capture in 1862, was not the only 

example of the tumultuous experiences endured at Timbuctoo.   

The ever-present threat of slave catchers and their spies resulted in the people of 

Timbuctoo being highly suspicious of outsiders, both White and Black. For example, in 

1858 shots were fired into the home of Timbuctoo resident William Spry, an African 

American who was suspected of spying for slave catchers in Maryland (New Jersey 

Mirror 1858). The newspaper account attributed the shots to three Timbuctoo residents: 

David “King” Parker (the informal leader of Timbuctoo), Perry Simmons (of the Battle of 

Pine Swamp), and William Chase. Parker, Simmons and Chase were apprehended, but 
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without substantial proof they were released by Mount Holly officials.  

These examples of violence were not the only means of defense used by the 

residents to protect themselves from slave catchers. For example, one tactic of protection 

can be interpreted through the census records. An analysis of census materials between 

1850 and 1870, a time span that includes the abolishment of slavery, shows an increase in 

the population of Timbuctoo as well as the manipulation of census data by the residents. 

In 1850, the total number of people listed as originating from Southern slave states was 

ten percent, compared to the 27 percent listed in the 1870 census. In 1850 and 1860, 

while slavery was still practiced and fugitive slave laws were in effect, several residents 

told the census taker that they were been born in New Jersey; however in 1870, five years 

after the abolishment of slavery, the same people told the census taker that they were 

born in Southern (once slaveholding) states. For example in 1850, James Hill, age 40, 

told the census taker that he was born in New Jersey; in the 1870 census he stated that he 

was originally from Virginia. Table 1 shows the names, ages and state of origin of 

possible “escaped slaves” living in Timbuctoo from 1850-1870. It was noted in the table 

when a resident changed their state of origin.  

A possible interpretation for this tactic is that census takers, as outsiders to the 

community, represented possible threats as agents of a government that continuously 

debated the freedom of African Americans or as potential spies for slave-catchers. 

Schopp (2012; pers. comm. February 14, 2012) argues that, because of perpetual visits 

from slave catchers, the community‟s population ebbed and flowed as residents left their 

homes in refuge of safer areas.   

Understanding the mindset for such practices is beyond the scope of this 
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dissertation, but they do suggest that in an effort to secure their freedom some residents 

of Timbuctoo lied in the census. This manipulation was a result of “fugitive” people 

(over the ages of 21-25) claiming their freedom through the 1804 Gradual Emancipation 

Act. These census tactics, coupled with the violence used by the residents, underscores 

that they were, rightfully, willing to take any measure to secure their freedom. The lines 

of evidence from the relationships between Quakers and African Americans, the presence 

of “fugitive” people and the practices to resist slave catchers suggest that Timbuctoo was 

part of the Underground Railroad. In sum, the development and growth of Timbuctoo 

was not the result of a single factor but rather a combination of them. Nothing in the past 

is the result of one singular event, movement or idea, but is a product of a contextual 

social milieu that develops over time. According to census records (Turton 1999) leading 

up to the Civil War, the population of the settlement continued to grow as it represented a 

semi-autonomous, rural African American community that offered protection and a 

chance to start a new free from bondage.   

President Lincoln‟s call to arms did not fall on deaf ears as several of residents at 

Timbuctoo served in the United States Colored Troops (USCTs). These men served in the 

6th, 22nd, 25th and 29th Infantry Regiments of the USCTs and most experienced combat 

(Astle 2008). As free men their fight for their country was not to secure their own 

freedom, but to obtain the freedom of the millions still bound in Southern shackles, and 

to ensure the death of slavery for future generations. Today, the United States-

commissioned gravestones of the USCTs soldiers represent the only aboveground 

markers of the nineteenth century community. 
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Table 2.1 A list of possible “escaped” captives. (Note: X is used to represent a change in 

the state of origin given to the census taker. In theory these changes could be evidence 

used by “escaped” captives to protect themselves from slave catchers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name

1870 State 

of Origin

Age in 

1870 

"A" for 

Absent 

in the 

1850 

Census

1860 State 

of Origin

Age in 

1860

Change in 

State of 

Origin

1860 

State of 

Origin

Age in 

1860

Possible 

"Escaped 

Slave"

Catharine Brown VA 13 a

James A. Hill VA 58 NJ 40 x PA 50 x

Joshua Smith MD 62 a

John Stokes VA 23 a

Joseph Branin VA 22 a

David Roan MD 53 NJ 34 x x

Richard Christy MD 55 NJ 28 x MD 45 x*

Sarah DE 48 MD 40 x*

Eliza Ellis LA 16 a

John Trunnels DC 60 a

Catharine VA 60 a

Stephen Simmons MD 52 NJ 30 x c x

Mary Chesterfield MD 17 a

Raimon [Raymond] Jones MD 46 NJ 30 x DE 40 x

Catharine DE 41 NJ 24 x DE 38 x

Atta [Adda] Armstrong MD 67 NJ 38 x NJ 65 x

Mary Tillman MD 47 a

Aramento Hopkins MD 32 MD 22

Elizabeth Mitchel MD 55 NJ 44 x NJ 45 x

Samuel Howard MD 30 a

William Justen MD 33 a

Elizabeth Parker MD 82 NJ 51 x DE 75 x

Joel Smith MD 35 a

Elizabeth Bantrem MD 74 a

Morris Gaines DE 25 NJ 5 x x

Elizabeth Hamilton MD 44 MA 30 x

Anna Maria Green MD 56 a

John Brown MD 54 DE 41 x c ?

Lydia MD 54 a

George Rummels MD 58 a

Susan MD 40 a

William Nolon [Noland] MD 60 NJ 32 x DE 40 x

Rebecca DE 42 a

Arabella Trusty MD 14 a

John Sa[u]nders MD 70 NJ 50 x PA 65 x

Anna MD 65 NJ 56 x PA 55 x

John W. Macklin DE 23 a

Jacob Love MD 35 a

Samuel Helmsley MD 60 a

Emeline MD 58 a

David Parker MD 69 NJ 50 x c x

Benjamin Christy MD 54 MD 44

Lewis Spencer MD 21 a

Robert Hill MD 24 a

Francis William DE 42 a

Perry Simmons Dead MD 40

Julia ? ? MD 39
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The Postbellum Period to the Present 

  Following the end of the Civil War, the population of Timbuctoo reached its 

peak of around 150 people and supported dwellings, outbuildings, a “colored” 

schoolhouse, an African Methodist Episcopal Church, and a general store (Turton 1999; 

Barton and Markert 2012: 82).
1
 Despite the Union‟s victory and the demise of slavery 

many of the African American residents of Timbuctoo still had to endure the hardships of 

social and economic repression (Barton and Markert 2012: 89-90; Barton, Markert and 

Orr 2013). For example, in 1890 the New Jersey State Board of Education‟s Annual 

Report of the Board of Education (1890: 14) cited the “colored” school at Timbuctoo as 

having been closed during most of the 1889 school year because of a lack of funding. In 

1896, the Board stated that the school at Timbuctoo suffered from low attendance “late in 

the fall and early spring as the children are sent out to earn if possible their daily bread” 

(New Jersey State Board of Education 1897: 111). In the same report, it was suggested 

that the schoolhouse be closed because of the dilapidated condition of the structure.  

Several inferences about life can be garnered from the school records. First, 

children had to economically provide for their families, thus severely limiting their time 

for formal education. Second, the schoolhouse‟s dilapidated condition underscores the 

struggles of the residents and the emphasis on contributing to the family‟s economic 

welfare over the formal educational needs of the individual children. Another “colored” 

school was built and was used until 1926, when the children were then sent to a “colored” 

school in Mount Holly (Barton, Markert and Orr 2013: 25-26). Although there was one 

integrated school in late eighteenth-century Mount Holly, likely a result of the 1786 act 

                                                           
1
 Author‟s note: to date (11/16/13), the exact locations of the nineteenth century church, 

general store and schools remain unknown 
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requiring masters to educate their slaves, racial segregation in New Jersey schools 

continued until 1947 (New Jersey Constitution 1947 [2013]).  

The practices of institutional and daily racism severely restricted the ability for 

Timbuctoo residents to obtain economic capital as the confluence of race, economic class 

and social inferiority were omnipresent realities endured by African Americans. While 

some socially and economically affluent African Americans resided in Burlington County 

(Irby 1976: 2), the majority of Black people could only obtain employment in low-paying 

occupations. According to the census records, many of the male residents were employed 

in manual labor at local brickyards and on White-owned farms, and many of the women 

held jobs in domestic services or worked from home taking in laundry (Barton and 

Markert 2012: 82). In fact, one possible interpretation for the origin of the community 

cites the Quaker need for labor as a justification for assisting enslaved African Americans 

(Interracial Committee of New Jersey 1932: 12), and at the turn of the nineteenth century 

two brickyards operated just outside of Timbuctoo.  

In the first half of the twentieth century, the population of the community declined 

as there was no longer a need for protection and as residents sought better employment in 

urban areas (Paul Schopp pers. comm., February 19, 2012; Barton, Markert and Orr 

2013: 28). Nevertheless, as with segregation in New Jersey schools the practices of 

racism continued to be experienced at Timbuctoo. Figure 2.3 shows the possible locations 

of the twentieth-century church and general store in relation to the area controlled by 

Westampton and the cemetery at Timbuctoo.  The possible locations of the church and 

general store were the result of Patricia Markert‟s work collecting the oral histories of 

former residents and descendants of Timbuctoo. These oral histories have proved to be 
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insightful given the absence of documentary sources. Her work has been able to retrace 

the past(s) of Timbuctoo back into the 1930s. One account discussed a schoolyard fight 

between a white child and a black child from Timbuctoo, a simple schoolyard tussle that 

resulted in the Ku Klux Klan coming to the community seeking retribution (Barton and 

Markert 2012: 91; Barton, Markert and Orr 2013: 27).  Described as a potential “race 

riot”, the local authorities quickly quelled any possible violence.  Another account spoke 

of a resident as a child waking up to the sight of a burning cross on her family‟s yard 

(Barton and Markert 2012: 89; Barton, Markert and Orr 2013: 27-28).  

 

 
Figure 2.3. Spatial boundaries of Timbuctoo with possible locations of the church and 

general store (Google Earth 2011, with alterations made by author). 
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 These practices of KKK-perpetuated racial terrorism run counter to the authorized 

public history of New Jersey as being a “free” liberal state in the Northeast. While New 

Jersey and particularly Burlington County had individuals who were on the forefront of 

the progressive movement towards African American rights, this does not mean that the 

state did not have its own history of racial repression. For example, during the years 

between 1920 and 1930, the median dates for the Timbuctoo artifact assemblage 

(discussed in greater detail in chapters 8, 9 and 10), membership in the New Jersey 

chapters of the KKK was estimated to be between 60,000 and 100,000 members 

(Linderoth 2010: 69). At a rally in Brook Bound in 1923, some 40 miles north of 

Timbuctoo, over 12,000 KKK members paraded through the streets (New York Times 

1923a). In that same year in Allenwood, 40 miles east of Timbuctoo, over 1,500 people 

attended a rally for the “Women of the Klan” (New York Times 1923b). Margaret Sanger, 

the noted women‟s rights advocate, was a guest speaker at a women‟s branch of the KKK 

rally in Silver Lake just 30 miles south of Timbuctoo in 1926 (Sanger 2010: 366). In all, 

between the activities of the KKK, the everyday practices economic repression and the 

overarching structures of institutional marginalization, life at Timbuctoo was pejoratively 

affected by the persistence of race and racism. However, Markert‟s (Barton and Markert 

2012; Markert, in manuscript) work with the former residents and descendants has shown 

that while racism and classism were omnipresent realities for African Americans at 

Timbuctoo, it did not come to typify their overall experiences of life at the community.  

The further decline of the community continued into the second half of the 

twentieth century as residents moved away and the area was subjected to suburban sprawl 

(Barton, Markert and Orr 2013: 28). Figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 provide an understanding of 
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how the landscape of Timbuctoo changed from 1931-1951. Today, there still exist several 

residents who have ancestral ties to the community that live in the immediate and 

surrounding areas. These residents and descendants remain a very tightly-knit group who 

still identify themselves as “Bucktonians.”  

 

 
Figure  2.4. 1931 Historical aerial of Timbuctoo with location of Davis  Site 

(HistoricAerials.com, with alterations made by the author). 
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Figure  2.5. 1940 Historical Aerial of Timbuctoo with location of Davis  Site 

(HistoricAerials.com, with alterations made by the author). 

  
Figure  2.6. 1951 Historical Aerial of Timbuctoo with location of Davis Site 

(HistoricAerials.com, with alterations made by the author). 
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Previous Archaeological Work at Timbuctoo 

 In 2008, Dr. David G. Orr from Temple University advised Westampton 

Township to seek contractors to perform an aboveground geophysical survey of four out 

of the roughly 40 acres that once was Timbuctoo (Figure 2.7). These four acres are 

owned by the Township, as the remaining portion of the community is private residential 

property. Documentary research suggests that this area of Timbuctoo was developed in 

later half of the nineteenth century and contained several dwellings (Turton 1999). The 

following year, Daniel Sivilich and his team from the Battlefield Restoration & 

Archaeological Volunteer Organization (BRAVO) surveyed the area and put in a 396 x 

396-foot (broken down into 66 x 66-foot squares) grid pattern. The purpose of this grid is 

to provide a means of reference for all future archaeological work. That same year, 

William Chadwick and Peter Leach of John Milner and Associates were contracted to 

perform subsurface survey using ground-penetrating radar and a magnetometer. The 

result of their survey (Chadwick and Leach 2009) was a noninvasive interpretation of the 

potential belowground archaeological record of the community (Figure 2.7). Chadwick 

and Leach‟s interpretations suggest that there are 18 possible structures (houses, 

outbuildings etc.), roughly ten shaft features (privies, wells, trash pits etc.) and three 

possible roadways within the four-acre area. Apart from this aboveground surveying, no 

other archaeological work has been conducted at Timbuctoo. 

 

Feature 13: The Davis Site 

 

 The geophysical survey (Chadwick and Leach 2009) of Timbuctoo first revealed 

the location of Feature 13. The roughly 20-foot x 100-foot lot of Feature 13 (Figure 6) 
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was interpreted as having a structure (possible dwelling), outbuilding and potential shaft 

feature. Given the lot‟s location at what was once Haywood Street and the assortment of 

possible features, it was agreed upon by the Timbuctoo Discovery Project Committee that 

Feature 13 would be the first test area for archaeological investigations. In October of 

2009, I was contacted by David Orr to lead a team of volunteers in ground testing the 

anomalies that were reported to be in the Davis‟s lot. The team placed a 2 x 2-foot shovel 

test pit (STP) and was able to locate the eastern wall of a brick foundation. Upon 

identifying Feature 13, the team covered the STP and began conducting documentary 

research on the site‟s occupants.  

 Our research (Barton, Markert and Orr 2013: 35-36) showed that the lot was once 

owned by David “King” Parker, the aforementioned informal leader of the community. 

The lot was acquired by Mary Simmons following the death of Parker. On September 20, 

1879, the executors of Simmons‟ estate sold the lot to William Davis for two dollars 

(Turton 1999). The inexpensive price of the lot was likely because of its small size 

(20x100ft) which limited the potential of extensive farming. 

 William Davis was born free in 1836 in the township of Northampton 

(Westampton was created in the subdivision of Northampton in 1850). In his adult life 

Davis worked as a brick molder until 1863, when he enlisted into the 22nd Infantry 

Regiment of the USCTs (Astle 2008). He was injured at the Battle of Petersburg in 1864, 

and because of his injures was honorably discharged later that year. Davis continued to 

suffer from rheumatism and chronic back pain for the remainder of his life. Due to his 

injuries incurred during battle, he was limited in his abilities to perform manual labor.  
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Figure 2.7. Geophysical Survey of Timbuctoo. Outlined area indicates plot 

associated with the Davis Site. This figure represents the interpretation of ground-

penetrating radar and magnetometer surveys. Key: Green-potential structure; Grey-

potential shaft feature; Purple-potential road; Red/Blue-magnetic anomaly (Chadwick 

and Leach 2009). 
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Figure 2.8. Interpretations of Geophysical Survey, Emphasis on 

Davis lot (Feature 13) (Chadwick and Leach 2009). 
 

 The Disability Act of June 1890 enabled injured veterans like Davis, who were 

unable to maintain manual labor because of physical disabilities, to collect a pension 

(Astle 2008). (Interestingly, however, Davis is listed as a manual laborer in the 1910 

Census). As mentioned above, in 1879 Davis and his wife, Rebecca, purchased the lot at 

Timbuctoo. On the site they constructed a home (likely a one-and a-half story) built atop 
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a 12 x 16-foot brick foundation (discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7). Here the 

Davises raised five children. William Davis died on April 4, 1914 from pneumonia (Astle 

2008). His grave commissioned by the United States is one of the only standing 

headstones left in the Timbuctoo cemetery. Little information is known regarding the 

fates of the remaining family. Based on archaeological interpretations (discussed in 

Chapter 7), the Davis‟ home was torn down and the exposed foundation was used as a 

community trash midden until the late 1940s when it was covered over. According to 

former residents, the four-acre area was used for farming, raising of livestock and a 

junkyard (Barton and Markert 2012). As mentioned in Chapter 1, after a lengthy dispute 

between a former resident and the Township over “squatters rights” in 2007, roughly four 

acres of Timbuctoo, including the Davis Site, finally became protected public space 

(Barton and Markert 2012: 84; Barton, Markert and Orr 2013: 35-36).  
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CHAPTER 3 

RACE AND ARCHAEOLOGIES OF RACE 
    

Introduction 

 While distinguishing markers of identity have shifted throughout the human 

experience, the use of what today we refer to as race, that is, the creation of stereotypes 

and taxonomies based on outward cultural and/or phenotypic traits, developed during the 

Enlightenment (Orser 2004: ix). This is not to say that phenotype or human variation was 

not a subject of interest prior to the 18th century. For example, Herodotus suggests in his 

Historiae (440 BCE) that the varying strengths between Egyptians and Persians was 

affected by environmental as well as cultural pressures. However, it was not until the 

Enlightenment and its pursuit of observing “Order” in the natural and social worlds that 

the development of racialist categorizes came to be widely internalized as fact (Epperson 

1994, 1999). The “facts” of race fostered beliefs that the phenotypic diversity within 

humans was evidence for the sub-speciation and even different species within the genus 

Homo (Barton 2012). However, while there is no objective empiricism or scientific merit 

in creating categories of humans based on phenotypic observations, race is a powerful 

social construction that has very real social consequences.  

In this chapter, I first briefly discuss the ideological and structural elements of 

race as they pertain to the antebellum and postbellum United States. I underscore the 

confluence of structures of race and economic class. This brief section is not meant to be 

a complete summary on race, but rather an introduction to the origins and impacts of 

racial ideologies on daily life. In the second subsection, I discuss the development of 

archaeological scholarship regarding race, emphasizing the African Diaspora in the 
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United States. I conclude the chapter by providing my own interpretations on the 

theoretical and methodological perspectives for the archaeology of race as they influence 

this dissertation.  

 

Ideologies of Race 

 Race is not a biologically valid concept; rather, it is an ideology with definitive 

origins. Following the lead of Althusser (1971) I use the term ideology when discussing 

race. Althusser (1971: 127-186) defines ideologies as constructs used to mask real social 

and economic inequalities. Such social constructions are often illusionary devices used to 

promote the interests of the dominant class (Leone 2005; Little 2007: 67). The interests 

of the social elite are protected in racial ideologies through the creation of fictitious 

boundaries between racialized groups used to mask the shared realities of social, political 

and economic marginalization. Conflated within a classed oriented, capitalist society the 

result is that marginalized racial groups feel that they are in direct competition with each 

other, as opposed to challenging the hegemony of the dominant classes. As discussed 

later in this chapter, the power of racial ideologies within a capitalist society, in which the 

rhetoric of individualism and social mobility are omnipresent, is that marginalized 

peoples often feel that they have more in common with the social elites with whom they 

share a racial affiliation than they do with other marginalized peoples of different races. 

Thusly, the imposition of racial ideology both creates new forms of repression while also 

maintaining the pre-existing power structures. This Marxist interpretation of racial 

ideologies as an intention meant to quell working-class solidarity between racial groups is 

somewhat similar to Bourdieu‟s concept of doxa. Bourdieu defines doxa as that which is 
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taken for granted within society, where “natural and social world appear as self-evident” 

(Bourdieu 1990: 164).  As a form of doxa, race is viewed as a naturalized, common sense 

view of the world whose validity remains unquestioned. “...[T]he field of doxa, of that 

which is beyond question and which each agent tacitly accords by the mere fact of acting 

in accord with social conventions…” (Bourdieu 1990: 169). Like Althusser‟s ideology, 

Bourdieu argues that the dominant class has an interesting in reproduction of doxa, 

particularly orthodoxy, as a means to ensure their continued power. However, I prefer 

Althusser‟s use of ideology because of its deep tradition within Marxist archaeology, and 

its potential application in studying the confluence of race and class. But before detailing 

the development of archaeologies of race as they pertain to African Americans, I must 

provide a brief historiography on the origins of race. This summation is by no means 

meant to be a complete history of race, rather it is meant to provide a foundation for a 

discussion of African American archaeology.  

 

Historiography of Race 

Prior to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, religious affiliation was the 

dominant marker used by European colonizers to distinguish differences between 

themselves and the colonized (Orser 2004: 5-6). Throughout the Americas Native peoples 

were forcibly used for labor, and many died due to the effects of malnutrition, disease, 

violence and systematic genocide. In the English colonies the decreased supply of labor 

resulted in the importation of enslaved Africans and impoverished Europeans used as 

indentured servants. While not “slaves”, indentured servants were obligated by contracts, 

ranging from five to seven years, to repay their benefactor for their travel, room and 
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board. James Deetz‟s (1996) work looking at the creation of racial labeling in Virginia 

during the colonial era suggests that the primary distinction between European colonists, 

indentured servants and slaves was still based on religion. Probate records, census 

materials and other documentary sources identified persons on race, but also whether an 

individual was Christian or non-Christian. In regards to enslaved Africans, colonists 

referred to them as “Negroes”, but the labeling was conflated with designations of 

“Christian” or “non-Christian/Heathen”. For themselves, colonists used the label 

“English” to mark the free and European indentured populations (see also Epperson 

1994, 1999; Orser 2004: 7), Even though such labeling may seem to be merely a matter 

of semantics, the lack of designations based on racialist ideologies highlights that the 

ideological construction of race is not an indefinite or natural reality of the past, but a 

social construction that has a beginning.  

Deetz (1996) and Epperson (1994, 1999) discuss the creation of racialist 

ideologies and their influences on the colonial Virginia landscape. In the seventeenth 

century, colonists had few resources to construct large, conspicuous housing, and much 

of their time and energy was dedicated to cultivation. Because most resources were 

focused on making the colony profitable, many of the colonists had to share their homes 

with both their enslaved and indentured servants. However, though colonists and servants 

shared residence, this does not mean that the indentured and/or enslaved peoples enjoyed 

a comfortable standard of living (see Fitts 1997). Instead, the lives of indentured and 

enslaved servants were characterized by harshness and often violence. Living in the same 

residences as their overseers, servants were under constant supervision. However, 

European indentured servants, unlike enslaved Africans, had civil and legal rights and 
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were able to contest subjugation. The harsh conditions of indentured servitude resulted in 

the deaths of many servants before the end of their contracts. The endured repression 

experienced by indentured servants led to a rise in civil lawsuits against their benefactors. 

In response, many masters contended that indentured servants failed to fulfill the 

requirements listed in their contracts. As these social tensions continued to rise and the 

profitability of the Virginia colony came to fruition, many of the more affluent colonists 

began to construct larger homes that included separate living quarters for their enslaved 

and indentured servants. Once again, the labeling of servant dwellings in census materials 

continued to use religion as the primary marker with “Negro” used to denote enslaved 

Africans. However, the importation of European indentured servants all but ceased in the 

mid-eighteenth century as enslaved Africans became the primary sources of labor in the 

colonies (see Matthews 2010).  

This economic necessity marks the development of racial ideologies. As the 

enslaved labor supply became populated solely by Africans, a semiotic association 

between stereotyped phenotypic traits and hierarchical labeling became a dominant 

discourse in America (Orser 2004, 2007). It was during the mid- to late seventeenth 

century that the racialized label of “White” began to enter the European-American 

lexicon. Even though Virginians continued to use the labeling of “Negro”, often 

simultaneously dropping the religious affiliation, they no longer referred to themselves as 

“English”, but as “White”. This creation of the White race was a construction in 

contestation to the “Other,” specifically, the enslaved “Negro Race”. Much of this 

discourse was the result of the racialization of the slave trade that had become fixated on 

using phenotypes to denote inferiority versus superiority. Even if an individual was 
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legally “free”, the subjective interpretation of his phenotypic traits always created the 

potential that he, as a member of the “Negro Race”, could be a slave.  

This inferential association with slavery was a lived experience for the Rev. 

Richard Allen of the African Methodist Episcopal in Philadelphia (Barton 2012). Though 

born into slavery Allen was able to purchase his freedom, and eventually became one of 

the most affluent men in Philadelphia. Despite his affluence, in 1800 a slave catcher came 

to Allen‟s home and accused him of being a fugitive runaway. Allen contested the claim 

and it was only until Adlermann Todd, an affluent white man who had known Allen for 

over twenty years, that the slave catcher‟s accusations were ruled fraudulent. In response 

to his accusations, the slave catcher was fined and Allen was freed (Newman 2008). 

Though only one example, this experience highlights the reality that despite the economic 

and social success of African and/or African Americans, there existed an association 

between racialized phenotype and inferred enslavement.  

As mentioned above, such interpreted dialectics of inferiority and superiority 

imbued onto and through phenotype were created and reproduced through the existence 

of racialized slavery. Simply put, to be identified as “Black” conjured an unavoidable 

association with slavery. And even though the racializing of “Other” would be expanded 

to include people of Asian, Irish, Jewish, and Native American descent, the Black/White 

dialectic dominated the antebellum United States. Fears of the growing population of 

African Americans resulted in extensive efforts to protect the sanctity of the White race 

through the reinforcement of institutional strategies and everyday practices. For example, 

the development of “One Drop” laws stated that if an individual had one drop of non-

white blood, he or she was designated as “Negro”, “Mulatto”, “Quadroon”, etc. (Berlin 
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1998: 123). One reason for these institutional strategies were intended to protect the 

affluence of the White race as (often forced) sexual relations between White masters and 

enslaved women resulted in children. In theory these children potential had the rights to 

the estates of their fathers, thus challenging property claims made by master‟s 

“legitimate” offspring. However, by stating that only “pure” White children could inherit 

the estates of their fathers, “One Drop” laws helped to protect the affluence of the White 

social elite.  Similarly, in an effort to protect the purity of the White race and its 

socioeconomic and political hegemony, anti-miscegenation laws forbade the marriage 

between interracial couples.  These practices sought to quantify and define a racialized 

“Other” in direct opposition to an equally created identity of Whiteness (Orser 2001, 

2004, 2007; Barton 2012). While the practical results of these racial dialectics was the 

expansion of economic, legal, political and social opportunities for those deemed 

“White” at the expense of African Americans, the ideological effects also had very real 

consequences for both free and enslaved individuals.  

For free African Americans the ideological effects were that no matter how much 

capital he/she could accumulate, there always would be an inferred association with a 

disempowering caricature as long as racialized slavery still existed (Mullins 2000). 

Conversely, for impoverished whites, despite their lack of the economic and/or other 

capital, they believed that simply because of their membership in the White race that they 

were superior to, and better off than, non-Whites. This is not to suggest that the realities 

of White privilege did not (and do not) exist (Du Bois 1935: 700-701; McDavid 2007), 

but that because of racialized slavery whites, no matter their social, economic or political 

status, believed in their racial superiority (Roediger 1991: 13).  
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As mentioned above, the ideological power of race is that it masked the 

marginalized statuses of much of the American populace. This mask veiled the very real 

distinctions shared by the masses regardless of their racial affiliation, and replaced any 

developing class consciousness with a pervasive racial discourse (Du Bois 1935). Racial 

ideologies fostered collective consciousnesses that created imagined associations between 

the working, middle and upper classes based simply on the identity of being White. These 

racial ideologies masked the economic, political and social realities that the White 

working and middle classes shared much more in common with their racialized 

counterparts than they did with Whites who were above their economic station.  

However, rather than seeing African Americans, Irish Americans and Asian Americans 

as allies in a struggle for a better life, many Whites viewed racialized “Others” as 

enemies to the White race.  

Following the end of slavery, the United States experienced an expansion of 

racialism and racism as the White middle and working classes sought to underscore their 

social superiority (Mullins 1999, 2001; Barton 2012). In a capitalist society such as that 

of nineteenth-century America, economic capital was a powerful marker used to denote 

the success of the individual. Without the semiotics of Black phenotypes and slavery, 

African Americans could compete and even eclipse Whites in their accumulation of 

economic and, thus, social status. In accordance with the dominant ideologies of 

nineteenth-century capitalism, the success or failure to acquire economic capital was 

solely dependent on the individual. Ideologies of individuality underscored that poverty 

was not the result of societal conditions and situations, but was the direct result of the 

moral failing of the individual (Leone 2005). In theory, if African Americans were no 
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longer hampered by the associations with racialized slavery, then the economic success 

of a Black man was the result of his own merit, while in contrast the poverty experienced 

by many working-class Whites was because of their own moral shortcomings. These 

White fears were exacerbated with the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment granting 

African American males the right to vote. For White society, if African Americans males 

could not only compete with Whites in the marketplace but could also influence the 

political system, then there would no longer be any salient distinctions between the White 

masses and a Black population that only a few years prior had been concretely connected 

to slavery (Barton 2012).  

Institutional strategies like forced segregation and “Jim Crow” laws were used to 

envelop any social and/or political gains that African Americans had achieved following 

the Civil War. The formation of racist, fraternal organizations such as the Ku Klux Klan 

used violence and intimidation to quell any forms of Black resistance to White 

domination. The proliferation of racialized images depicting African Americans or any 

other racialized “Other”, in literature, advertising, and popular culture (including minstrel 

shows and children‟s toys) were tactics used to reinforce and reproduce the ideologies of 

White superiority (Barton and Somerville 2012). Moreover, the expansion of early 

nineteenth-century scientific racism sought to empirically quantify the superiority of the 

White race while at the same time dehumanizing African Americans, and became widely 

internalized as scientific fact (Gould 1996: 101-104; Barton 2012).  

Du Bois (1935: 700) termed such ideological consequences of race as 

psychological wages:  

...[W]hile they (Whites) received a low wage, they are compensated in 

part by a sort of public and psychological wage. They were given public 
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deference and titles of courtesy because they were White. They were 

admitted freely with all classes of White people to public functions, public 

parks, and the best schools. The police were drawn from their ranks, and 

the courts, dependent on their votes, treated them with such leniency as to 

encourage lawlessness. Their vote selected public officials, and while this 

had small effect upon their economic situation, it had great effect upon 

their personal treatment and the deference shown them (DuBois 1935: 

700-701). 

 

These psychological wages were strategies created, modified and reproduced by 

White society to delineate the social and biological superiority of the White race through 

the dehumanizing of African Americans and other non-Whites. In accordance with 

Althusser‟s concept of ideology these psychological wages, when coupled with the 

rhetoric of individualism and upward social mobility, were used to mask the subjugated 

statuses of the White working classes. As mentioned above, these illusionary strategies 

were intended to negate any working class solidarity between different racial groups and 

replace it with fear, mistrust and direct competition. However, these strategies were not 

simply illusions that operated solely in the minds of Whites, but rather had real 

sociopolitical and economic benefits for Whites and negative effects for Black people. 

Whites had (and have) benefitted from a society that rewards them in increased 

opportunities because of their Whiteness. For many middle-class and working-class 

Whites who often saw themselves in the precarious positions between the dominant class 

and impoverished non-White collectives, the psychological wages and real benefits of 

racial ideologies offered both a sense of security as well as, for a few, offering increased 

sociopolitical and economic opportunities. The rhetoric of individualism and upward 

social mobility were often understood by many White working classes as false ideologies 

created by the dominant class as measures to maintain the status quo. However, rather 
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than also interpreting race as a similar masking ideology many white working classes 

feared that their status, as low as it may be, was threaten by the other races (Du Bois 

1935; Roediger 1991). In The Half-Century Magazine, an African American publication 

from Chicago, William H. Ferris (1917: 18) commented that  

The race problem arises because the dominant White race is endeavoring 

to keep the Black race in a position of social, civic, political and economic 

inferiority; while the Black race has no desire to be so subjugated, but 

desires liberty of opportunity in the industrial and commercial world and 

equality of civic and political rights. 

 

White fears culminated in interpreting any economic, political or social gains of 

non-Whites as losses for the White race, thus decreasing the power of their White 

psychological wages. As mentioned above, this expanding racial consciousness in the late 

nineteenth century was contextualized within capitalist networks that perpetuated the 

ideologies that through hard work and determination, the White middle- and working 

classes were merely steps away from themselves becoming members of the “upper” 

class. In contrast, racialized groups were believed to be unproductive and lazy 

collectivists who contested the principles of American capitalism. These racial and 

capitalist ideologies masked the reality that the majority of peoples, White or racialized 

“Others”, had few to no opportunities to be admitted into the exclusive circles of the 

social elite.  Racialized “Others” were seen as willing to work at such low wages that a 

White man could not support his family (Roediger 1991). In truth, racialized groups like 

African Americans, Asians and the Irish were frequently used by capitalists to destabilize 

workers‟ rights and wages (Shackel 2009). However, rather than acknowledging the 

predatory practices of capitalists, marginalized Whites depended on racial ideologies as 
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opposed to condemning the failed social and economic systems of laissez faire 

capitalism. As a result of these racial ideologies, the White working and middle classes 

saw non-Whites as direct threats to not only the White worker individual but to the 

prosperity of the nation.  

This discussion has only detailed race from an ideological framework.  However, 

race is much more than an ideology. Bonilla-Silva (1997) discusses two concerns 

regarding the problematic nature of the ideological approach to studying racism. First, the 

reduction of racism to a mere ideological construct displaces racism as a structure that 

influences society. Racism is reduced to a passé social construction that is dependent 

upon other social hierarchies such as socioeconomic class. He argues that even though 

the creation of race originated in the class structures of late European colonialism and 

capitalism, after its initial development race “acquired a life of its own. The subjects who 

were racialized as belonging to the superior race, whether or not they were member of the 

dominant class, became zealous defenders of the racial order” (Bonilla-Silva 1997: 473). 

Structures of race, while intertwined with socioeconomic class are also separate from it. 

Put simply, race operates as a byproduct of socioeconomic class and as a separate, yet 

enmeshed structure affecting society.  

Second, in studying racism as a psychological belief its reproduction is solely 

dependent upon the individual. Hence, within this flawed interpretation racism is viewed 

as localized to the individual, not as a structural element within society (Bonilla-Silva 

1997: 466; Orser 2004: 113-114). In an ideological framework salient racism is 

interpreted as being the result of individual practices that operate outside of “normal” or 

dominant society. In this regard, racism is interpreted as an irrational, isolated and 
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internalized belief system held by the individual rather than a central characteristic of 

society. Thus, it is not institutions, groups or society that are racist but rather the 

individual (Orser 2004: 114). 

 Bonilla-Silva contests the ideological approach by positing a structural approach 

to studying race. He argues that the processes of racialization, and thus racism, are 

dependent upon establishing and recreating hierarchies. That is, the group that is in 

control of racial labeling is in a dominant position. The dominant group has power over 

to create, define and redefine the relations between races (Oser 2004: 115). Racial 

labeling is enhanced by the beliefs that physical and cultural traits are markers of a 

naturalized racialist taxonomy. Bonilla-Silva argues that because of the hierarchical 

disposition of racialist taxonomies, subordinate groups are restricted in their opportunities 

to garner cultural, economic, social and symbolic capital. Thus, the processes of 

racialization have profound consequences for not only the identities of groups and 

individuals, but also the social, economic and political powers of those racialized groups. 

The relations of dominant and repressed groups operate as dialectics in that the very 

existence of one group stands in contestation to the other (Orser 2004: 115). For example, 

to be labeled “White” is a binary opposition to “Black” and vice versa. The imposed 

racial labeling of the individual is not simply a referential and inconsequential marker, 

but an identity imbued with substantial meaning and real consequences. Mark Leone 

(2010: 23-24) succinctly sums up the dialectical tensions innate within racialism:  

Race is a way of establishing hierarchy so that unequally held wealth and 

its absence are protected. If you can find and object to hate and see that its 

hatefulness is inherent in it and that you are not responsible for the hatred, 

then the poverty and exploitation that may come to the hateful is deserved 

and virtually earned by them.  
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Racial ideologies are not only reflections of a racialized society, but are 

constitutive of society in that they are an “organizational map that guides the actions of 

racial actors in society” (Bonilla-Silva 1997: 474). For archaeologists race, racialism and 

racism help to situate the archaeological record into the structures and everyday practices 

of the past.  

However, to understand the dynamic disposition of race within African American 

archaeology we must first discuss whether enslaved Africans and their descendants had 

the ability to continue their traditions within the United States, or that these cultural 

systems were mitigated because of the destructive strategies of institutional slavery. This 

leads us to the prominent debate between Melville Herskovits and E. Franklin Frazier, 

and their influence on African American archaeology.  

 

Herskovits, Frazier and the Disposition of African American Culture 

Herskovits (1958) argued that practices rooted in West Africa were still being 

practiced by the people of the African Diaspora in the New World. He viewed these 

continuities as ethnic markers that could be historically and ethnographically retraced 

from Diaspora populations back to West Africa. According to Herskovits, these cultural 

continuities had resisted the effects of time, space and acculturation. Moreover, he 

suggested that such Africanisms represent the cultural cornerstone for people of the 

African Diaspora (Herskovits 1958). These formative traditions had developed as a result 

of the forced exportation and enslavement of millions of people during the African Slave 

Trade. Despite the strategies used by slave traders and slave holders to quell any 

collective identities among the enslaved, Africans and their descendants were able to 
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resist complete domination by creating new cultures that, while not exact recreations of 

societies in West Africa, still had origins tracing back to the continent. Herskovits and his 

students observed such Africanisms in nearly every aspect of African Diaspora life, 

including religion, diet, dance, art and material culture (Thompson 1984).  

 In discussing the persistence of African beliefs and practices within the 

Americas, Herskovits was not only trying to better understand African Diaspora cultures, 

but also attempted to instill an admiration of Black culture among White intellectuals. He 

hoped to show that despite years of bondage as well as the traumatic experiences of post-

emancipation racism, African Americans possessed the fortitude to hold on to formative 

African traditions. Herskovits stated (1958: 32)  that “…when such a body of facts, 

solidly grounded, is established, a ferment must follow as a whole, will influence opinion 

in general concerning Negro abilities and potentialities, and thus contribute to a lessening 

of interracial tensions.” He hoped that in observing and retracing the connections 

between the Americas and Africa, Whites would come to appreciate the resilience of 

Black America. Herskovits‟ interpretations were meant as a challenge to widely held 

beliefs that African Americans had no histories or cultures prior to slavery. Rather, he 

argued that Diaspora societies were mixtures of cultures in which Africanisms 

represented the foundation for a vibrant African America. 

Leading the debate against Herskovits was the sociologist E. Franklin Frazier 

(1964), who argued for a theory of “Negro cultural deprivation.” For Frazier, the 

strategies used within institutions of slavery, specifically the practice of selecting 

Africans from a wide array of ethnic groups, had been purposefully employed to inhibit 

any collective consciousness or identity among enslaved peoples. This was done by 
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importing enslaved peoples who did not share languages, religious beliefs, regions or 

other social practices in hopes of limiting collective resistance to slavery. Thus, Frazier 

argued that the repressive practices endured by Diaspora populations from the Middle 

Passage to centuries of bondage and postbellum racism had denied any possibility of 

African-inspired practices within African America. Simply, African Americans had no 

history or culture outside of endured experiences of repression. 

Frazer's theory on Negro cultural deprivation was itself a veiled strategy to 

promote the social and economic well-being of African Americans in the mid-twentieth 

century. His argument was that the dehumanizing effects of slavery and centuries of 

continued racial and class-orientated repression had not only inhibited any continuities 

between Africa and America, but had resulted in the lasting sociopolitical and economic 

marginalization of African Americans (Cerroni-Long 1987: 445-446). It was not merely 

that African Americans were unable to retain Africanisms but that because of forced 

acculturation and racism, they were purposely withheld from their African past(s). Rather 

than observing African traditions as the cultural cornerstone to African America, Frazier 

posited that racism and subsequently socioeconomic class represented the true foundation 

for African American culture. Frazier‟s goal was to bring attention to the repressive 

experiences endured by African-Americans so that he could garner public support and 

governmental social services to assist African Americans. In this regard, Frazier‟s use of 

scholarship as praxis to create a more informed and just society sought to negotiate the 

conflated relationships between race and class. While Herskovits and Frazier had very 

divergent interpretations of the influences of African American culture(s), both were not 

mutually exclusive.   
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Anthropologists Sidney Mintz and Richard Price (1976: 27-31) intertwined these 

theories, but with important alterations. They argued that because of the strategies used 

by slaveholders in the United States, that is, the selecting of captive individuals from 

different African ethnic groups, was a means to negate any collective identity among 

captive peoples (Mintz and Price 1976: 9-11). Mintz and Price contended that because of 

this manipulation salient representations of the West African practices, like those argued 

for by Herskovit,s were unable to be reproduced. Rather, much in line with Frazier, the 

debilitating strategies used within the slave traded made the practice of African traditions 

in the United States difficult but not impossible. While captive individuals were selected 

from an assortment of different ethnic groups, thus limiting the potential for creating true 

representations of West African traditions, they were still active social agents that 

resisted attempts of White acculturation. Mintz and Price (1976: 43-44) argued that 

throughout the African Diaspora, but particularly in the United States, captive Africans 

and their descendants created new cultures inspired not only by African traditions but 

also a blending of European and Native American traditions. Unlike the “cookie cutter” 

model posited by Herskovits, this blending, known as creolization, was a new and 

distinctively American cultural system. This model also borrowed Frazier‟s theory of 

Negro cultural deprivation through detailing the discursive strategies of American slavery 

used to quell a captive identity, but then complicates the theory through discussing the 

creation of new African, European and Native American-inspired traditions. In the late 

1960s and early 1970s, these models influenced archaeologists as the academic and 

sociopolitical landscapes were changing in the United States.   
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The Archaeology of the African Diaspora 

While archaeological investigations have indirectly studied the African Diaspora 

since the 1940s, it was not until 1968 with Charles Fairbanks‟s work (1972, 1984) at 

Kingsley Plantation in Duval County, Florida that Africans and African Americans 

became primary focuses of academic archaeology. Inspired by Herskovits, Fairbanks 

sought to investigate Africanisms, that is, ethnic markers in the archaeological records, as 

connections between the enslaved people at Kingsley and West African cultural patterns. 

Fairbanks‟ work was influenced by two key movements within society and archaeology-

the sociopolitics of the late 1960s, and the rise of the “New Archaeology.”   

First, and more broadly, the 1960s were a transformative period in American 

society as the Civil Rights Movement and the effects of the Vietnam War fostered new 

discourses within historical archaeology (Orser 1998; Singleton 1999). Prior to this the 

history of research within the discipline was primarily focused upon individuals and sites 

that were inscribed with high cultural capital. These areas of focus often were associated 

with the shaping of the nation through a social lens that promoted an authorized public 

memory that underscored American Exceptionalism (Shackel and Little 2007; McGuire 

2009; Barton and Markert 2012). The effects of the Civil Rights Movement and the 

dissonance resulting from the Vietnam War helped to create a more democratically-

themed avenue of research within historical archaeology as archaeologists began to 

broaden their interests of the past. This broadening of archaeological interests coupled 

with a new sense of scholarly praxis that sought to not only investigate the pasts of 

marginalized peoples, but to use those interpretations to create a more just present 

(McGuire 2009). 
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The second influence on Fairbanks‟ work at Kingsley Plantation was the 

development of the “New Archaeology”, specifically, the study of patterning in past 

lifeways (Orser 2004: 18-19). Prior to anthropology‟s effects on processual archaeology, 

historical archaeology had been dominated by cultural history. However, with the 

“rediscovery” of anthropological archaeology and a renewed emphasis on understanding 

the breadth of human experiences, archaeologists began to investigate the 

connections/disconnections between cultures. Processual archaeologists interpreted the 

creation, (re)use and distribution of material culture as emblematic of patterning. Inspired 

by Herskovits‟s discussion on Africanisms, Fairbanks (1972: 90) sought recreate 

connections between the enslaved peoples at Kingsley‟s Plantation and West Africa. 

Fairbanks (1984: 11) believed that evidence of Africanisms would represent “a 

systematic study of the whole fabric of Black culture” (Orser 2004: 18). And yet, no 

identifiable Africanisms were recovered during excavations (however, see Davidson et al. 

2006).  

Fairbanks concluded that: 

It was surprising that no definitive African elements in the material could 

be identified. It has long been known that blacks arrived in this country 

with nothing but their chains. They did manage, however, to leave 

survivals of their language and other behavioral traits in the slave culture 

of the South which survive in Afro-American culture in the present. One 

possible explanation was that sufficient time had not elapsed for the 

African individuals to recover from the shock of enforced migration and 

begin the process of recreating the material aspects of their former cultures 

(1972: 90-91). 

 

While Fairbanks was unsuccessful in recovering ethnic markers, his work helped 

to inspire historical archaeologists to study the African Diaspora. The proliferation of 

African Diaspora archaeology continued to focus on the observation of ethnic markers. 
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Since Fairbanks‟ work at Kingsley numerous archaeologists have made credible claims 

about the presence of cultural continuities within African America (Ferguson 1992; Stine 

et al. 1996; Samford 1996; Leone and Fry 1999; Singleton 1999; Wilkie 2000, 2004; 

Davidson et al. 2006; Fennell 2007). Though often not directly mentioning it, many of 

these studies were influenced by the work of Hervkovits‟ Africanisms, and more recently 

Mintz and Price‟s creolization. Despite the multitude of archaeological research that has 

sought to uncover African inspired traditions in the American archaeological record, 

there exists some complications with these works.  

For example, the difficulty with cultural continuities is that they fail to underscore 

the dynamic disposition of culture (Mullins 1999: 32-33). Because of the effects of time, 

space, and social interaction, as well as the volatile realities of human bondage, the 

meanings and significances imbued on to (and through) material culture varied between 

peoples. Culture is reflexive and the perspective that cultural continuities represent 

connections between groups separated by time, space and other variables runs counter to 

the known dynamic nature of culture. Rather, the inferential interpretations associated 

with cultural continuities are that they present culture and material culture as stagnant. 

Archaeologist Charles Orser (1998, 2001, 2004, 2007) posits another difficulty 

with cultural continuities, stating that individual artifacts identified as connections to 

West Africa may have little bearing within the larger sociocultural network. Orser (2007: 

119) questions whether individual artifacts that often represent only a fraction of the total 

recovered assemblage can be viewed as reflective of widely-held sociocultural beliefs or 

whether they are merely isolated objects that “lack the ability to reflect a social variable 

as complex as ethnic (or racial) identity.” Rather, Orser asserts that archaeologists should 
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focus on how African Americans negotiated racialized and class-oriented landscapes as 

opposed to the search for cultural continuities. Specifically, he urges that archaeologists 

should seek to understand the processes of racialization. 

Currently, archaeologies of race have shifted from cultural continuities to a 

conceptual framework to understand material consumption along the color line. Paul 

Mullins (email to the author, August 17, 2010) succinctly states that,  

African-American culture revolves around the negotiation of racism and 

classism, which is reflected in the consumption of mass-produced 

commodities that have had distinctive and diverse symbolic meanings for 

people who had been collective racially and economically marginalized.  

 

Mullins‟s (1996, 1999, 2001, 2011) work posits that commodities were/are highly 

economically, politically and socially charged vehicles through which individuals 

constructed identities. African Americans operating in a racialized and class-dominated 

world of late capitalism sought to use their power as consumers to circumvent repression. 

Moreover, the use of symbolic artifacts was not just to contest the imposed labeling of 

Black inferiority by the dominant society, but used to construct the aspirations and 

desires of African Americans.  

Recently, though often not directly citing Frazier, there has been a new focus in 

African American archaeology on the effects of race, racism and marginalization on 

Black people. Frequently, this approach concentrates on the roles of commodity 

consumption and consumer culture on African America (Orser 1987; Mullins 1999, 

2001) While the consumption approach to archaeologies of race has proven to be a 

fruitful framework, the presence of cultural continuities is, and rightfully so, part of the 

discourse in African America. Laurie Wilkie (2004: 115) notes that one needs only to 
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sample Southern cuisine, listen to American music, or encounter herbal medical practices 

in order to observe the continuity of African elements within contemporary African 

America. Indeed, many archaeologists in areas ranging from Florida (Davidson et al. 

2006), to Texas (Brown 2008), to Maryland (Leone 2005), to Connecticut (Sawyer 2003) 

have all offered strong claims to the presence of African cultural continuities in the 

archaeological record. Though such proclamations and their overall significance have 

been repeatedly challenged (see Orser 1998, 2001, 2004, 2007; Espenshade 2007), 

African-influenced practices remain an unavoidable fact (for example, see Fennell 2007). 

What the archaeological investigations of cultural continuities have fostered are 

invaluable interpretations regarding the perseverance of people subjected to continual 

structural repression (Wilkie 2004: 118-119; Fennel 2007). Moreover, these pursuits, like 

those of Fairbanks at Kingsley Plantation, are stepping stones that have led to the growth 

of African Diaspora archaeology.  

 

Discussion 

The preceding discussion of race and the theoretical models for studying the 

archaeology of African America have undoubtedly influenced my work at Timbuctoo. 

While my initial approach was more in concert with the Herskovits-inspired school of 

thought, my interests shifted into trying to understand the discursive effects of race and 

class on daily lifeways. This is not to disavow the work regarding cultural continuities 

(quite the contrary), as these approaches have proven to be quite successful in African 

American archaeology. Rather the effects of space, time and the nature of the Davis Site 

assemblage led me to focus more on the negotiation of the consumer market.  
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The effects of space at Timbuctoo, more specifically the location of the 

community, are the variable that influenced my theoretical framework. The town was 

situated in New Jersey, a state which, despite having one of the largest populations of 

African Americans in the North in the nineteenth century, was still overwhelmingly 

populated by Whites, a location that certainly affected the lives of people at Timbuctoo. 

These demographics had a profound effect on the ability for African Americans to retain 

salient connections with a collective memory of Africa. In southern states like South 

Carolina, where African Americans represented the racial majority and many enslaved 

people had housing separate from White supervision, the ability for people to retain, 

modify and recreate African-influenced or syncretized (with Native American and White 

cultures) practices has been readily observed by archaeologists (Ferguson 1992). In 

contrast, in the Northeast where African Americans were by far the minority and often 

had to share accommodations under White supervision (Fitts 1997), the possibility for 

African Americans to retain, modify and recreate African-inspired practices was greatly 

inhibited because of demographics and repression.  

The second reason for my approach at Timbuctoo is time. In 1804, New Jersey 

ushered in a gradual Emancipation Act as a timely measure to slavery. In addition, the 

importation of enslaved Africans into the United States ended in 1807. While people do 

form and maintain collective memories of their past(s), I believe that the time between 

the end of the African slave trade in the United States and the occupation of Timbuctoo 

from 1825-1950s diminished the possibility of cultural continuities. This is not to say that 

there may not have been any African-inspired practices, but that understood and deep-

seated meanings of such practices may have changed because of the effects of time 
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conflated with space (location and racial demographics). I discuss such a possibility in 

Chapter 6 by detailing the archaeology of yard sweeping.  

Finally, the third reason that I chose a consumer studies approach was because of 

the nature of the Feature 13 assemblage. Archaeological interpretations of cultural 

continuities require precise levels of context to succinctly support their connections. For 

example, the interpretations of conjuring caches made by Leone and Fry (1999) not only 

required the physical matrixes of single depositional events, but the ethnohistorical and 

ethnoarchaeological context to situate such practices as possible cultural continuities. 

Another example can be observed in Leland Ferguson‟s (1992) discussion of “X‟s” 

inscribed at the base of colonoware in South Carolina. Ferguson interprets such markings 

as Bakongo cosmograms used by enslaved people as religious bundles to conjure spirits. 

Every one of Ferguson‟s interpreted cosmograms were recovered in river beds near 

plantations, and to date (11/18/13) not one has ever been terrestrially recovered 

(Espenshade 2007). Moreover, Ferguson further situated his findings within 

ethnohistorical and archaeological contexts that span both the Americas and Africa in 

order to bolster his interpretations. It should be noted that even today Leone‟s and 

Ferguson‟s claims to the interpretation of cultural continuities are still hotly contested 

(Orser 1998, 2004, 2007; Espenshade 2007). The nature of the Feature 13 assemblage as 

a community trash midden decreases the likelihood of interpreting cultural continuities. 

While the claims of cultural continuities are dependent upon highly controlled physical 

and methodological context, the assemblage within Feature 13 was a trash midden 

created by numerous depositional events. Unlike the claims of conjuring caches which 

were excavated as separate features, the assemblage within Feature 13 is a juxtaposed 
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assortment of artifacts lacking the necessary controlled provenance needed to make 

associations of cultural continuities. The fact that the trash midden, though not directly 

related to the occupation of Feature 13, (further discussion in Chapter 4) was a product of 

the community‟s residents bars any possibility of tying the assemblage to specific 

individuals. Thus, my approach to interpreting the artifacts was a result of the physical 

and contextual nature of the assemblage as a community trash pit. 

The three elements-space, time and historical and archaeological context-that 

have influenced my approach does not preclude any cultural continuities practiced at 

Timbuctoo or indicate that I myopically avoided any such possibilities. Rather, I adapted 

a model that I felt would best reflect the historical and archaeological disposition at 

Timbuctoo. This disposition led me to investigate the discursiveness of race and class in 

affecting the daily lives at Timbuctoo. Specifically, I wanted to understand how 

racialized and marginalized individuals endured and persevered against repression. In the 

next chapter I posit a practice theory of improvisation, a theoretical framework that seeks 

to intertwine the juxtaposed positions of race and class within the context of everyday 

practice. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PRACTICE THEORY OF IMPROVISATION 

 

“A historical archaeology of African Americans is an archaeology of improvisation” 

-Robert L. Schuyler (pers. comm. February 13, 2007)  

 

Introduction 

 Improvisations are learned practices used by socioeconomically marginalized 

individuals to navigate fields of repression. Improvisation is not simply a reactionary 

tactic of social and economic classes, but conscious and unconscious practices of daily 

life for marginalized peoples. For many of the residents of Timbuctoo, the endured 

repression cause by structures of race and economic class resulted in them having to 

develop a habitus of improvisation in order to persevere against marginalization. First, 

discussed in this chapter is the problematic nature between archaeological method and 

theory in relation to the individual. I argue for an interpretation of the collective which 

negotiates the reflexive dynamics between society, the group and the individual. Second, 

in order to posit a theory of improvisation I draw upon the work of Bourdieu (1977, 1986, 

1990), Foucault (1976), Giddens (1979, 1991) and Ortner (2001). By doing so, I define 

and discuss the concepts of fields, agency, power, habitus and capital (cultural, economic, 

social and symbolic). Finally, discussed are the correlations between a theory of 

improvisation and archaeological interpretation, specifically covering the recursive, 

constitutive and disciplinarian disposition of material culture in facilitating the creation, 

reproduction and modification of society through individual and collective practice.  

Through doing so, I complicate interpretations of archaeological sites associated with 

socially and economically marginalized peoples by hypothesizing that people do not 
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simply pursue the most inexpensive and/or energy-efficient practices, but are socialized 

into habituses that situate decisions of cost vs. quality into complex social networks. 

 

The Individual and the Collective 

  Given the problematic nature of the archaeological record in recreating concise 

connections between objects and specific individuals, we must broaden our theoretical 

discourse when discussing the interpretations of concepts such as identity, agency and 

power. In cases such as Timbuctoo, where the majority of the artifact assemblage was 

recovered from the interior of a foundation that was used as a community trash midden, 

we simply cannot recreate connections between the objects and specific users. Thus, we 

must engage in a dialogue that emphasizes the collective action and composition of the 

assemblage. Following the lead of the archaeologist Dean Saitta (2007: 5), I use the term 

collective to mean a group of individuals that share a collective consciousness, memories 

and identities based on shared experiences, self-imposed as well as imposed labeling 

based on, for example, economic class, gender, race, religion and ethnicity. The largely 

marginalized African Americans of Timbuctoo fit within this definition as they shared 

not only the same physical environments, but also an imposed identity of being a 

racialized “Other.”  This is not to portray the people of Timbuctoo as monolithic or 

homogenous, but rather that given the nature of the data set, a community trash midden, 

our theoretical and, thus, interpretive perspectives must engage with both socialized 

individuals as well as collective action.   

Saitta (2007: 5) defines collective action as “the group behavior of individuals 

united by particular life experiences, essential anxieties and strategic interests in concrete 
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historical (political, economic and cultural) circumstances.” This emphasis on the 

collective as being comprised of individuals with mutual and/or shared interests, 

identities and practices should not be seen as an obstacle to our interpretation of 

individual practice at Timbuctoo. Like a pendulum, archaeological theory of the 

individual has swung from structural discourse that made no mention of the individual 

social agent to theoretical perspectives that have grossly overemphasized the individual, 

resulting in the decontextualization of the social agent from any collective or social 

networks (Hodder and Hutson 2003: 6-9). By using an approach that negotiates the 

interplays of structure, the collective and the individual, we can better understand the 

past(s) of Timbuctoo as interpreted through the archaeological record. 

 

Practice Theory 

 Individuals are not isolated from the societies in which they operate, and in 

interpreting individual as well as collective practice, we must not remove the structuring 

influence that society instills onto and through social agents.(Saitta 2007: 24-26; 

McGuire 2008:42-43). It is through their life-long interactions with pre-existing 

structures and their experiences with other people that individuals become socialized into 

society. The process of socialization entails individuals becoming active social agents 

through their interactions and relationships with other individuals and social structures 

within a vast web of networks, or fields. Bourdieu (1984:107) defines fields as 

multidimensional spaces in which social agents operate in an ongoing struggle over 

agency, power and capital (see also Orser 2007: 61). As mentioned above, interpretations 

should not merely discuss the structural dispositions of society, as individuals are 
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dynamic agents in the creation, reproduction and modification of society through time 

and space (Bourdieu 1977, 1990; Giddens 1979; Ortner 1996, 2001). I use disposition 

based on Bourdieu‟s (1990: 214) definition of the term which “expresses first the result 

of an organizing action, with a meaning close to that of words such as structure; it also 

designates a way of being, a habitual state and, in particular a predisposition, tendency, 

propensity or inclination.” It is important to contextualize the relationships between 

individuals with the structural dispositions of society, in that individuals are not overtly 

passive but do possess some agency. 

  Agency is an entity‟s ability to operate within and influence other social. We all 

have agency as individuals, collectives, structures and institutions all are dynamic social 

entities affecting relations (Orser 2007: 55). Sherry Ortner (2001: 272) explains that 

despite the ambiguity of the archaeological record in creating clear associations between 

artifacts and individuals, archaeologists should not be deterred from investigating 

individual agency:  

Everyone has agency; it is part of the general condition of being a human 

being. Agency is thus by definition everywhere in the ethnographic and 

archaeological record. There is agency at work in the continuity and 

homogeneity of social and cultural forms, just as there is agency at work 

in discontinuity, deviance, and variation. Thus, it is not a question of 

looking for 'instances of' agency in social and cultural life, but rather of 

formulating theoretical frameworks which presuppose agency (or rather 

multiple agencies) at work within particular practices and projects. 

 

  The agency of individuals, collectives and structures is predicated on power. Power is 

not the same as agency (Saitta 2007: 21-25, 30). Michel Foucault (1979, 1980; Saitta 

2007: 23) explained that are two distinct forms of power. First, the power to, that is, the 

practical power to influence social situations and relations, a power that everyone and 
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everything possesses within society. Second, there is power over individuals, collectives 

and structures (Saitta 2007: 23). The two forms are not the same, as power to is a 

dynamic that is wielded by all, while power over is based on hierarchal subjugation 

and/or repression (discussed later in this chapter). For racialized and socioeconomically 

marginalized collectives and individuals, anthropological concepts of agency, identity 

and power are predicated upon the structuring of habitus. 

 Bourdieu (1979, 1990) argues that society is created, reproduced and modified 

through individual and collective practices of daily life. For Bourdieu, daily life practice 

is dependent of habitus, which he defined as  

 ...a system of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures 

predisposed to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles 

which generate and organize practices and representations that can be 

objectively adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a conscious 

aiming at ends or an expressed mastery of the operations necessary in 

order to attain them (Bourdieu 1990: 53). 

 

The development of habitus is a continuous, lifelong process that unconsciously 

dictates what is and is not permissible within a given social situation. Bourdieu (1977: 

78-79) posits that social agents do not dogmatically adhere to social structures, but rather 

operate unconsciously within and around normative practices. These normative practices 

are the result of individuals being socialized into pre-existing social structures, and this 

collective socialization allows for the continuation of social ideologies, structures and 

practices. However, while all individuals are socialized into pre-existing structures, 

because of variability of individual socialization and individual experience, Bourdieu 

(1977: 78-80) argues that no two individuals have the same habitus. While habitus 

enables the reproduction of normative practices and social structures, it also facilitates the 
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modification and/or change of society because of the subjectivity of individual habitus. 

Put simply, because people do not dogmatically adhere to social rules and traditions, but 

rather operate in a "grey area" of adhering to, modifying and, at times, rejecting 

normative practices, society is both reproducing, and yet is also changing. Thus, a post-

structural approach enables the consideration of the dynamic concert between the 

individual and structure as a reflexive, recursive and disciplining relationship that 

facilitates the continuation and/or change of society. 

So what of the collective in the relationship between the individual and structure? 

Again, given the ambiguity of the archaeology in recreating salient associations between 

artifacts to the individual, specifically given the nature of the assemblage discussed in 

this dissertation, we must engage in an archaeological dialogue of the collective. And yet 

we must understand that collectives are comprised of individuals that share a common 

consciousness and identity. Such realities, as in the case of racialized and marginalized 

individuals like the people of Timbuctoo, result in the normative practices of 

improvisation to economic, political and social repression. These dynamics of repression 

are predicated on several variables, one example being the ability to accumulate cultural, 

economic, social and symbolic capital within social networks. 

 Cultural capital (Bourdieu 1986: 242-247) can take three forms; (1) as 

disciplining dispositions of the mind and/or body; (2) objectified through symbolic items; 

and (3) institutionalized via educational/vocational qualifications. Through the 

consumption of the objectified and institutional (educational/ disciplining qualifications 

etc.), individuals can acquire cultural capital. However, the accumulation of cultural 

capital takes time and a disciplining of “taste” (Bourdieu 1988) within a specific social 
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context. For example, a recent lottery winner may purchase a highly sought-after 

painting, but without the internalized and disciplined understanding of embodied cultural 

capital, he or she will never achieve a high social status as might a collector from a 

prestigious family. Cultural capital has great importance for historical archaeologists in 

that it can be recontextualized in ways that increase or decrease its social and symbolic 

meanings of artifacts and sites (Orser 2007: 60). For example, the archaeological site of 

Valley Forge had little cultural capital within the context of eighteenth-century America. 

In the early 20th century, however, American patriotism recontextualized Valley Forge as 

a site of great importance to United States history and identity. Thus, cultural capital is 

reflexive and dependent upon varying social situations.  

 Second, economic capital is especially pertinent for historical archaeologists 

studying the recent past because for those of us socialized within late capitalism, it is the 

most easily recognized form of capital. In its most unadulterated form, economic capital 

is manifested through money. Economic capital allows for individuals and groups to 

garner social, economic and political power at the expense of those with limited 

resources. 

 Third, social capital can be inscribed onto an individual being born into a 

prestigious family or, in the case of race studies, an individual's identification with a 

racial group. Moreover, social capital can also be garnered through an individual's skills, 

abilities and experiences. The recognition of social capital is not universal, as it is highly 

dependent upon societal context. Orser (2007: 59) provides the example of “a successful 

hunter in a small hunting and foraging band may have great social capital, but only in that 

sociohistorical formation. It would be absurd, for example, to compare the hunter's social 
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capital with that of a Yale Law School graduate working for a major law firm.” For those 

individuals and collectives that are socially labeled as socioeconomically and politically 

marginalized due to racialization, the ability to achieve social capital can be limited 

because of innate structural inequalities within society.  

 Finally, Bourdieu (1990) argues that symbolic capital is used to mask the 

repression imposed by the powerful onto the masses. The concept of symbolic capital is 

similar to Althusser's (1971: 127-186) ideology, in that social inequality is shrouded as 

naturalized, unquestioned realities of life (Orser 2004: 60-61; Leone 2005: 24-29). Most 

relevant for archaeologies of race are the ideologies and forms of symbolic capital that 

perpetuate capitalist beliefs of social mobility and individuality. Such ideologies gloss 

over and/or fail to contextualize the social networks and structures that enable (and/or 

inhibit) an individual's ability to socially and economically succeed in society.  For 

archaeologists using practice theory, the four forms of capital are juxtaposed within fields 

of social interaction which affect individual habitus and daily practices, thus influencing 

the archaeological record.  

 

Practice Theory of Improvisation 

 People improvise. Whether rich, poor, black, white, male, female, people 

improvise within a myriad of social situations and contexts. Improvisation is both 

structural and individual. All people improvise but not always in the same ways. 

However, due to shared social and economic realities that are endured by marginalized 

groups, individuals respond to repression through similar practices of improvisation. 

These practices are the result of living life on the periphery; these everyday decisions are 
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based from a habitus of “making do.” As will be made clear, practices of improvisation 

are not simply ephemeral, straightforward tactics but are practices rooted within a 

tradition of enduring and resisting marginalization. At Timbuctoo, because of the 

confluence of race and socioeconomic class and the everyday effects of repression, many 

of the residents had to draw from their habitus as a selective means to improvisation in 

daily life. In this regard I use everyday as used by sociologist Henri Lefebvre. Lefebvre 

stresses the theoretical difference between everyday verse everydayness. Everyday is 

defined as the repetitive cycle of natural life (changes in seasons, day versus night, life 

versus death etc.). Everydayness stresses the homogeneous, the repetitive and yet the 

fragmentary and changing nature of everyday life.  

The everyday imposes its monotony. It is the invariable constant of the 

variations it envelops. The days follow one after another and resemble one 

another, and yet-here lies the contradiction at the heart of everydayness-

everything changes. But the change is programmed; obsolescence is 

planned. Production anticipates reproduction; production produces 

changes… (Lefebvre and Levich 1987: 10) 

 

The seeming monotony of everyday life is in reality a modified reproduction based upon 

pre-existing structures and habituses. The daily lives of individuals are practices that are 

predicated on a lifelong of socialization and experiences that cultivate a distinct habitus. 

While this habitus is rooted in social traditions it is not a stagnant worldview, rather it is 

an ever changing disposition that structures everyday life. Specifically, at Timbuctoo the 

everyday repetitive nature of enduring life on the social and economic periphery created a 

distinct habitus that sought to navigate marginalization through practices of 

improvisation. As will be discussed throughout this dissertation, this habitus of 

improvisation was not a fixed mindset based solely on pre-existing traditions, but a 
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reflexive structuring disposition that both restricted and enabled daily life at Timbuctoo.  

In this dissertation I focus on three types of improvisation used at Timbuctoo: 

Architecture (construction materials and building layout), Landscape (yard sweeping 

versus lawn maintenance) and Dietary practices (home canning and the purchase of 

commodified foods). The archaeological assemblage recovered from Timbuctoo is 

typified by artifacts commonly associated with economic marginalization such as 

inexpensive ceramic wares (specifically, undecorated ironstone) glasswares, and personal 

items. The uniformity of archaeological records from late nineteenth- and early twentieth-

century sites like Timbuctoo have caused considerable debate regarding the merits of 

archaeology in providing new interpretations on the recent past (See Denton 1999; Barlie 

2004). This uniformity of the archaeological record at Timbuctoo with other 

contemporary marginalized peoples (discussed in Chapter 10) is a reflection of practices 

of improvisation as residents active sought out and used inexpensive ceramic and 

glassware for everyday consumption. However, I selected the three types of practices 

(architecture, landscape and diet) because I believe that they typify the dynamic nature of 

improvisation. The altering building layouts and construction materials because of 

limited economic capital stresses the reflexive nature of individual practice (discussed in 

Chapter 7). Also, the manipulation of the landscape through the practice of yard 

sweeping, a tradition that has long been associated with African spiritualism (Heath and 

Bennett 2000; Battle-Baptiste 2010), was selected because I posit that it is a reflection of 

socioeconomic class (see Chapter 7). Moreover, the consumption of commodified foods 

is discussed as a time and energy saving practice used by impoverished people (see 

Chapter 8). Finally, home food canning is contextualized with global events (Word War 
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I, the Great Depression, World War II) as a local practice used to conserve resources. 

Overall, these three types of practice as well as the majority of the Davis artifact 

assemblage reflect marginalized socioeconomic statuses at Timbuctoo. They also reflect 

a habitus of improvisation as the archaeological record is a manifestation of individual 

practice. However, the lower economic statuses, and thusly the social and cultural 

marginalization endured by some of the residents, is not simply narrative on 

socioeconomic class, rather this repression is the result of the conflation of social and 

economic statuses with ideologies of race. 

 Archaeologist Vernon Baker (1978, 1980) unknowingly engaged with the 

conflation of race and class in his reanalysis of the work of Adelaide and Ripley Bullen at 

"Black" Lucy Foster's home in Andover, Massachusetts. Lucy Foster was born into 

slavery circa 1767 in Boston (Battle-Baptiste 2011: 123). Lucy was enslaved until 1780 

but continued to work for her former enslavers, Job and Hannah Foster, until 1782 (Baker 

1980: 30). Hannah Foster-Chandler (remarried after Job's death) died in 1812 and 

stipulated in her will that Lucy Foster be given one acre of land, a cow and one hundred 

dollars (Battle-Baptiste 2011: 126-127). Lucy received a dole from the South Parish 

Church from 1813 until her death in 1845. After her death, Foster's home was abandoned 

and remained relatively undisturbed until it was excavated by the Bullens in 1943. The 

Bullens anticipated that the excavation of Foster's root cellar would assist in dating 

assumed Colonial ceramics (Bullen and Bullen 1945: 17; Leone, LaRoche and Babiarz 

2005: 586). In the late 1970s, Baker reanalyzed the Foster assemblage based on the 

hypothesis that “domestic sites of known Black occupancy will reveal patterns of 

material culture distinctive to Afro-American behavior" (1980: 29).  
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However, Baker failed to establish any cultural continuities in the assemblage (see 

Battle-Baptiste 2011: 114-117), and concluded that “the pattern visible in the 

archaeological record may be reflecting poverty and not the presence of Afro-Americans” 

(1980: 35). His conclusion was based on the sociohistorical context of a once-enslaved 

Black woman who had received doles from the Church and Foster's material assemblage, 

specifically the faunal remains and ceramics (Baker 1978: 19; 1980: 33-36). Central to 

Baker's argument (1978: 109; 1980: 35-36) was the high amount of cattle, sheep and pig 

remains that were chopped or cleaved, rather than more costly sawed cuts. His 

interpretation of Foster‟s socioeconomic status was also based on the preponderance of 

serving bowls, and suggested that Foster‟s diet consisted primarily of stews, the theory 

being that for people who have limited resources and leisure time, stews, soups and 

liquid-based diets can be left unattended while other daily tasks are performed. 

Similar associations of race and class have been interpreted through ceramics and 

diet patterns in archaeologist John Otto's (1980, 1984) seminal work at the Canon's Point 

Plantation in Georgia. Otto‟s research at Cannon‟s Point Plantation represents one of the 

first attempts by historical archaeologists to explicitly negotiate the topics of race (though 

Otto conflates race with ethnicity) and socioeconomic class. The Coupers' family owned 

the Cannon's Point Plantation as a cotton plantation from 1794-1860 (Otto 1980: 6). Otto 

used documentary sources to identify three types of “domestic sites” based on the legal, 

ethnic/racial and class statuses of the inhabitants. Through analysis of each assemblage 

type, Otto sought to delineate the social and material difference between three castes 

within the plantation: free White Planter, free White overseer and enslaved Black laborer 

(Otto 1980: 6-11).  
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 Otto (1980:9 ) argued that housing patterns and alcohol bottles reflected a 

correlation between the legal and racial status of free/White versus enslaved/Black. 

However, he also argued that the ceramic styles and forms and food remains suggested 

strong associations with socioeconomic status. While enslaved peoples ate more wild 

animals, both enslaved people and White overseers likely prepared their meals as stews, 

soups, and pottage served in bowls. These liquid-based meals were in stark contrast to the 

planter‟s diet, which consisted primarily of sawed mammal remains that were likely 

roasted and served on plates and/or soup-plates (Otto 1980: 11) These disparities, Otto 

argued, were due to the elite and subordinate statutes of the planter versus the enslaved 

person and overseer. He posited that such a discontinuity was a reflection of the 

socioeconomic status shared between the enslaved and overseer given that both groups 

were limited in their economic capital and leisure time, resulting in the preference (or 

necessity) for meals that could be left to cook while other work was completed.  

 Unknowingly, or at least not explicitly stated, Otto‟s interpretations, much like 

those of Baker, addressed the masking role that ideologies of race play in influencing 

human identity and, thus, interaction. Despite the legal status of being enslaved (albeit an 

extremely important status) and/or being associated with slavery basis on racial 

affiliation, the reality is that impoverished White people, like the overseers at Cannon‟s 

Point Plantation and Foster‟s White neighbors in Andover, all developed similar tactics in 

contestation to varying forms of repression as their African American counterparts. 

Again, this is not to reduce all forms of repression endured by racialized “Others” to a 

discourse on the dialectics of socioeconomic class, but is a call for a cross-comparison of 

artifacts as discursive and disciplinary media for marginalized peoples.  
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 In discussing Baker‟s interpretations at Lucy Foster‟s homestead, Orser (2004: 

48) asks, "Did poverty or racial identity affect her (Foster) collection of material things?" 

I would argue, as does Orser (2004: 41-51),  that class influences race and race influences 

class, and is an unavoidable and inescapable dynamic when looking into the lives of 

racialized and socioeconomically marginalized groups like African Americans, that class 

influences race and race influences class. As Orser (2007: 40) succinctly explains,  

Racialization, though infinitely complex on its own terms and mutable in 

time and variable in space, cannot really be addressed as if it were a 

distinct topic the construction of race can never be disentangled from 

issues of class It is no accident that those peoples designated as “other” 

also have been relegated to the lowest and poorest classes.  

 

The power of ideologies of race creates completely different social networks navigated 

by impoverished Whites and their non-White counterparts by masking the shared 

economic (and to a lesser extent sociopolitical) realities of collective marginalization 

(Mullins 1999a: 23). The balancing of monetary and/or energy cost to quality in an 

individual‟s decisions is a shared reality for many marginalized peoples, despite the 

person‟s racial affiliation. The expansion of global capitalism, and with it a tidal increase 

in the inexpensive commodities that marginalized peoples could afford, enabled 

individuals to tactically negotiate the ratio of cost versus quality. However, as mentioned 

above, despite this increase in the mass production and consumption of commodities like 

ceramics, during the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries there are few differences 

between the artifacts recovered from sites that are otherwise topically and spatially 

distinct. I contend that despite identities based on race, ethnic and gender, etc., the 

proposed uniformity among marginalized groups is because of overarching experiences 

of repression endured within late capitalism. This is not to say that all collectives and 
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individuals share the same forms and experiences of repression, far from it, but that there 

are normative practices and responses to socioeconomic impoverishment used by 

marginalized peoples that can be observed within the uniformity of the archaeological 

record of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. However, to simply characterize the 

archaeological records of socioeconomically marginalized groups as tactical responses to 

repression fails to contextualize the social milieus and networks that created these 

practices. Though individuals were collectively identified as “poor”, (a designation that 

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was interpreted as the failing of the individual, 

not a result of the network of repression (Praetzellis and Praetzellis 2001: 646-647)), they 

operated within a dominant society that emphasized ideologies of individualism and 

social mobility, and thusly, the use of commodities to project an identity of middle-class 

gentility (Mullins 1999a: 34-35; 2000: 28-35).   

 Paul Mullins‟ (1999a: 162-170, 1999b, 2001) work on African American 

consumption of bric-a-brac in postbellum Annapolis underscores the dynamic and 

discursive role that display objects play in society. Though slavery no longer existed in 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, African Americans had to contend with 

the expansion of institutional and everyday forms of racism. These ideologies of race 

internalized and naturalized the belief that peoples of African descent were biologically 

and culturally inferior to Whites (discussed in Chapter 3). As Mullins (1999a, 1999b, 

2001, 2011) observes, African Americans actively contested the collective label of 

inferiority through a myriad of tactics such as the display of bric-a-brac. Though mostly 

inexpensive, the purchasing and display of bric-a-brac was a symbolically charged 

practice that conveyed the curator‟s admission into popular culture, even though the 
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meanings and symbolism of display could be quite ambiguous.  

While bric-a-brac was likely used by marginalized individuals like African 

Americans to contest a collective labeling of inferior, it was also used by consumers to 

construct and display their own desires and ideologies of middle class refinement 

(Mullins 1999a: 166-167). Such an autodidactic role of bric-a-brac was facilitated 

through the socialization and disciplining of individuals through numerous forms of 

popular culture. Household manuals, etiquette books, and advertisements in mail-order 

catalogs were discursive media in the disciplining of individuals into ideologies that used 

the consumption of commodities like bric-a-brac (Shackel 1993; Mullins 1999a: 166-

167). Even though many African Americans had limited economic capital, they were able 

to participate in these dynamic practices given the inexpensive cost of bric-a-brac. As 

Mullins posits, the results were not simply African Americans being “caught up” in the 

sensualization of commodity fetishism, but a lucid understanding of the symbolism 

instilled onto and through display objects. These understandings of bric-a-brac not only 

contested an imposed labeling of African American inferiority, but were also used as “a 

vehicle of the consumer‟s desire to see themselves within an idealized society and world” 

(Mullins 1999a: 164).  

 The importance of discussing the practices, ideologies and networks entailed in 

nineteenth and twentieth century bric-a-brac is that such a discourse enables the 

construction of contextual frameworks which situate improvisation into multidimensional 

fields. On one hand, marginalized groups and individuals continuously weigh the effects 

of monetary and/or energy cost to quality which results in practices of improvisation, 

while on the other hand, people are also social agents that operate within networks which 
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emphasize the ideologies of individualism and middle-class gentility, resulting in the 

consumption and display of “frivolous” objects. However, these display items were 

anything but frivolous. They were, in fact, dynamic media used to complicate collective 

and individual identities. For example, even though an African American may not have 

had matching sets of ceramics because she had to purchase tableware piecemeal, a 

practice that operated outside of ideologies of middle class refinement, she also 

purchased and displayed popular bric-a-brac to challenge imposed labeling of being 

“poor” and, perhaps even more importantly, to project her own aspirations of genteel 

social status. Thus individuals though constrained in their choices because of economic 

class and commodity availability selectively chose what and what not to improvise. 

Marginalized people do not blindly consume commodities simply based on cost and 

necessity, but rather operate in a “grey” area of both rejecting and adhering to dominant 

ideologies of materialism and identity. 

 The agency of marginalized people and their power to challenge dominant 

society‟s power over them (Foucault 1979, 1980) underscores the repressive disposition 

of life within late capitalism. While marginalized people, like many African Americans, 

were bombarded with institutional and everyday forms of subjugation, they were not 

passive in their contestation to oppression. Through everyday practices of improvisation 

and/or use of symbolically-charged objects like bric-a-brac, African Americans and other 

subverted people resisted subjugation. This reality changes our discourse of the 

archaeological record from investigations of networks of oppression to repression. This 

differentiation is not semantic, as collectives and individuals are active social agents in 

confronting and resisting domination. The result is a “push back”, and no matter how 
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small or mundane, the everyday practices of improvisation convey that people have 

defied subjugation.         

 

Discussion 

 An archaeological theory on improvisation posits that rather than interpreting an 

assemblage purely as a reflection of class (e.g. inexpensive artifacts due to a lack of 

economic capital), archaeologists must contextualize the structural and individual 

similarities and differences between sites. By doing so, archaeologists can better theorize 

and interpret patterned responses to repression as practices of improvisation. These 

normative patterns are not spontaneous tactics of individuals who have no clear goal (De 

Certeau 1984: 35-36); rather, improvisations are learned practices that are used to contest 

social and economic repression. However, though normative patterns of improvisation do 

exist across racial, ethnic, spatial and topical parameters, this is not to over generalize the 

forms of repression endured by subverted people. It is a sad reality that many African 

Americans were and are restricted to a lower socioeconomic status due to ideologies of 

race and practices of racism. However, though the sociohistorical experiences endured by 

African Americans are unique, the repression inherent with a capitalist society is not 

deterministic (Allen 1994; Bonilla-Silva 1997; Orser 1998, 2004, 2007; Roediger 1999; 

Brighton 2008; Voss 2008). Although other marginalized groups such as the Irish 

(Brighton 2008) and Chinese (Voss 2008) have had their own specific experiences of 

repression, they still nonetheless operated within a society that also repressed other 

groups and individuals (Paytner 1989; McGuire 2006). This is not to say that all forms of 

repression are generalizable or equal, but that the varying forms of repression and the 
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uniformity of mass production and consumption created distinct socialized responses of 

improvisation within and between marginalized groups. The origins of contemporary 

archaeology in the United States are deeply rooted in anthropology. As opposed to 

creating detailed culture histories of sites and assemblages, an anthropological 

archaeology seeks to create comparisons in order to understand the processes of human 

practices and patterns. What a practice theory of improvisation calls for is a cross-

comparative analysis in studying the socialized patterns of response and resistance to 

socioeconomic marginalization endured by peoples from a wide array of social, spatial, 

temporal and topical variables.   
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CHAPTER 5 

METHODOLOGIES AND SUMMARY OF WORK 

 

 

Introduction 

 This chapter provides an overview of the methodologies that were used in the 

planning, excavation, research, analysis and interpretive phases of this dissertation, and 

serves as a stepping stone for the more in-depth discussion of Timbuctoo presented later 

in the dissertation. An emphasis was made to contextualize the archaeological record 

within broader sociohistorical networks. To achieve this goal I consulted a corpus of 

documentary sources, archaeological literature, historical scholarship and other possible 

lines of contextual evidence. The following subsections are based on the research, 

fieldwork and laboratory analysis phases of my dissertation.  

 

Documentary Research 

 The initial documentary research for this the Timbuctoo Discovery Project was 

conducted by Catherine Turton (1999) of the National Park Service. Turton‟s collection 

of documentary sources regarding Timbuctoo was an important resource for the initial 

phases of archaeological and historical research.   

 I conducted research at the Burlington County Historical Society, Burlington 

County Library, New Jersey State Archives and Museum, Mount Holly Historical 

Society and Westampton Historical Society to uncover primary documentary sources on 

Timbuctoo. This pursuit proved to be difficult as direct written information on the 

nineteenth- and early twentieth-century community are limited to census records, deeds, 

probate records, court reports and newspaper accounts. The lack of written documents 
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limited my attempts to understand daily life at Timbuctoo through the historical records; 

however, I was able to provide some contextual interpretations. Newspaper accounts of 

the deaths and weddings of Timbuctoo residents are punctuated by stories with titles such 

as Trouble among the Darkies (New Jersey Mirror 1860), suggesting not only a racist 

overtone, but an ideological and physical separation between Timbuctoo and the White 

public sphere. This newspaper account detailed the events that took place during slave 

catcher George Alberti‟s attempt to apprehend Timbuctoo resident Perry Simmons that 

was discussed in Chapter 2. This retelling underscores the often tumultuous experiences 

endured by some of the residents as well as the physical and ideological boundaries 

between Black and White peoples in the nineteenth century. While recreating the daily 

lives at Timbuctoo through historical record can be problematic given a limited amount 

of written sources, it did not discourage me from being able to contextualize the 

archaeology with the sociohistorical milieu of the past. 

A portion of my dissertation was funded by a Winterthur Museum, Gardens and 

Library Dissertation Fellowship. At Winterthur I researched and situated the artifacts 

from the Davis Site through the use of nineteenth- and twentieth-century etiquette books, 

government manuals, social commentaries and other contemporary documents (discussed 

in greater detail in Chapter 8). During my time at Winterthur, I sought to not only identify 

artifacts through documentary research by using trade and mail-order catalogs, but also to 

contextualize the artifact assemblage within broader sociohistorical networks of race, 

class and late capitalism.  

Archaeological Fieldwork 

 The methods used for archaeological fieldwork varied depending on each phase 
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of the project. My research design and proposal to Westampton Township called for a 

“ground truthing” of the anomalies reported in the geophysical survey. During this phase 

of the project a team of volunteers and I used Chadwick and Leach‟s geophysical report 

(2009) and BRAVOs surveyed grid to position our shovel test pits (STPs). Orr and I 

agreed that STPs would provide the best means of ground truthing, while also being the 

most time and energy efficient means of excavation. STPs were two feet in diameter and 

were excavated using rounded shovels, post-hole diggers and trowels. We attempted to 

maintain uniformity during the testing of potential structures as reported in Chaddwick 

and Leach (2009) by positioning all the STPs in the northeast corner of the interpreted 

anomaly. However, we had to modify several STPs because of tree roots blocking our 

ability to expose the potential subsurface feature.  

 As mentioned in Chapter 1, Timbuctoo is located on the inner Atlantic Coastal 

Plain. A USDA (2010) soil survey of Timbuctoo states that there are three primary soils 

types at the sites. These soil types include Collington fine sandy loam, 0- 2 percent slope 

(ComA); Collington fine sandy loam, 5- 10 percent slope (ComC); and Galloway sand, 0-

5 percent slope (GahB). The soil survey states that the parent materials for ComA and 

ComC soils are glauconite eolian deposits and/or glauconite fluviomarine deposits. The 

parent materials for the GahB soils are unconsolidated sandy marine deposits. ComA, 

ComC and GahB soils are commonly found within areas near marine environments, and 

are moderately to well drained. The USDA soil survey states that these soil types support 

limited agriculture. However, during our excavations the presence of a plowzone (less 

than .9 ft) below contemporary grade suggested that the area had been plowed. Moreover, 

historic aerials and oral histories show that the four acre portion of Timbuctoo was 
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farmed within the past 60 years.  

The excavated soil was sifted through ¼-inch mesh shaker screens. Level forms 

were completed to detail changes in the composition, color, hue and/or structure of the 

soil/sediment which denoted a change in stratigraphy. STPs were excavated to expose the 

interpreted feature as reported in the geophysical survey. If no cultural feature was 

uncovered then the STP was taken to down to the sterile clay substratum (generally about 

between 2.5 to 3 ft below contemporary grade). All recovered artifacts were bagged and 

recorded based on the location of the STP and the level from which the artifact was 

removed. Our testing in some areas did not expose the interpreted feature as indicated in 

the geophysical survey, in which case we then expanded the STPs to a two-foot wide by 

four-, six- or ten-foot-long trench depending upon the situation. Apart from expanding 

the STPs, all of the aforementioned methods for the excavation, recovery and recording 

of the data for the trenches were the same as for the two-foot diameter STPs. During the 

shovel testing portion of this project, a total of five features (four interpreted structures 

and one shaft feature) were excavated outside of the Davis lot. The interpreted structures 

that were tested include Features 9, 11, 12, 20 and one possible shaft feature (Feature 10) 

(Figure 5.1).  

 

Summary of Shovel Testing 

Feature 9 

 According to Chadwick and Leach (2009), Feature 9 was interpreted as a 

structure. The strata for feature 9 included only two levels. Level one consists of dark 

gray (10 YR 4/1) sandy loam. This level went from below the contemporary grade to .3 ft 
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below the surface. No artifacts were recovered from Level 1. Level 2 was from .3 to 1.1 

ft and was comprised of brown (10 YR 4/3) sandy loam (Figure 5.2). Artifacts recovered 

from this level consisted brick fragments, ironstone, stoneware, redware, glass, 

unidentifiable metal, nails, a plastic button and sand mortar. 

 
Figure 5.1. Geophysical Survey showing locations of shovel testing in relation to 

Davis Site, (Chadwick and Leach 2009). 
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Given a high concentration of brick fragments the STP was closed at a depth of 1.1 ft 

because we had exposed the foundation of a possible structure. Based upon analysis of 

the artifacts, we believe that the occupants of Feature 9 shared a similar socioeconomic 

status and were contemporaries of the Davis family. 

 
Figure 5.2. Shovel Test of Feature 9 with interpretation of stratigraphy, (created by the 

author). 

 

Feature 10 

 Chadwick and Leach (2009) geophysical report interpreted Feature 10 to be a 

potential a well, privy and/or shaft. Level 1 was very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2), 

sandy loam. It measured from the modern surface to .25 ft below grade. No artifacts were 

recovered from this level. Level 2 was dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2), sandy loam. This 

level went from .25 to .9 ft, and it contained the highest concentration of artifacts 

including; ironstone, redware, bubble wrap, a toy tea saucer, porcelain, a piece of plastic 

jewelry, glass and brick fragments. Level 3 consisted of brown (4/3) sandy clay loam. 
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This level measured from .9 to 2.5 ft. No artifacts were recovered from Level 3. In an 

effort to expose the interpreted shaft feature, we opened the 2-ft diameter STP into a 2x4-

ft trench that was taken down to a maximum depth of 2.5 ft (Figure 5.3). Despite these 

measures we were unable to find the potential shaft feature. It is my belief that the high 

concentration of artifacts recovered from Level 2 was interpreted in the geophysical 

report as a potential shaft feature, when in reality it was simply a dense sheet midden of 

debris.  

 
Figure 5.3. STP and trench of Shaft Feature 10, with interpretation of stratigraphy, 

(created by author). 
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Feature 11 

Feature 11 was interpreted as a structure in the geophysical survey. Level 1 was dark 

grayish brown (10 YR 3/2), sandy loam and measured from the contemporary surface to 

.3 ft below grade. Level 2 consisted of dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) sandy clay 

loam. This level measured from .3 to .8 ft. Artifacts recovered from this level included 

fragments of; a white clay marble, ironstone, whiteware, redware, nails, glass, animal 

bone, and ceramic button. Finally, Level 3, sandy loam brownish yellow (10 YR 6/6) 

measured from .9 to 1 ft. It was in this level that we uncovered a potential brick 

foundation. Given the location of a cultural feature, we halted further fieldwork at 

Feature 11. The sample of artifacts suggests that the occupants of Feature 11 likely 

shared an economic status similar to that of the Davises, and were possibly 

contemporaries of the family.  

 
Figure 5.4. STP at Feature 11 with interpretation of stratigraphy, (created by the Author).  
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Near Feature 12 

We decided to shovel test Feature 12, an interpreted structure because of its shared a 

property line with the Davis lot (Figure 5.1). However, during our documentary research 

it was discovered that the property was not owned by Westampton Township, but rather 

owned by the Parker family. Thusly, Orr and I decided to place a STP at the southeastern 

corner of the Davis lot, roughly 8-10 ft from the interpreted location of Feature 12.  

 
Figure 5.5. STP at SW corner of Davis lot, near Feature 12 with interpretation of 

stratigraphy (created by the author). 

 

Even though we would not be able to uncover the potential cultural feature, we hoped to 
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better understand the stratigraphy of Timbuctoo. Level 1 measured from the modern 

surface to .8 ft, this level was comprised of dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) and 

contained few artifacts (fragments of brick and unidentifiable metal). Level 2, a brown 

(10 YR 4/3) sandy loam measured from .9 ft to 1.1 ft and contained some fragmented 

brick and metal artifacts. Level 3 consisted of dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) sandy 

loam and measured from 1.1-1.7 ft. This level contained the highest concentration of 

artifacts including: unidentifiable metal, ironstone, redware, glass, clam and oyster shells, 

a piece of a plastic wrapper, fabric, ginger ale bottle fragments, and a .52 caliber shell. 

Given the density of artifacts recovered and the sediment color, hue and composition, Orr 

and I interpreted this level as a potential buried A horizon, or occupation level. Such an 

interpretation would lead to the question: “How did this level become buried?”, 

especially given the terminus ante quem for the assemblage of the 1940s. In Markert‟s 

work interviewing former residents and descendants of the community, one former 

resident stated that he use to plow the area that now is owned by Westampton (and the 

Parkers). However, no residents remember how the area became buried, while some do 

remember the presence of just below the surface ruins of brick structure. Thusly, the 

interpretation for how this potential occupation level became buried, as well as the other 

features at Timbuctoo, is based upon a combination of anthropogenic and natural causes. 

Below this possible buried A horizon, is Level 4 which measured from 1.7 to 3 ft and was 

comprised of dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) sandy clay loam. This level contained no 

artifacts. Given the presence of a potential buried A horizon, this area, including the 

Davis lot, became a topic of interest for my dissertation and will be discussed in greater 

depth in Chapter 7. 
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Feature 20 

 According to the geophysical report Feature 20 was interpreted as a potential 

structure. Level 1 a dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) sandy loam layer measured from the 

contemporary grade to.3 ft. No artifacts were removed from this level. A brown (10 YR 

4/3) sandy loam that went from .3 to .7 ft represented Level 2. Artifacts recovered from 

this level consisted of fragments of brick and pieces of plastic wrapper. Level 3 measured 

from .7 to 1.3 ft and was a yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) sandy clay loam. No artifacts 

were taken from this level. Finally, Level 4 went from 1.3 to 2 ft and was represented by 

a dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/6) sandy clay loam. No artifacts and no cultural feature 

were recovered from this level. In an effort to expose the potential feature we decided to 

open the STP to a 2x4-ft trench and take it down to the underlying sterile sandy clay loam 

substratum (>1.5 ft). However, we were unable to locate any cultural feature. Orr and I 

believe that perhaps the cluster of artifacts located in Level 2 maybe have been 

incorrectly interpreted by the geophysical survey as a potential structure.   

 

Interpretations of Artifacts from Shovel Testing 

 Overall the artifacts recovered from shovel testing suggest that the features dated 

from the 1850s-1940s and thus were likely contemporaneous with the Davis Site. 

Moreover, the inexpensive cost of the excavated ceramics suggested that either the 

occupants were either impoverished or that they did not place a high emphasis on 

purchasing ceramic wares. Due to the limited number of artifacts recovered during this 

testing (n=185), only the aforementioned interpretations were possible, and while broad, 

these interpretations do help to temporally and spatially contextualize the Davis 
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assemblage. However, because of constraints on time and resources (funding, volunteers 

equipment, etc.), it was agreed upon by my advisor David Orr and I that our efforts 

should concentrate on the Davis Site.
2
 

 

Davis Site 

Large scale excavations were only conducted at the Davis Site, specifically 

Feature 13. The geophysical interpretations of the structure (Feature 13) on the Davis lot 

suggested that the feature was roughly 18 by 24 ft. In an effort to increase our probability 

of uncovering the entirety of Feature 13 and provide volunteers enough working space, 

Orr and I chose to lay out our excavation units into six-by-six ft square units. The team of 

volunteers used rounded shovels, flat transfer shovels and trowels to excavate the units. 

All of the excavated soil was sifted through ¼-inch wire mesh screens.  

Any discontinuities in the color, hue, composition and/or structure of the soil were 

used to denote a change in the stratigraphy. We used Munsell soil color test, soil page 

10YR, to interpret the hue and color of the soil. These changes in the soil were recorded 

and used to mark a new stratigraphic level. Depth measurements were taken from nine 

points within the excavation unit (NE corner, North, NW corner, East, Center, West, SE 

corner, South and SW corner). All of the artifacts were bagged and recorded based on the 

excavation unit, level and location from which they were recovered. Excavations within 

Feature 13 revealed a total of seven stratigraphic levels representing several different soil 

                                                           
2
 In the summer of 2013, further testing of geophysical anomalies were undertaken by 

Patricia Markert, a graduate student in the Anthropology Department at the University of 

Maryland, for her Master‟s thesis.  
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and artifact depositions (Figure 5.6). In the process of excavation it was noted that the 

interior of the foundation was likely used as a community trash midden, a further 

discussion of this interpretation in presented in Chapter 6. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.6. Profile of Feature 13, EU 07, showing the interior of midden (taken by 

author). Note: Level 7 is not represented in this figure. 
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Table 5.1. Description and total artifact counts for stratigraphic levels at Feature 13. 
Level One

Opening Depth .2 below grass

10 YR 4/3 Brown Sandy Loam

Terminus Post Quem : 1920s

Terminus Ante Quem : Present

Artifact Total Count: 2436

Closing Depth 1.0-1.1 ft

Interior (10 YR 4/2 Dark Greyish Brown, Sandy Loam)

Exterior (10 YR 4/4 Dark Yellowish Brown, Sandy Loam)

Level Two

Opening Depth 1.0-1.1 ft

Interior (4/2 Dark Greyish Brown, Sandy Loam)

Exterior (10 YR 4/4 Dark Yellowish Brown, Sandy Loam)

Terminus Post Quem : Nov 3, 1844 (John Meir & Sons Ironstone)

Terminus Ante Quem : 1950s

Artifact Total Count: 4975

Closing Depth 1.6-1.75ft

Interior (10 YR 4/3 Dark Brown, Sandy Loam)

Exterior (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

Level Three

Opening Depth 1.6-1.75ft

Interior (10 YR 4/3 Dark Brown, Sandy Loam)

Exterior (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, 

Terminus Post Quem : 1894 (Anchor Pottery, Ironstone)

Terminus Ante Quem : 1940s

Artifact Total Count: 2868

Closing Depth 1.65-2.05ft

Interior (10 YR 3/2 Very Dark Grayish Brown, Sandy)

Exterior (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

Level Four

Opening Depth 1.6-1.75ft

Interior (10 YR 3/1 Very Dark Grayish Brown, Sandy Loam)

Exterior (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

Terminus Post Quem : 1851 (J&G Meakin Ironstone)

Terminus Ante Quem : 1940s

Artifact Total Count: 4219

Closing Depth 2.45-2.8ft

Interior (10 YR 3/1 Very Dark Grey Brown, Sandy Loam)

Exterior (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, Sandy Loam Clay)

Level Five

Opening Depth 2.45-2.8ft

Interior (10 YR 3/1 Very Dark Grayish Brown, Sandy Loam) 

Exterior (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

Terminus Post Quem : 1896 (Ball Mason Jar)

Terminus Ante Quem : 1940s

Artifact Total Count: 484

Closing Depth 2.9-3.2ft

Interior (10 YR 4/6 Dark Yellowish Brown, Clay Loam)

Exterior (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

Level Six

Opening Depth 2.9-3.2ft

Interior (10 YR 4/6 Dark Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

Exterior (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

Terminus Post Quem : 1857 (Whitall Tatum Company, medicine bottle)

Terminus Ante Quem :1930s

Artifact Total Count: 46

Closing Depth 3.0-3.5ft

Interior (10 YR 4/6 Dark Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

Exterior (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

NOTE: This level represents the base of the brick foundation.

Level Seven

Opening Depth 3.0-3.5ft

Interior (10 YR 4/6 Dark Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

Exterior (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

Terminus Post Quem : 1850s (Grey slip, salt grey stoneware jug)

Terminus Ante Quem : 1860s (Grey slip, salt grey stoneware jug)

Artifact Total Count: 14

Closing Depth 3.5-3.8ft

Interior (10 YR 4/6 Dark Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

Exterior (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam)

NOTE: This level was only present in excavation unit 6 and represents a depression in Level Six.

Artifacts recovered from Interior: 14,766

Artifacts recovered from Exterior: 276

Total artifacts recovered from Feature 13: 15,042  
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 A further description of the artifacts recovered from each stratigraphic level is 

presented in Chapter 6. It should also be noted that outside of the feature the stratigraphic 

layering consisted of two levels (Figure 5.7). During our excavations outside of the 

Feature‟s walls, we noted an apparent lack of artifacts. I found this absence of artifacts 

interesting, as my research on literature regarding African American archaeology 

revealed the practice of yard sweeping. Therefore, during excavations we made special 

notation for any artifacts that were recovered outside of Feature 13. A more thorough 

description of methods and interpretation used at the Davis lot are discussed in Chapter 7.  

 
Figure 5.7. View of exterior soil profile of Feature 13, (created by the author). 
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Figure 5.8. Excavation of Davis Site, showing the interior midden and exterior 

walls, (created by the author) 
 

Discussion 

This chapter provides the reader with insight into the research methods used in 

this dissertation. The methodology used was developed by myself with further 

recommendations made by my advisor, David Orr. While the methods discussed in this 

chapter represent the historical and archaeological approaches used throughout this 

dissertation, I had to alter my field practices during my survey of the Davis lot. A detailed 

description of the methods used and the justifications for such practices are discussed in 

Chapter 7. Straightforwardly, this chapter offers a methodological framework from which 

we can bring to discuss the artifact summaries and interpretations recovered from the 
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archaeological record of Timbuctoo.  
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CHAPTER 6 

ARTIFACT AND ARCHAEOLOGY SUMMARIES 

 

Introduction 

 This chapter provides a brief summary of the artifacts recovered from the Davis 

Site at Timbuctoo. First, I provide a narrative of the creation, occupation and demolition 

of the Davis structure and the use of the foundation as a community trash midden. Next, I 

give a description of the cataloging used to place artifacts into functional types is 

provided. Also presented is a time range for the recovered artifacts. Finally, a summary 

of the artifacts is offered. This summary is not meant to be a complete detailed 

description of the artifacts, but a brief summation of the artifact types, counts and 

percentages with a limited discussion of possible interpretations. These summations offer 

an interpretative framework from which I discuss the relationships between the 

archaeological record of Timbuctoo and a practice theory of improvisation.  

 

Davis Structure 

William Davis purchased the 20 x 100-ft lot in 1879. I believe that the Davis‟ home was 

constructed between 1879-1890s, and this interpretation is based upon the homemade 

bricks comprising the structure‟s foundations. As discussed in Chapter 7, by the turn of 

the nineteenth century, changes in consumer tastes had resulted in the use of machines in 

the brickmaking industry. Census records show that William lived at the home until his 

death in 1914. The census records do not indicate whether Rebecca or their children 

continued to live at the home. I believe that the structure was torn down sometime 

between the 1920s-1930s. During excavation there were limited architectural materials 
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recovered, and I hypothesize that the structure was stripped of its roof and walls, leaving 

only the brick foundation. It was during this time, between the 1920s-1940s, that the 

foundation was used as a community trash midden. The filling of the foundation with 

artifacts and soil was the result of several human depositions likely over a prolonged 

period. I believe that the residents of Timbuctoo stopped using the foundation as a trash 

midden circa the late 1940s. This interpretation is based upon the presence of several 

bottles recovered from level 3 dating to 1948. According to one former resident, the area 

was machine plowed sometime after 1950. The practice of plowing would help to explain 

the final covering of the feature with sediment and the uniformity of level 1. It is from 

understanding the construction of the Davis home to its abandonment, to the creation of 

the community trash midden and finally it‟s burial that I can discuss the recovered artifact 

assemblage.  

  

Artifact Analysis 

 All of the artifacts were washed, sorted and cataloged in the Laboratory of 

Anthropology at Temple University in Philadelphia, PA. A small portion of the 

assemblage was also processed by the students of an “Artifact Analysis” course that I 

taught at Widener University in Chester, PA. The artifact assemblage was sorted based 

on feature, excavation unit and excavation level. All of the artifacts were cataloged in six 

tables (Ceramics, Glassware, Personal/Small Items, Faunal and Floral, Architectural and 

Miscellaneous). During my analysis a terminus post quem, the earliest possible date for 

the assemblage, was established. The presence of one prehistoric artifact, a Late Archaic 

jasper projectile point dating circa 4000-1000 BCE, was recovered from Unit 2, Level 1 
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(>.05ft below grade). The projectile point was likely redeposited in the recent past and 

represents an outlier within the Timbuctoo assemblage. While the manufacture date of 

the projectile point is greater than the occupation period at Timbuctoo, the practice of 

collecting and displaying prehistoric artifacts was common during the Victorian era 

(Mullins 2001: 173-174). However, without further contextual data the interpretation that 

the artifact was (re)used and displayed at Timbuctoo remains conjectural. That being 

said, the terminus post quem associated with the Davis Site is the fragments (n=14) of a 

gray slipped salt glazed stoneware jug (manufacture range of 1850s-1860s) recovered 

from Level 7 of Feature 13. The terminus ante quem, the “youngest” artifact recovered 

from the Davis Site, was a porcelain tooth dating ca. 1950s. However, it should be noted 

that the tooth was recovered from a “robber‟s trench” along the western wall of the brick 

foundation, and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. The majority of the 15,042 

artifacts recovered from the midden date between the 1910s-1940s (see Barton, Markert 

and Orr 2013). 

 

Summary of Davis Site Artifact Assemblage 

 A total of 15,042 artifacts were recovered, processed and analyzed from the Davis 

Site. The artifacts were categorized into six tables (Ceramics, Glassware, Personal/Small 

Items, Faunal and Floral, Architectural and Miscellaneous).  

 

Ceramics 

 The ceramic artifact count was 2,569 (17.1%) of the total 15,042 artifacts. 

Undecorated ironstone was the highest represented type within the ceramic assemblage. 
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Ceramic tablewares (plates and bowls) were the largest percentage of this type. The total 

ceramic assemblage exhibited limited matching sets. The inexpensive ceramics 

(ironstone, redware and yellowware) were likely purchased piecemeal through mail-order 

catalogs or at local stores. Paul Shackel (1993: 40-41) discusses the practice of piecemeal 

consumption as a tactic used by marginalized people to replace broken pieces rather than 

purchasing matching sets, the emphasis being that the individual uses what they need 

when they need it. Shackel (1993: 40-41) argues that piecemeal consumption operated 

outside of the popular nineteenth- and twentieth-century practices of purchasing matching 

sets. He asserts that matching ceramic sets were a disciplinary medium used to construct 

and project the individuality and genteel respectability of the individual household. 

However, at Timbuctoo it is suggested that, because of a lack of economic capital, some 

of the residents were unable to practice this popular trend, and they placed a greater 

emphasis on the functionality of ceramic tableware for dining rather than on the potential 

symbolic display. Also represented within the ceramic assemblage are earthenware, 

porcelain, Rockingham, redware, yellowware, and stoneware. Apart from a few pieces of 

medium-grade porcelain tea cups, the assemblage is dominated by inexpensive, low-

quality ceramics, suggesting that the residents either lacked the economic capital to 

purchase higher cost wares or that they simply did not want to spend money on expensive 

objects. 

 

Glassware Artifacts 

 There are a total of 8,142 glassware artifacts (54.1% of the total assemblage). The 

majority of the glassware artifacts date from the 1910s to the 1940s, a time range that 
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experienced two World Wars and a global economic depression. One interpretation for 

such a high percentage of glassware (and commodified foods) could be the effects of 

wartime rationing. During both WWI and WWII, metal and food rationing influenced the 

daily lives of American citizens (discussed in more detail in Chapter 8). Bottle and jars 

represent the largest portion of glassware. Also present were drinking vessels such as 

glass tumblers that once contained processed foods and were later used as everyday 

drinking glasses. These glass tumblers represented the highest percentage of matching 

drink sets. The use and reuse of jars as drinking vessels was a common practice 

throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Due to the ambiguous nature of many 

of the glass jars and bottles, interpreting the contents is near impossible. However, 

several jars were embossed with “PEANUT BUTTER” and/or images of peanuts were 

present (discussed in Chapter 8). 

 

Personal Items 

 

 Personal items include objects associated with personal use (hygienic, cosmetic, 

clothing, recreational, etc.). The count for this category was 588 artifacts (3.9% of the 

total assemblage).  

 

Faunal and Floral Remains 

 All faunal remains were analyzed and reported by zooarchaeologist Kyle 

Somerville. A total of 691 faunal and floral remains (4.6% of total assemblage) were 

recovered from the Davis Site. Marine animal, specifically Atlantic surf clams (Spisula 

solidissima) and Eastern oysters (Crassostrea virginica) represented the highest number 
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of faunal remains. Interestingly, fish remains are underrepresented within the assemblage, 

even though Timbuctoo rests just north of Rancocas Creek. A possible interpretation for 

the absence of fish and wildlife remains may simply be the result of personal dietary 

tastes that deemphasized fish and wild game, or more likely, that the poor preservation 

conditions of the soil caused the remains to deteriorate. Also underrepresented within the 

assemblage are floral remains, as the only plant remains recovered were black walnut 

shells (Juglans nigra) and one White Oak (Quercus alba, acorn)  

The following is taken from Somerville‟s faunal analysis provided for Barton, 

Markert and Orr (2013: 112-113). 

In sum, the assemblage indicates that discrete packets of meat were 

purchased and brought into the town by the residents. Beef makes up the 

majority of the assemblage, with lesser amounts of pig and sheep. From 

the evidence here, hunting and fishing of wild game did not supplement 

the residents‟ diet, although oral history suggests that deer were hunted at 

least on occasion. Future excavations will no doubt provide a clearer 

picture of faunal exploitation at Timbuctoo.  

 

Architectural Materials 

 Architectural artifacts included all materials associated with dwelling and/or 

utility construction or debris. A total of 2,427 artifacts (15.2% of the total assemblage) 

make up this portion of the assemblage. The category is dominated by metal artifacts that 

were sorted into two primary categories: 1) nails, wires and screws, and 2) unidentifiable 

metal fragments. Also represented in the category was utility debris such as wiring and 

pipe fragments. Also present were fragments of brick, mortar, tile, shingles, and other 

forms of architectural materials. 
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Miscellaneous 

 The miscellaneous category represented artifacts that did not fit into any of the 

aforementioned tables or were so amorphous and fragmentary that conclusive 

identification was impossible. A total of 815 artifacts (5.1% of the total assemblage) 

make up this portion of the assemblage from the Davis Site. 

 

Artifact Counts by Stratigraphic Level 

 The following represents the artifact counts and temporal range for artifacts 

recovered from each stratigraphic level. Level 1 represented a plow zone. This level 

rested above Feature 13; however, artifacts contained in Level 2 were likely redistributed 

because of repeated plowing. A total of 2,436 artifacts were recovered from Level 1 

(Ceramics=651; Glassware=1,133; Personal Items=119; Floral and Faunal Remains=126; 

Architectural Materials=341; Miscellaneous=66). The temporal range for the artifacts 

from this level is between 1920s to the present. As noted in Chapter 5, a discontinuity 

between the interior and exterior of Feature 13 was observed in Level 2. This level 

contained the most artifacts recovered from the Feature (n=4,975: Ceramics=870; 

Glassware=2619; Personal Items=210; Floral and Faunal Remains=139; Architectural 

Materials=851; Miscellaneous=286). Artifacts from this level ranged from 1844 to the 

1950s. Level 3 represented the interior of the brick foundation. A total of 2,868 artifacts 

were recovered from this level (Ceramics=312; Glassware=1617; Personal Items=138; 

Floral and Faunal Remains=289; Architectural Materials=346; Miscellaneous=166). The 

range for artifacts in this level dated between 1894 to the 1940s. Level 4 contained a 

mixture of sediment and rusted metal fragments. Artifacts from this level numbered 4,219 
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(Ceramics=645; Glassware=2463; Personal Items=112; Floral and Faunal Remains=112; 

Architectural Materials=664; Miscellaneous=223). A time range from 1851 to the 1940s 

was interpreted from the artifacts in this level. A total of 484 artifacts were recovered 

from Level 5 (Ceramics=69; Glassware=292; Personal Items=9; Floral and Faunal 

Remains=24; Architectural Materials=63; Miscellaneous=27). The temporal range for 

artifacts from Level 5 dated between 1896 to the 1940s. Level 6 represented the base of 

the Davis‟ brick foundation. Artifacts taken from this level numbered 46 total objects 

(Ceramics=8; Glassware=18; Personal Items=0; Floral and Faunal Remains=1; 

Architectural Materials=17; Miscellaneous=2). Artifacts from the level dated from 1857 

to the 1930s. Finally, Level 7 was a shallow depression within Level 6 that was below the 

brick foundation. This level may have represented a small root cellar or storage area for 

the Davis home. A total of 14 artifacts representing one stoneware jug was recovered 

from this level. Based on form and style, the stoneware jug was likely manufactured 

between the 1850s to the 1860s. A visual representation for the total artifacts counts 

recovered from each stratigraphic level is repres  ented in Graph 6.1. Finally, counts for 

artifact types recovered from stratigraphic level are presented in Graph 6.2. 

 

Discussion 

 As will be discussed throughout this dissertation, the archaeological records of the 

Davis Site at Timbuctoo represent a complex tension between both improvising against 

socioeconomic repression while also constructing individual desires. The artifact 

assemblage, including the dwelling‟s foundation, shows that the Davises and the 

residents who used the abandoned foundation as a trash midden were on the lower end of 
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the economic spectrum. 

 

 
Graph 6.1. Total artifact counts based on stratigraphic level.  

 

 
Graph 6.2. Artifact type counts by stratigraphic level. 
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The vast majority of the assemblage is comprised of inexpensive, low-quality ceramic 

and glassware artifacts. The reflection of poverty manifested in the archaeological record 

may be the result of several interrelated factors including racism, classism and the effects 

of two World Wars and an economic depression. However, simply characterizing the 

assemblage as an embodiment of poverty myopically ignores the fact that the residents of 

Timbuctoo were fully embedded in the growing consumer culture of the late nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries. Through their socialization into networks of late capitalism, the 

residents understood the power of objects as dynamic constructors of identity and desire. 

In the subsequent chapters I will discuss the aspects of the archaeological record from the 

Davis Site and the multifaceted levels of meaning that artifacts served as reflective and 

discursive media of societal structure, habitus and practice.   
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CHAPTER 7 

CONSTRUCTED LANDSCAPES AND FOUNDATION AS IMPROVISATION 

 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to explain how the landscapes of Timbuctoo were 

dynamic spaces used as improvisations. I use a multiscalar approach that first discusses 

the practice of yard sweeping as emblematic of practices of improvisation to 

marginalization. In this subsection I contextualize the swept yard of the Davis house into 

broader discourses of yard sweeping. In doing so, I underscore how the landscapes of 

Timbuctoo were maintained for the needs of the residents. Second, I briefly detail the 

construction and potential descriptions of the Davis‟s home (Feature 13). I use images of 

impoverished African American houses in twentieth-century New Jersey to offer possible 

appearances for the Davis‟s home. Finally, I discuss the Davis‟ foundation, specifically 

focusing on the bricks used to in its construction. I contend that the handmade bricks 

reflect salient practices of improvisation.  In taking a multiscalar approach, I posit that the 

socialized habitus of living life on the social and economic periphery influenced different 

levels of the Timbuctoo landscape.      

 

Definition of a Yard 

 Barbara Heath and Amber Bennett (2000: 38) characterize a yard as the area that 

immediately surrounds a house and is utilized as an area for everyday activities. The 

activities performed in a yard can include food production, animal care, job tasks, play, 

and socializing. The yard is internalized as a physical and mental extension of the 

household (Jenkins 1994; Gundaker and McWillie 2006; Battle-Baptiste 2010, 2011), 

though as discussed later in this chapter, the meanings and significances of the yard as an 
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extension to the home vary based on practice. Heath and Bennett (2000: 38) explain, this 

purposefully ambiguous definition is meant to incorporate spatial, temporal, sociocultural 

and regional differences in yard use, and yet still facilitate a general understanding of 

what constitutes a yard. 

 

Archaeologies of Yard Sweeping 

 Interpreting swept yards in the archaeological record requires a clear 

understanding of the social and historical context of the evidence. Historical and 

ethnographic accounts of antebellum and post-emancipation practices of African and 

African American yard sweeping offer not only invaluable resources for archaeologists to 

make interpretations from the archaeological record, but also to probe the possible 

origins, meanings, and significances of swept yards. 

 Interpretations of African/African American sweeping trace the practice to 

spiritual and ceremonial rituals of removing dangerous, malevolent spirits away from the 

home (MacGaffey 1986; Westmacott 1992; Health and Bennett 2000; Gundaker and 

McWillie 2006). From the colonial era to today, people of African descent in the United 

States continue the practice, although the meanings and significances likely shifted 

through time, space, and social interaction. Archaeological observations of African 

American swept yards have been mostly reported in the southeastern United States, 

though evidence of yard sweeping has been observed at the African Meeting House in 

Nantucket, Massachusetts (Beaudry and Berkland 2007: 405).  

Unfortunately, many archaeologists begin and end their discussion of uncovered 

swept yards as cultural continuities from Africa, and fail to consider the heterogeneity of 
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the practice and its possible meanings. One exception is Whitney Battle-Baptiste (2010, 

2011), who contextualizes African American yard sweeping within discourses of race, 

class, gender, identity and resistance. Battle-Baptiste looks at the landscape at the 

quarters at the First Hermitage in Tennessee as evidence of social networks of enslaved 

black women. While she argues that sweeping was rooted within West African 

spiritualism, she also discusses how the practice and its meanings transitioned through 

time and space. Understandably, swept yards were not only stages for religious 

ceremonies, but also arenas for vocation and socializing, from laundry to food 

preparation, child rearing to adult socializing. In sum, as extensions of the home swept 

yards were dynamic landscapes that were imbued with significance and meaning. 

Providing a space for vital social interaction, Battle-Baptiste further posits that the 

creation and maintenance of swept yards sustained Black resistance. At the First 

Hermitage, where the owner and enslaved peoples lived less than 40 feet from one 

another, Battle-Baptiste (2010: 88) contends that swept yards delineated a clear 

separation between the outside world of human bondage and the private sphere cultivated 

and controlled by enslaved women. Battle-Baptiste argues that sweeping was done “to 

protect against master and the undesirable spirits of the plantation … [the sweeper] is 

protecting her home, her family, her community by creating a spiritual boundary that is 

recognized by her people. These actions were performed by women, the methods passed 

down from woman to woman, generation to generation” (Battle-Baptiste 2010: 89).  

At Hermitage, swept yards were stages for the socialization of children into not 

only vocational skill but also into a collective identity of Black America. Battle-Baptiste 

(2011: 100) succinctly underscores the reflexive meanings of yard space for enslaved 
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African Americans, in that during the day the swept yard was used for daily tasks often 

dictated to enslaved peoples by their overseers, but at night the yards became a sacred 

place for families. The swept surfaces of the yard surrounding the homes of enslaved 

peoples were powerful, cultivated social landscapes on which the collective identities, 

memories and individual practices were worked and reworked just as the soil was by the 

broom‟s stroke. 

 In a review of archaeological research in Delaware, LuAnn De Cunzo (2004: 245-

247) also interpreted evidence of African American yard sweeping as rooted in West 

African traditions. De Cunzo identifies four purposes of yards employed by African 

Americans. First, swept yards offered protection for the home‟s inhabitants. Second, the 

cleaned surface areas of the yard underscored the personal virtuosity of the owner. Third, 

given that yards were stages for socialization, swept yards promoted community 

improvement and identity. Finally, the meticulously maintained areas of the yard 

represented a medium for honoring the owner‟s family and ancestors (2004: 238). For De 

Cunzo, these four purposes highlight a distinctive African and/or African American 

worldview that “the ethic of land keeping linking people and place in a reciprocity of 

creativity quite at odds with the „craft of staging and maintaining vistas‟ that marks the 

Western tradition of landscaping” (De Cunzo 2004: 234).     

 In an effort to further situate yard sweeping at Timbuctoo in its proper historical 

context, I sought to contextualize and compare the practice with discussions of domestic 

“yards” in nineteenth-century etiquette books. These texts are understood now to have 

cultivated and perpetuated the dominant beliefs, traditions, and practices of what became 

a collectively constructed White middle-class ideology in the United States (Shackel 
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1993; Mullins 2000). Nearly every aspect of everyday life was discussed in etiquette 

books, including the maintenance of manicured landscapes and lawns (Jonsson-Rose 

1897; Jenkins 1994). Following social elites, the burgeoning middle classes of the late 

nineteenth century sought to recreate the semiotic power embodied in the well-

maintained, and yet “natural”, landscapes (Jenkins 1994: 21-33).  In Nils Jonsson-Rose‟s 

book, Lawns and Gardens: How to Plant and Beautify the Home Lot the Pleasure 

Ground and Garden, he explains that 

To a great extent the character and beauty of a garden depends on a lawn. 

A level lawn gives an impression of peace and quiet; an undulating one 

wears an expression of cheerfulness. Gardens with well trimmed, close 

and velvety lawns are beautiful and attractive, but, nevertheless, they are 

not more natural than were formerly the creations of old Maitre Lenotre. 

But when the lawn adopts the choicest flowers of the field and meadow, 

and shrubberies and thickets are filled with woodland blossoms, then the 

garden becomes, as far as our impressions are concerned, a part of nature 

itself (1897: 112-113). 

 

Colorful flowerbeds, trimmed hedges and lush green lawns were powerful markers used 

by the rising middle classes to underscore both the owner‟s individuality as well as their 

belonging to a collective identity of genteel refinement (Jonsson-Rose 1897). As with 

swept yards, the lawn was a socially and physically constructed space that was 

internalized as an extension of the home; however, the meanings and functions of lawns 

contrasted with those of swept yardscapes. 

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the yard as a domestic space became 

compartmentalized as fences created boundaries that were constitutive of the social 

divisions between the individual household and the outside world. James Deetz (1996) 

discusses how the shift from collectivism to individualism was reflected and recreated in 
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the settlement patterns of Whites in New England. The practices of scattered households 

with fences that clearly delineated the personal property of the individual became the 

dominant trend in the United States. The fenced-in home and lush lawn that surrounded it 

projected to the onlooker, as well as the owner, an adherence to middle-class ideologies. 

A well-manicured lawn was both a display and disciplining space that conveyed the 

family and everything inside the household was well ordered and respectable. In his 

guide entitled Gardening for Pleasure, Peter Henderson (1887: 22-23) posited: 

Since the introduction of the lawn-mowers, the keeping of the lawn has 

been so simplified that no suburban residence is complete without one, 

and there is now no more excuses for tall grass „going to hay‟ in the door 

than there would be for cobwebs taking possession of the rooms inside the 

dwelling. We occasionally see some parsimonious individual, even now, 

who remembers that in his grandfather‟s days, grass was allowed to grow 

for the food of the „critters,‟ and he leaves it for food for his „critters‟ still. 

Though at the same time his furniture inside, that nobody but himself ever 

sees, or has an opportunity to admire, for such men are not troubled with 

friends, may have cost him $5,000 or $10,000. We have two or three 

notable examples of this kind in my immediate neighborhood, but it is 

gratifying to know that such neighbors are not numerous, for the example 

of the majority will soon shame them into decency. 

 

As Henderson succinctly expressed, etiquette suggested that an individual who did not 

have and/or maintain a lawn not only failed to adhere to popular culture, but was socially 

ostracized by their peers. As mentioned above, Henderson went so far as to declare that 

individuals who did not maintain their yard were social pariahs who had no friends. He 

went on to state that, even though the individual may have decorated his home with 

lavish furniture, the unkempt yard projected to society that the home, and thus the owner, 

were in disarray. This etiquette literature was not only a reflection of a society that valued 

individualism and genteel respectability, but was a dynamic constructor by arguing 
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readers to convert to newly formed practices of lawn care. This disciplining facilitated a 

distinct habitus that structured individual practice of using landscapes, specifically lawns, 

as a medium to underscore household identity.     

Another contrast between lawns and swept yards was their functional purposes.  

According to nineteenth-century etiquette books, the lawn was used by middle-class 

children for play, but it was not used by adults for socializing. Instead relationships 

primarily took place within the home, specifically the parlor (Mullins 2001). Middle class 

practice underscored the importance of the parlor, and the objects curated there, as the 

primary arena for social interaction in the home. Even though the lawn was seen as an 

outward projection of the home, it was not interpreted and used in the same manners as a 

swept yard. Whether a contestation or a simply a practice cultivated in the reality of 

economic marginalization, the well-maintained yet barren surfaces of swept yards 

countered the dominant trends of middle class landscaping. Rather than the presentation 

of “natural” and “pristine” yardscapes, swept yards were purposely devoid of plant life. 

While middle class yards reproduced semiotic divisions between the “natural” world and 

the domestic sphere, swept yards, by their very nature as extended rooms of the home, 

blurred the physical and social distinctions between the domestic sphere and the outside.  

While African American yard sweeping in the United States originated in West 

Africa, other ethnic and racial groups also swept their yards (Thomason 2002; De Cunzo 

2004; Gundaker and McWillie 2005). Scholarly interpretations of the swept yards of 

White people have often been explained as a functionalist rationale to economic class 

(Gundaker and McWillie 2005: 112). The historian Margaret Mulrooney (2002) discusses 

how workers‟ yards were multifunctional spaces in her study of predominantly Irish and 
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Irish American industrial workers and their homes at Squirrel Rub, a late nineteenth-

century gunpowder factory in northern Delaware. Yards at Squirrel Run were used for 

work, cooking, raising livestock and socializing. Mulrooney (2002: 168-169) states that, 

“Grass did not grow well under the heavy foot traffic, but flagstones, broken shells, and 

board provided firm footing on rainy days.” Though Mulrooney does not specifically 

state whether the workers were sweeping, she notes the residents‟ dislike for debris in 

their yards. As seen in Figure 7.1, the Flemings‟ yard, though speckled with feed for their 

livestock, is barren of vegetation. Like others at Squirrel Run, the Flemings likely used 

the yard as a multipurpose space in which trash and debris were cleared by sweeping.  

At nearby Blacksmith‟s Hill, archaeologist Samuel Shogren (1986), under the 

direction of David Orr, led three field seasons at workers‟ homes and excavated a 

communal trash pit measuring five feet long, three feet wide and ten feet deep. Shogren 

(1986) suggests that residents not only disposed of trash, but also swept their yardscapes 

to keep their working areas neat. For many of the working classes, for whom the 

boundaries of work and home were blurred, there was a continuous need for a clean yard 

surface for performing vocational and non-vocational tasks.  

The functionality of swept yards also transcends the use of the space for work. The small 

houses of impoverished people in the southeast were often unbearably hot in the summer 

months, and the swept and often shaded yards became areas for people to escape the heat 

(Gundaker and McWille 2005: 111). Given the 12 by 16-foot foundation of the Davis 

home, it is likely that the structure became a proverbial oven in the summer. Moreover, 

given the small dimension of many impoverished people‟s homes, socializing with 

multiple people indoors would have been restricted. In this regard, a swept yard offered a 
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clear and clean surface that would not be limited by an enclosed space. 

 

 
Figure 7.1. Andrew Fleming and his family. 1880-1920. Note the swept yard surface. 

Taken by Pierre A. Gentieu (Courtesy of Hagley Museum and Library). 

 

Finally, the barren soils of swept yards also were a deterrent to fires, pests and 

snakes (Jenkins 1994: 15; Gundaker and McWillie 2005: 111; pers. comm. with Charles 

Orser, April 7, 2011). In a letter to the New York Times, Ray Berry (1993, August 22) 

argued that both white and black people swept yards to create a warning system for the 

poisonous snakes living in South Carolina: 

My grandmother said it was her duty as a child to go completely around 

the house to see if there were any snake tracks in the sand every morning. 

If she found one going under the house, an alert was sounded, and the 

entire family did not rest until the snake was found and killed. Rodents, 
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like field mice and swamp rats, abound in the area and would often come 

into the house at night. Thus, the snake's meanders would always follow 

the living food (Berry, quoted in New York Times 1993).  

 

Even though the practices of yard sweeping in an American context are continually 

attributed as being rooted in African traditions, the imbued meaning and significance 

were not monolithic. Swept yards were not exclusively maintained by Africans and 

African Americans, but rather individuals from different racial and ethnic groups 

practiced yard sweeping. The reflective and constitutive elements of the practice are 

dependent upon individual and collective experiences. While Heath and Bennett (2000) 

discuss swept yards as a continuum of West African practices, Battle-Baptiste (2011) 

posits the didactic role of sweeping in the projection and formation of enslaved women‟s 

identity. Moreover, we see among the Irish and Irish Americans in northern Delaware 

and the more contemporary examples offered by Berry (New York Times 1993) that 

swept yards were functional tactics. While social etiquette literature and the daily 

practices of genteel peoples aspiring to reproduce middle-class ideals through the 

creation and maintenance of lawns, for impoverished peoples such aesthetics were 

unimportant as they gained nothing from the superficial symbolism of manicured lawns. 

Rather, impoverished people used the surfaces of swept yards in more traditionally 

functional ways.  

 

The Davis Lot 

 In 1879, Rebecca and William Davis purchased the roughly 20 by 100-foot lot 

(2000 sq. ft.) from the estate of Mary Simmons for two dollars. Our excavation of the 

Davis‟ home revealed a noticeable absence of artifacts (n=276, .01% of the total 
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assemblage) from outside of the foundation at the interpreted occupation (level 3). All of 

the 276 fragmented artifacts collected were located less than 1.5 feet outside the 

foundation‟s wall, and were only in Units 4 and 6. No other artifacts were recovered at or 

below level 3 in any other excavation units. In order to understand this absence of 

artifacts, I examined the breadth of archaeological and ethnographic literature on swept 

yards.  

 

Methodology 

 Through my research I have developed a general methodological process for 

interpreting a swept yard at Timbuctoo that includes, but is not limited to, four basic 

criteria. First, I consulted the local United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), 

(2011) soil survey for the site. The survey reports that Collington fine sand loam (ComC) 

is the primary soil composition for the Davis‟s lot. The typical profile of ComC (USDA 

2011: 16) is: 

 

0 to 10 inches Fine sandy loam 

10 to 14 inches Fine sandy loam 

14 to 20 inches Loam 

20 to 32 inches Loam 

32 to 38 inches Loam 

38 to 60 inches Stratified loamy sand to sandy 

loam 
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Collington is found on knobs and hill slopes. However, during our excavations and 

shovel testing we encountered primary two different stratigraphic levels (Figure 7.2).  

Level 1 (10 YR 4/4 dark yellowish brown, sandy loam) measured from the surface to 

roughly 1 foot below contemporary grade. Level 2 (10 YR 5/4 yellowish brown, sandy 

clay loam) measured from roughly 1 to 3.5 ft. 

 While the Davis‟s home is positioned atop a hill, the lot was separated from the 

talus slope by Haywood Street. Any alluvial, colluvial and/or aeolian redistribution of 

artifacts from the home would have placed them within the areas of testing. The absence 

of artifacts around the home was not explained by any discontinuities in the structure, 

hue, and/or compaction reported in the soil surveys. Second, during excavation there was 

no humus and/or darkened buried surface layer at the interpreted occupation level. This 

and other discontinuities in the neighboring soil suggested that the area around the house 

had little to no vegetation either as a result of erosion and/or regular sweeping. The 

absence of vegetation often results in water pooling and rills in the soil; however, no such 

physical traits were observed at the Davis lot. Third, the occupation level around the 

house contained few, if any, small artifacts and fragments. Again, this suggested that the 

area had been repeatedly swept by its inhabitants or was the result of erosion.  

 Finally, and perhaps most importantly, historical and ethnographic sources 

provided the contextual data to situate my observations within broader discourses of 

swept yards.  

 From the four criteria, David Orr and I developed a conservative testing plan to 

recover yard data while also preserving the Davis house lot. Our plan involved a 
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systematic hand auger and split spoon survey of the 20 by 100-foot lot at staggered six-

foot intervals (Figure 7.3). 

 

 

 
Figure 7.2. Profile of soil at Davis Lot. 

 

Our sample borings‟ depths were measured from the southwestern datum point of EU09. 

There was a roughly less than two percent slope from the datum to the western property 

line of the Davis lot. This sample testing coupled with the 18 x 18 ft excavation of 

Level 1 (10 YR 4/4 Dark Yellowish Brown, Sandy Loam) 

Level 2 (10 YR 5/4 Yellowish Brown, Sandy Clay Loam) 
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Feature 13 accounted for 327 sq. ft. (1.6%) of the total 2,000 sq. ft. Again, this 

conservative sampling was used to protect the site from further disturbance, and thus 

resulted in a limited sample size. However, I believe that the data suggests that a portion 

of the Davis was regularly swept. 

  Survey findings, specifically Borings 1, 2, 3 and 17, showed a similar pattern of 

compacted clay loam with no recovered artifacts, in contrast to those that we had seen 

during our excavations of the dwelling. Borings 4, 5 and 16, each less than 24 feet from 

Feature 13, showed a very thin (<.05 ft) dark grayish brown stratum that appeared in the 

profile at roughly 1 foot below contemporary grade. The stratum, interpreted as a buried 

surface, grew to a maximum thickness of .06 ft, in Borings 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14 and 15. 

Moreover, fragments of charcoal, bricks, glass, transfer print ironstone and unidentifiable 

metal were recovered from this buried surface level. In my consultation with the 

archaeological literature and discussions with senior archaeologists on swept yards I 

found that the interpretation of sweeping is often based on the scattering of objects along 

the property lines, or away from places of social interaction. A person sweeping a yard 

does not completely remove the debris, but rather moves the objects away from the 

immediate vicinity of the structure (Orser 1988: 135). Interestingly, at Boring 13 (less 

than 6 feet from the southwest corner of the Davis Lot), the buried surface disappeared 

during our testing. To further complicate the stratigraphy, as mentioned in Chapter 5 the 

STP located in the southwest corner of the Davis Lot exposed a buried occupation level 

at roughly 1.1 ft below the contemporary surface. This would suggest that there was 

occupation level with a barren surface a mere 6 feet away. This interpretation further 

suggests that the genteel practices of lawn maintenance were not of importance for many 
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of the resident of Timbuctoo, as barren surfaces and patchy grass yards were seen as 

unbecoming of a middle class household. 

 

 
Figure 7.3. Sample Testing of the Davis lot (Chadwick and Leach 2009, with 

modifications made by the author). 

 

 

 
Figure 7.4. Profile of Davis Lot (created by the author 2012). 

 

 Given the data and archaeological literature on African American yards, I believe 

that the Davises regularly swept the area around their house to a distance of 

approximately 24 feet. Areas beyond 24 feet show evidence of a buried surface that 

implies that there was some vegetation on the Davis‟ lot away from the house. As 

mentioned above, similar practices have been observed at not only African American but 
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at other sites where people were economically marginalized. In the next subsection I 

argue that yard sweeping is a practice of improvisation. 

   

Swept Yards as Practices of Improvisation 

I believe that the yard sweeping practiced by the Davises and the aforementioned 

examples fit within the definition of a practice theory of improvisation. Yard sweeping 

was a socialized tradition of improvisation to impoverishment. However, just as artifacts, 

landscapes and practices have multifaceted levels of meaning, significance and uses by 

individuals and groups (Hodder and Hutson 2003), I believe that yard sweeping also has 

a myriad of intersecting meanings for practitioners and observers.  

 Yard sweeping is an intergenerationally learned practice (Battle-Baptiste 2011: 

100), and while the origins of the Davis‟ swept yards maybe be attributed to West 

African tradition, it is unlikely that they consciously imposed such cultural continuities 

onto their practice. Rather, because of the effects of time, space and the dynamics of 

culture, the meanings behind sweeping likely shifted from a primarily spiritual practice to 

a practice of class negotiation. Specifically, the socioeconomic realities of impoverished 

people like the Davises prevented them from building large, well-constructed homes with 

highly vaulted ceilings to escape the heat, keep out pests, and socialize in a cool, indoor 

area. Rather, I believe that the Davises improvised.  

Again, I contend that these practices are not simply “on the spot” decisions, but a 

tradition of life on the social and economic periphery. Practices of improvisation reflect 

the actions of people who often felt powerless while operating within a structurally 

repressive system. These practices, like swept yards, were the unconscious and conscious 
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actions used to contest the feelings of powerless. Through everyday practices, like yard 

sweeping, marginalized peoples exercised their power to not only challenge collective 

labeling by dominant society as inferior, but also to contest their own fears of 

powerlessness. Through practices of improvisation people were not passive to 

marginalization, but rather were active social agents within a repressive landscape. Swept 

yards are emblematic of a broadly evident struggle against poverty and marginalization. 

The yard provided a multipurpose area in which a wide array of vocational, functional, 

and social practices could be performed. However, this interpretation is not meant to be 

exclusive, as the swept yard was much more than simply a functional response to 

socioeconomic repression. Rather, yard sweeping was a semiotic practice that embodied 

and projected a collective identity onto the landscapes of Timbuctoo.  

  

Interpretations 

 The subjugation of many Black people was the result of structural marginalization 

created and reproduced by a racialized, racist society. Because of these institutional and 

everyday forms of racism, Black peoples like the Davises were limited in their ability to 

obtain economic capital and social affluence. The marginalized socioeconomic position 

of the Davis family can be interpreted from probate records and the small size of their 

home (12 by 16 ft) and lot (20 by 100 ft). The small house, coupled with the heat of a 

New Jersey summer, would have made the interior of the house excessively hot. As 

opposed to the interior of the homes, the swept surfaces outdoors likely made for a cooler 

area for the family to perform everyday work. Additionally, the swept yard also would be 

an ideal place for the Davises to socialize with their nearby neighbors. In fact, William‟s 
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immediate neighbor, sharing the western boundary of the Davis‟ lot, was Charles Henry 

Love, a fellow soldier in the 22
nd

 USCT Regiment. Much like at other sites where 

sweeping has been observed, the yard was used as an extended room of the home. On this 

clean and compact surface, work was completed during the day, while in the late 

afternoon and evening the yardscape was transformed into a stage for socializing and 

play.   

 Though the barren soils of swept yards contrasted with the lush green lawns that 

embodied middle class etiquette and ideology (Jenkins 1994), for people socialized into 

the practices of yard sweeping, the cultivated landscape underscored a collective memory 

and collective identity. Yards were not simply inanimate stages for socialization, but 

were dynamic disciplining landscapes. The collective identities interpreted in swept yards 

contrasted the fenced-in, compartmentalized, and highly individualistic yardscapes of the 

middle classes in that, on the bare grounds of swept yards people came together, not 

apart. While the swept surfaces were devoid of plant life they were not devoid of 

everyday life, as yards were areas where people learned, worked, and socialized. For 

practitioners and observers, swept yards were not only an improvising practice in 

response to socioeconomic marginalization, but a welcoming extension of home. In the 

following subsections I will discuss the Davis‟s home and the bricks comprising its 

foundation as practices of improvisation.  

 

The Davis Home 

 The foundation to the Davis‟ home (Feature 13) measured 12 feet by 16 feet (192 

sq. ft.).  Excavation outside of the foundation walls showed no salient evidence for a 
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builder's‟ trench. It was common practice in the building of foundations that, “the 

excavation is made large enough, and only large enough, to receive the building, the soil 

in some cases being hollowed out to receive the footing, while the wall is built directly 

against the side of the excavation” (Brown 1885: 107-108).  This practice was so that the 

wall would be supported by virgin soil and to limit the seepage of water. However, the 

practice was not recommended for excavations in clay soils like those of Timbuctoo. In 

Clark‟s (1883: 108) Building Superintendence: A Manual for young Architects, Students 

and Others Interested in Building Operations as Carried on at the Present Day, he states 

that,  

Clayey soils are also unfavorable (for foundation excavation). Being 

impervious, they retain the water which may settle into the new 

excavation, just outside the cellar walls, until it finds an escape for itself, 

very probably into the building. Moreover, they expand greatly in wet 

seasons, or in frosty weather, to contract again in summers; while the 

tenacity with which frozen clay clings to stone or brick work often causes 

dislocation or derangement of cellar walls and piers. 

 

Despite the soils at Timbuctoo, the Davis‟ bucked contemporary building advice and 

built their home foundation in clay loam. The Davis‟ foundation was comprised of four 

sides of “running” brick perimeter one course thick, with up to three-course-thick corner 

piers. The foundation was likely dry laid; however, some residual sand-based mortar can 

be seen on several recovered bricks. The presence of sand mortar on some of the bricks 

suggests that they maybe have been take from another structure and reused in the Davis‟ 

foundation. The recycling and reusing construction materials has been a common practice 

used by marginalized people (Ponansky 2004: 41). However, as discussed later in this 

subsection, the bricks from the Davis site maybe have been made by William Davis 
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himself and/or were the products of nearby brickyards. On the eastern wall, the brick 

foundation was at its maximum height of twelve courses. Evidence of plow scars and 

brick fragments in levels 1 and 2 suggest that the uppermost portion of the foundation 

was likely higher than its current grade. Although the interior of the foundation was used 

as a community trash midden, there was limited architectural debris recovered, 

suggesting that the dwelling was demolished and materials removed prior to being 

buried. Without direct evidence, apart from the foundation, interpreting the form and 

style of the Davis‟s home is speculative; however, based on comparable historical photos 

near Timbuctoo, the home was likely one-story design (with possible loft) that rested 

upon four corner piers. Figure 7.5 depicts a one room dwelling atop brick piers. The 

picture of a farm worker and his home in Burlington County was taken in 1938 by Arthur 

Rothstein of the Works Progress Administration.  
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Figure 7.5. Agricultural worker in one-room shack. Burlington County, NJ. Taken 

by Rothstein 1938) (Courtesy of the Library of Congress). 
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Figure 7.6. Interior of agricultural worker in one-room shack. Burlington County, 

NJ. Taken by Rothstein 1938) (Courtesy of the Library of Congress). 

 

The balloon-framed house was supported by lateral boards positioned on brick 

piers. The exterior is vertical panel framing with what appears to be a fabric wrapping to 

protect the interior from weather. The one room home had a slightly pitched roof with a 

protruding chimney stack. The yard of the dwelling was compacted and likely swept. 

Though the one room house was likely smaller than the Davis‟s home, it was potentially 

constructed using similar materials and design.  
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Figure 7.7. “Negro Shack”, New Jersey. (Taken by Mydans, 1935) (Courtesy of 

the New York Public Library). 

 

Figure 7.7 is another possible contemporary example of the Davis‟s home.  The 

image, entitled “Negro Shack”, was taken in New Jersey by Carl Mydans of the 

Settlement Administration in 1935. The home rested atop a foundation of „“running” 

brick. The balloon framed house has lateral clapboard on the exterior. The sills, framing, 

and panes of the three visible widows (another seems to be replaced) do not match. This 

suggests that either the windows were replaced or bought piecemeal. The gabled roof 

supports a brick chimney, though due to the angle of the photograph, it is unknown of the 

exact location of the chimney. Interpreting the exterior of the home is problematic 
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because of the layer of snow. However, there does appear to be a lack of vegetation 

around the entrance and side of the house. An estimation based on the perceived height of 

the woman in the doorway infers that the sides of the house are less than 20 feet. This 

suggests that the home in Figure 7.7 was likely closer to the size of the Davis‟ house.  

Even though the Davis‟ purchased the 20 by 100-foot lot in 1879, the construction 

designs, materials and techniques did not overwhelmingly change for impoverished 

people by the 1930s. Restriction of economic capital, time, and materials limited the 

resources for home construction. Thus, people living at or below the poverty line were 

either unable to follow and/or rejected, or simply ignored, popular trends in architecture. 

Rather than using the exterior of the home as a reflection of the genteel identities of the 

occupants, a common practice in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the primary 

function of architecture for impoverished people was sound shelter. It is likely that 

because of their marginalized economic status, the Davises had limited resources for 

home construction. However, with only the brick foundation and without direct 

photographic evidence, any interpretations on the appearance of the Davis‟s home are 

anecdotal. That said, inferences can be made on the bricks comprising the foundation of 

the Davis home. 

 

Descriptions of the Davis’s Brick 

As discussed in Chapter 5, during excavation we left the majority of the brick 

foundation in situ. However, we did recover and catalogue 13 complete bricks from 

levels 3, 4, 5, and 6. The bricks were made handmade from a soft-mud mixture. All of the 

bricks were poorly molded with porous bodies and soft edges. The brick surfaces were 
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rough and gritty from being sand struck; however, this may also have been an attempt by 

the worker to create “washer” brick. Most of the brick within the foundation are either 

“salmon” or semi-vitrified. All of the bricks were unevenly fired, resulting in a range of 

densities. Variations in the color, density, and size of the brick could be the result of 

several interrelated factors. The first factor could be because the bricks used were taken 

from different stocks. Second, the traits of the brick can be influenced by the 

characteristics of the mold (Lynch 1994: 74). Third, variation in the final product may be 

due to certain characteristics of the clay and/or additives to the mix. Fourth, the handling 

and processing of the “green” bricks can affect the color, density, and size. Fifth, the 

location of the bricks to the heat source during firing will greatly influence the physical 

traits of the brick (Gurcke 1987: 116). Finally, if improperly fired brick are set within 

poorly drained soils, like those of the Davis Site, their physical composition can be 

affected over time. I believe the variation present in the bricks of the Davis‟ home 

indicates that they were fired at either a nearby brickyard in a scove kiln or burned in a 

wet clamp at Timbuctoo.  

 

Scove Kilns 

The use of scove kilns for brick firing was a common practice at the turn of the 

century. Hennrick Ries et al. (1904: 240) described an updraft scove kiln as: 

The (green) bricks are set in large rectangular masses from 38 to 54 

courses high, depending on the kind of clay. In building up the mass a 

series of parallel arches is left running through the mass from side to side, 

and with their centers about two feet apart. After the bricks are set up they 

are surrounded by a wall two courses deep of “double-coal” brick, and the 

whole outside of the mass daubed with wet clay to prevent the entrance of 

cold air during burning. The top of the kiln is then closed by a layer of 
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bricks laid close together and termed platting. 

 

There were two brickyards operating near Timbuctoo in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. In 1904, Ries et al. describe the clay and brickyards in the area: 

Clay Marl IV, or a surface clay derived from it, is worked at two localities 

in Burlington County. It is dug in two clay pits just north of Timbuctoo 

(Loc. 123) (Pl. XV, Fig. 2) and 1/1/2 miles northwest of Northampton, and 

supplies two small brickyards. When molded by hand and burned in scove 

kilns, it makes a porous brick. Harder burning would improve it (387). 

 

Figure 7.8, shows the exposed surface clay near Timbuctoo. 

 

 
Figure 7.8. “Shallow character of clay-loam west of Mount Holly, locality 123” 

(Reis, Kummel and Knapp 1904: Plate XV). 

 

The lack of control and the inability to reach high temperatures meant that scove 

kilns, like the ones near Timbuctoo, were only used to make „“common” brick, as 

opposed to fire, face, or other specialty brick (Reis 1904: 204-205). The construction, 

control, and firing process of scove kilns resulted in a range of quality of the burned 
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bricks. 

In Glenn Brown‟s (1885: 105-106) Healthy Foundations for Houses, he posited 

that scove kilns produced bricks of a specific quality: 

Bricks are usually found in three conditions as to hardness. Arch 

brick, as they from the arch in the kiln, come in direct contact with the 

fire. These brick are hard, generally slightly vitrified or glazed, but they 

are usually distorted. When well shaped these arch bricks make the best 

foundations. The bricks farthest from the fire (Salmon) are imperfectly 

burned, and are worthless for foundations, as they absorb water and 

disintegrate easily. The medium bricks may be used when they are well 

burned...Usually in this country light red or “salmon bricks” are inferior 

and unfit for foundations; dark red bricks are good and may be used in 

foundations, while bluish or greenish bricks are vitrified, and, if properly 

shaped, make the best foundations. 

 

The variation in bricks burning in a scove kiln resulted in between 20-30 percent 

of the final product being rejected for sale and/or reused to build the next scove kiln, or 

crushed and used in clay mix (Gurcke 1987: 32; Lynch 1994: 4) This rejection and/or 

reuse was because late nineteenth and early twentieth-century building practices advised 

builders that they should reject “all bad shaped and unsound bricks. Good bricks are 

regular in shape, with plane surfaces and sharp, true angles” (Powell 1879: 29). However, 

the bricks at Timbuctoo lack smooth surfaces and straight edges and corners, and are 

rough, and soft edged with varying sizes.  

 

Wet Clamps 

 The variability of the Davis‟s brick sample may have been because they were 

manufactured on-site and burned using a wet clamp. Wet clamps have been used for 

centuries, and it was not until the 1870s that their use declined because of the rise of 
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machine brickmaking (Lynch 1994: 22). Similar to this but on a smaller scale, wet 

clamps used the closely multiple levels of stacked green and previously burnt bricks. The 

construction of a wet clamp required considerable amount of time, skill, and labor.  

Lynch (1994) discusses how up to the late nineteenth century that brickmaking 

was a family occupation. During the molding process, “the father worked as the molder 

and was served by his family, usually in gangs of six. Each had a specific job: mixing, 

carrying clay, fetching, molding or hacking” (Lynch 1994: 78). As mentioned prior, 

William Davis was a brick molder before he enlisted in the United States Colored Troops 

and, though after the Civil War he suffered from chronic physical pain, he may have been 

able to, if not perform the brick making tasks, would have possessed the knowledge to 

instruct others. The possibility that the source of the Davis‟ bricks could be an on-site wet 

clamp is due to William‟s past experiences and the similar characteristics of the 

foundation bricks with those of produced in wet clamps (Gurcke 1994: 32). However, 

determining the exact source of the bricks is outside of the range of this chapter. For the 

purposes of my dissertation, I want to understand how the quality of the Davis‟s brick 

compared to turn-of-the-twentieth-century building standards.  

 

Bricks as Improvisation 

Scove kilns and wet clamps were primarily used to burn common brick, which 

were used for several different purposes. For example, in the early to mid-nineteenth 

century, despite a dislike for red-colored building facades, bricklayers would use 

inexpensive common brick on exteriors and cover over them with stucco (Lynch 1994: 

54). In the 1870s, brick facades gained popularity as bricklayers used „face bricks‟ on 
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exteriors instead of common brick (Lynch 1994: 15). Face brick coincided with the rise 

of machine brick manufacturing as the processes of wire cutting and machine press 

molding resulted in the uniformity of size, color, texture, and density of bricks (Lynch 

1994: 22). The use of machine technologies allowed brickmakers to have much more 

control in manufacturing, while also decreasing the percentage of unusable product 

(Lynch 1994: 22). These advances put added stress on yards that used traditional 

handmade bricks. While the primary cost of handmade bricks was spent on labor, the 

traditional practice could not meet mass production needs nor adhere to popular tastes. 

Furthermore, while handmade rough surfaced bricks found an aesthetic niche market 

among some architects, in the late nineteenth century their use in general construction 

had fallen out of favor (Lynch 1994: 61). This transition in popular architectural trends 

relegated common, handmade brick to foundations, underground sewers and as 

“nogging”, or insulation, for exterior face brick (Sayer and Fisher Co. 1895: 117). 

The rough-surfaced bricks of the Davis‟s foundation are predominantly “salmon”, 

meaning that they were under-fired or semi-vitrified (Gurcke 1987: 125-126). In A 

Practical Treatise on Brick, Tiles and Terra-Cotta (1885), Charles Davis stated that these 

bricks, known as “washers”, were specifically used for foundation work. He described 

the processes and functions of washer bricks:  

If there should be indication of rain before the usual time for „taking in of 

the brick,‟ and any of the brick are hard enough to handle, they are 

wheeled into the shed; if not firm enough, they are left to be “washed,” 

that is, the brick on the edge are again laid flat, and the rain falls upon 

them. Some clays will stand this, but the brick made of other clays are 

entirely destroyed, if not by rain, then by sun, as they break in half as the 

heat again strikes them. Brick that will stand “washing” are wheeling into 

the shed and set for salmon or arch bricks, when they go into kiln.  
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The brick having been exposed to the rain are called “washed brick;” they 

have a rough appearance, and are generally not much esteemed, but they 

make the strongest brick that comes out of the kiln; and when hard-

burned, they have no equal for foundation or sewer work (Davis 1885: 

93). 

 

The sample bricks at Timbuctoo fit within Davis‟ definition in that their color, 

texture, function and likely locations in the kiln, or clamp, share the characteristics of 

washer brick. However, their density and size did not adhere to turn-of-the-century 

building practices for washer brick.  

 

Brick Testing 

 Though the Davis‟ brick may have been intended to be washers, most are too soft 

and brittle for the needs of foundation work. To reach this conclusion, I tested a sample 

of the brick using an early twentieth-century quality test. First, I measured and noted the 

coloring of the bricks. George Powell (1879: 30) stated that the dimensions of 8 3/8
th

” 

long, 4” wide and 2 3/8
th”

 thick were the standard sizes of brick manufactured in Trenton, 

New Jersey. The sample size ranges in length from 7 3/8
th

” to 8 9/16
th

”. The sizes range 

in width between 3 3/4
th

” to 4 5/8
th”

. The thickness of the bricks is from 1 7/8
th

” to 2 

1/4
th

”. In sum, the sample measurements vary considerably in comparison to the standard 

sizes of the Trenton brick. In fact, in the nineteenth century brick sizes were legislated so 

that any bricks with the incorrect dimensions may have been rejected for sale (Richard 

Veit pers. comm., November 25, 2013). While this variation could be due to several 

factors in the production processes, disposition of the clay mix, as well as the expansion 

and contraction due to weather exposure, the bricks would have ranged in size prior to 
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their use in the foundation. This range in size and color underscores the interpretation that 

the bricks were inferior, handmade, and fired in either a scove kiln or wet clamp.  

 Rather than make assumptions of the quality of brick by my experiences as a 

bricklayer, however, I wanted to understand the quality of the bricks by late nineteenth- 

and early twentieth-century building standards. I used Allen Churchill and Leonard 

Wickenden‟s (1923) The House Owner’s Book, an instructional manual for people 

interested in home construction. Churchill and Wickenden (1923: 27) stated that “a good 

brick is one which will resist the disintegrating effects of weather-particularly, of frost. 

The first essential is that it should be well burned.” The authors offered the reader three 

tests. I used two of the three tests on a sample of six bricks to compare the worthiness of 

the Davis‟ bricks to early twentieth century standards. Churchill and Wickenden (1923: 

27) advised that “[t]he simplest method of testing a brick is to strike it with a hammer. If 

it gives a clear, ringing sound, it is well burned. If the sound is deadened, or dull, the 

brick is soft-burned, or contains cracks.” In my testing, only one of the six sample bricks 

(F130505c) had a distinctive “ringing sound.” One brick, F130505b, which was partially 

vitrified, had a ringing sound when struck on the vitrified portion, but had a thud when hit 

in the middle. The other four had a deadened, dull sound after being hit. Moreover, two 

of the samples broke after being lightly hit by the hammer. In all, only one of the bricks 

passed the first of Churchill and Wickenden‟s test.    

 The second test sought to quantify the water absorption of the brick. “Dry the 

brick in the oven, weigh it carefully, then place it in boiling water for about five hours, 

leave it in the water until the latter has cooled, then remove the brick and weigh it again. 

The weight of the dry brick, subtracted from that of the wet brick, will give the weight of 
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water absorbed...for soft clay bricks, it should not exceed one-sixth” (Churchill and 

Wickenden 1923: 27). 

Table 7.1. Summary of Brick Testing. 

 
 

Following the directions offered by Churchill and Wickenden, I first placed the sample 

brick in an oven at a temperature of 200 degrees Fahrenheit for one hour. After allowing 

the bricks to cool, they were then dry weighed (see Table 1). Next, I put the sample in a 

pot of boiling water for five hours. I then placed the brick in cool water for one hour. 

Finally, I removed the bricks, wiped off the excess water and weighed them. My results 

show that all brick samples but F130505c (the sample that had passed the first test) 

absorbed more than 1/6
th

 their dry weights.  

The subjective disposition of the tests should be noted; however, the purpose of 

my testing was not to understand the quality of the bricks by present-day testing, but to 

contextualize them within turn-of-the-century building practices. The testing results 
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are given in Table 1. From the total sample, only F130505c passed both the hammer and 

absorption tests. However, the measurements of F130505c (8” long, 3 3/16” wide, and 2 

1/4
th” 

thick) are still outside of the Trenton size standards, as given by Powell (1879: 30). 

While the brick passed Churchill and Wickenden‟s test and was likely a washer brick 

specifically made for foundational work, its dimensions and irregular surfaces did not 

adhere to their building standards. In Powell‟s (1879: 28) manual for bricklayers, he 

advised workers to “[r]eject all bad shaped and unsound brick. Good bricks are regular in 

shape, with plan surfaces and sharp, true angles.”  

 

Interpretations 

It is my interpretation that the bricks of the Davis foundation were practices of 

improvisation. The acquisition of the brick, possibly from the two brickyards near 

Timbuctoo or William Davis‟ construction of a wet clamp, suggests that the use of the 

bricks were part of a tradition of “making do.” By the 1870s, brickmaking by hand in 

scove kilns and clamps had all but been fully replaced by machine manufacturing (Lynch 

1994: 22). The sample bricks were likely meant to be washer brick used specifically for 

underground work. As gleaned from testing, however, the sample bricks would have been 

rejected because of size, density, and absorption according to late-nineteenth and early-

twentieth century building standards. At the turn of the century, well-fashioned bricks 

were an expensive commodity that would have been out of the economic reach of the 

Davises. However, in a region with no field stone, slate or other readily available natural 

resources the use of bricks, even of inferior quality, still represented the best construction 

materials for a foundation. Thus, the acquisition of inferior scove kiln bricks, likely at 
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reduced rates and/or rejected for sale by the brickyard, and/or the construction of an on-

site wet clamp represent conscious practices to construct a home while utilizing the best 

resources available. While William Davis lacked the economic capital to construct the 

foundation using the machine-made brick called for by contemporary building standards, 

he did possess the knowledge to improvise. This knowledge and practice of 

improvisation were results of a socialized habitus of “making do” in spite of 

socioeconomic constraints. 

 

Discussion 

 In this chapter I have discussed how the yards, homes and foundations inhabiting 

the landscapes of Timbuctoo were part of a tradition of “making do”, that is, these 

practices were constitutive of a habitus of improvisation. At a broad scale the use of 

yardscapes and practices of yard sweeping were not limited to African America, but were 

utilized by marginalized peoples to create extensions of the home. The clean and compact 

surfaces of the yard served as multipurpose areas for vocational and domestic relations. 

The barren soils of the swept yard as arenas for adult and child interaction countered 

middle-class lawns as areas meant for curation and display. While both swept yards and 

lawns are symbolically charged, their messages for both the inhabitants and onlookers 

were quite different. As detailed in nineteenth- and twentieth-century etiquette manuals 

the lawn was an extension of the home, the primary role of which was to convey the 

orderliness and respectability of the occupants. A secondary role was to use the area as a 

space for playing children (Jonsson-Rose 1897; Jenkins 1994).  The lawn, and often the 

fence that surrounded it, clearly delineated the individuality of the household from the 
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outside world. In contrast, the swept yard was a multipurpose extension of the home that 

served the functional and ideological needs of the owners. The openness of the swept 

yard blurred the distinction between the home and the outside world. For individuals 

socialized into either, or both, traditions the intended projection of social identity were 

the same, but the messages conveyed differed. Swept yards were not simply a passé 

cultural continuity to an African past, but a dynamic practice that was used to improvise 

by marginalized peoples.  

 At a smaller scale I discussed how given a lack of economic capital that the 

Davis‟ were restricted in the construction of their home. As observed in the contemporary 

images of impoverished African Americans in New Jersey, I offered possible examples 

of how the Davis‟ home may have looked. Even though, the only tangible data recovered 

on the home was the building‟s foundation, I contextualized the archaeological record 

with historical images of the early twentieth century to convey how other socially and 

economically marginalized peoples constructed their homes. Finally, on the smallest 

scale I detailed and described the bricks comprising the Davis‟ foundation. The 

handmade bricks were either acquired from a brickyard near Timbuctoo or constructed in 

an on-site wet clamp by William Davis. Either way the irregular, brittle bricks were 

inferior to their machine-made counterparts. Through the testing of the bricks using early 

twentieth-century builder‟s manuals, I was able to determine that in accordance with 

construction standards, the brick would have been rejected for foundational work. I 

contend that while the bricks were poorly made, they were still were the best material 

available for the impoverished Davises. William Davis was a brick molder before he 

became a soldier and likely possessed the skills and knowledge to fashion handmade 
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brick. I believe that in following a tradition, or habitus, of perseverance the Davises 

improvised with what capital they had to construct a sound foundation for their home. 

 From different scales and the use of different media, the people of Timbuctoo 

were enculturated into a habitus of improvising. Structures of class, gender, and race 

influenced the habitus of the residents and thusly affected their practices. This cyclical 

circulation of influence and action was projected and reproduced at Timbuctoo.  
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CHAPTER 8 

THE FRUGALITY OF FOODS: HOME CANNING AND COMMERICAL FOODS AS 

IMPROVISATION 

 

Introduction 

This chapter examines the negotiation of food as a practice of improvisation. As 

one of the basic needs for survival the production, preparation, consumption and 

conservation of food forms a key field of anthropological and archaeological research. 

There exists a myriad of variables that influence food consumption, including 

availability, culture, economics, geographical location, politics, religion and tastes. 

Specifically, I will discuss the influence of global events (World War I, the Great 

Depression and World War II) as well as the contextual networks of race, class and 

gender, and their effect on everyday practice at Timbuctoo. In the following sections I 

discuss two types of glassware artifacts: jars associated with home canning and those 

associated with commercially processed food, particularly commercially produced peanut 

butter. Through these examples I underscore the active selection of commodities as 

measures to improvise against marginalization. Commodified home canning 

paraphernalia and commercially canned foods such as peanut butter were relatively new 

products in the early twentieth century, and their presence in the archaeological record of 

Timbuctoo illustrates the reflexive disposition of habitus. The aforementioned examples 

were incorporated into everyday practice at Timbuctoo because the residents understood 

the social and economic benefits of the products. In a period that was marked by food 

scarcity, especially meat rationing, the use of home canning and peanut butter were 

powerful tactics to negotiate times of need. As will be presented in greater detail through 
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the following sections, home canning and the consumption of commercially processed 

foods were welcome additions to a habitus that had been cultivated by social and 

economic repression. 

 

Home Canning 

While food preserving has existed for millennia, the commodification of glass jars 

for home canning in the United States developed after the Civil War (Collins 1924: 238-

239). The assemblage of home canning items from Timbuctoo dates between the late 

nineteenth to mid-twentieth centuries, with the majority of artifacts dating from 1910-

1940s. This was an important time range in US history as the country endured two World 

Wars and a global economic depression. In the following sections I discuss the 

quantitative aspects of the home canning assemblage at Timbuctoo, and I argue that home 

canning and consumption of commercially processed foods at Timbuctoo was a localized 

tactic and response to global events as well as a practice that was representative and 

constitutive of improvisation.  

The identification of glassware fragments that were specifically used for canning 

is problematic. Glass canning jars were predominantly light aqua or colorless with wide-

mouthed openings. Lids used for home canning were made of zinc and milk glass. Given 

the fragmentary nature of the majority of the glass sherds, especially colorless pieces, 

interpreting whether they represented home canning glassware was impossible. Thus, my 

interpretations and discussion of home canning at Timbuctoo are based primarily on 

whole glass vessels and embossed fragments. I used artifact comparisons between whole 

vessels and fragments to determine the form and function of the sherds. An interpreted 
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total of 137 home canning fragments and whole vessels, which included jars and lids, 

were recovered from Feature 13. This number represents 1.68% of the total glassware. 

The Minimum Number of Vessels (MNV) for the home canning jars was calculated from 

the number of glass bases. The MNV for the assemblage is 35, representing 3.3% of the 

MNV for the total glassware assemblage. Again, because of the conservative 

methodology used to determine whether a glass fragment was once part of a home 

canning jar or lid the overall number of possible jars is relatively low, and the numbers of 

home canning jars is likely greater than the totals presented here.  

The jars and lids recovered range from 1869-1956. The average date of the 

assemblage is 1912.5, while the median date is 1921. The terminus post quem 1869 is 

based on the patent date of Boyd‟s milk glass food canning lid. The terminus ante quem 

is based on a milk glass lid with the patent date of 1956, however, this glass lid likely 

represents an outlier for the assemblage as it was recovered above the midden in level 

1(topsoil) of Test Unit 5.  The fragmentary nature of the glass sherds prevented the 

determination of a date range narrower than 87 years. However, when contextualized 

with the entirety of the Feature 13 assemblage the median date of 1921 is a good 

representation of the home canning jar and lid artifacts. Moreover, all of the jar fragments 

show extensive use wear as the reuse of glass jars was a common practice in food 

canning, and as a result the use of jars and lids often extended well past their 

manufacturing date. Manufacturers represented in the assemblage include Ball Mason, 

Mason, Putnam, Boyd's Genuine Porcelain and Owens Illinois Glass Company.  

 It should be noted there was an overall lack of tin can fragments (n=122, MNV= 

6) within the assemblage. This low total is likely a reflection of the acidic disposition of 
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the soil and the erosion of thin metal fragments because of weathering. In addition, the 

process of home canning with tin cans requires costly equipment and considerable skill in 

order to ensure the preservation of food (Hughes 1918). The lack of tin can fragments 

could also be a reflection of wartime metal rationing, as metals were among the first 

resources commissioned for military use. These variables affected the practices of home 

and commercial canning, as the government called for the use of glass jars over metal 

cans. Thus, the lack of metal can fragments is dependent upon the contextual variables of 

production and post-deposition conditions.  

 
Figure 8.1. Food canning jar (1910-1933) recovered from Feature 13 (taken by the 

author, 2013). 
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 On July 21, 1917 the Senate passed the Food Control or Lever Act, stating that 

the government had power over the supply and distribution of foods, fuel, fertilizer and 

feed in order to ensure national security. The government also had control over the 

ingredients, tools and equipment needed to make such products. The Act also stated that 

the profiteering, destruction, monopolization and/or waste of resources were deemed 

unlawful and subject to punishment (Dickson 1944: 20-21).   

While the American military fought overseas there was another war at home, a 

war of conservation that affected individual consumption and practice. In order to ensure 

the conservation of resources, the government sought to promote conservation through 

wartime propaganda. The use of wartime literature, rallies, and posters were used as 

strategies to discipline individuals into practicing conservation. Central to this 

propaganda was the desire to instill an American collective consciousness and identity 

into the minds of individuals (Bentley 1998). Propaganda enforced the ideology that all 

individual practice had direct effects on the American military. During WWI, Herbert 

Hoover (then head of the U.S. Food Administration) pleaded to American civilian 

through a Food Administration pamphlet: 

Go back to the simple life, 

Be contented with simple food, 
Work hard, pray hard, play hard. 

Work, eat, recreate and sleep. 
Do it all courageously. 

We have a victory to win  
(quoted in Epworth Era 1917: 216). 

 

The use of personal pronouns and patriotic imagery were underscored the 

individual‟s belonging to a collective community of Americans. The Progressive Farmer 

(1918, quoted in Dickson 1944: 41) stated “There is only one way to win the war, [and it] 
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is for us to be more efficient than the enemy.” The conservation of food through 

household canning was an important part of this discourse of wartime discipline. The 

Food Administration created slogans such as “Food will win the war”, “Food Saving was 

at first a fad; then a patriotic service; now a habit”, “Conservation, concentration, and 

consecration-for the sake of those at the front” and “U-Boats and wastefulness are twin 

enemies” (U.S. Food Administration, quoted in Dickson 1944: 43).   

The government's efforts at promoting food conservation were directed along 

gender lines as well. As the primary dietary strategists of the home, women were the 

direct targets of wartime propaganda. In May of 1917, the State Foods Council and the 

Women‟s National Defense Council urged women on the home front to “Serve by 

Saving!” as a measure to promote household conservation (Dickson 1944: 60). A poem 

by the Food Administration reminded housewives to: 

Save on the chickens‟ feet for soup, save the skim milk for bread. 

Save on flour for thickening, use breakfast food instead. 

Save on little things-it‟s patriotic and it‟s brave. 
Help your country win the war-save, save, save! 

(quoted in Dickson 1944: 65) 
 

  The individual household practice of food conservation was underscored by the 

Food Administration when it proclaimed in a 1917 (No. 137) press release that, “There is 

no royal road to conservation. It can be accomplished only through sincere and earnest 

daily cooperation in the 20,000,000 kitchens and at the 20,000,000 dinner tables in the 

United States.” However, because of the rationing of sugar, and to a lesser extent, salt, 

two ingredients that had traditionally been used in food preservation, the government 

through the National War Garden Commission had to socialize individuals into new 

forms of food conservation. American housewives were directed by the government 
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to use the recent innovation of “cold packing” as a means to conserve food and rationed 

items such as sugar (Anonymous 1918). A variety of forms of socializing propaganda 

including pamphlets, posters and public lectures were used to advertise the benefits of 

home canning through cold packing:  

Home canning is the most effective of all methods of conserving food 

products. It is a time-honored custom that has been gradually eliminated in 

most American homes. It was formerly an arduous and expensive task. 

Today science has made it inexpensive and easy, with the chance of 

spoilage practically eliminated. This revolution in home canning has come 

through the adoption of what is known as the cold-pack method... 

(Anonymous 1918: 3) 
 

The cold packing of fruits and vegetables entailed several steps. First, any 

withered or spoiled food was removed and the selected vegetables or fruits were washed. 

Second, the produce was blanched in boiling water for three to five minutes (Hughes 

1918: 1). The hot produce was then quickly placed into cold water, then removed and 

drained and packed into sterilized glass jars as tightly as possible. Finally, the jars were 

filled with hot water and sealed (Anonymous 1918: 4-5). While sugar was usually added 

for the preservation of fruits, the government pamphlet argued that “Those who, because 

of the high price of sugar, have been thinking of reducing the amount of fruit they put up, 

may can as much as their surplus as possible by the use of boiling water when sugar 

syrup is beyond their means” (Anonymous 1918: 8). The effects of wartime rationing of 

sugar also influenced the use of sugar in home canning. “Lack of sugar need not affect 

the amount of canning done during the war period...” (Hughes 1918: viii). 

In addition to distributing literature to promote home canning during the war, 

government and social organizations formed canning clubs (Collins 1924: 240). Again, 

while home canning was primarily practiced on an individual level it was part of a larger 
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endeavor calling for the conservation of resources for the American military:  

Every woman can render important services to the nation in its present 

emergency. She need not leave her home or abandoned her home duties to 

help the armed forces. She can help to feed and clothe our armies and help 

to supply food to those beyond the seas by practicing effective thrift in her 

own household. Every ounce of food the housewife saves from being 

wasted in her home-all the food which she or her children produce in the 

garden and can or preserve-every garment which care and skillful repair 

make it unnecessary to replace-all lessen that household‟s draft on the 

already insufficient world supplies (Anonymous 1917: 15).    
 
 

 
Figure 8.2. “Are YOU a Victory Canner” (1918) (Courtesy of the USDA). 
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Figure 8.3. “Can Vegetables, Fruit and the Kaiser too!” (1919) (Courtesy of the Library 

of Congress). 
 

Specific efforts were made by the government at recruiting African Americans 

into wartime food conservation. Head of the Food Administration, Herbert Hoover, 

addressed the need for conservation practices by Black people on April 12, 1918:  
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Our Nation is engaged in a war for its very existence. To win this war we 

must save food, grow great crops of foodstuffs and substitute other foods 

for those most easily shipped to our associate in this war and our own 

soldiers in France, thousands of whom are men of your own race. The 

Food Administration realizes that the Negro people of this Nation can be 

of the utmost help in food conservation and food production. Every Negro 

man, woman and child can render a definite service by responding to the 

appeal and instructions of the Food Administration and its representatives. 

The Negroes have shown themselves loyal and responsive in every 

national crisis. Their greatest opportunity of the present day, to exercise 

this loyalty, is to help save and grow food. I am confident that they will 

respond to the suggestions of the Food Administration and thus prove 

again their patriotism for the winning of this war (quoted in Dickson 1944: 

75)    
 
 

The government recruited Black church officials, fraternal and business 

organizations, and even created a Negro Press Section to create images for film theaters 

and literature for African American newspapers and schools (Dickson 1941: 73).  W.E.B. 

Dubois became part of the discourse on African American wartime practices when he 

stated in 1918 that, “Here now in the stress of war comes a chance to correct bad 

habits…Food conservation is not all evil; rather it spells opportunity for the learning of 

better food habits” (quoted in Dickson 1941: 75). While Dubois was specifically 

commenting on the dietary practices of White and Black Americans as overeaters of 

sugary foods, his statement was also an appeal for African American discipline in food 

conservation (Dickson 1941: 75-76). These disciplining practices of food conservation 

served American households well as the combined military and civilian efforts enabled 

an Allied victory.  

Following the war, the United States enjoyed an era of economic prosperity 

known as the “Roaring Twenties.” Bentley (1998: 131) argues that because of this 

prosperity the practice of home canning diminished as American housewives switched to 
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the purchase of commercial canned food. However, as the nation slipped into the Great 

Depression the need for frugal home economics resulted in a reincarnation of household 

canning.  

The Great Depression lasted from 1929-1940, during which American 

unemployment hovered around 17 percent. Because of continued racial repression, the 

effects of the Great Depression were felt even harder for African Americans (Mullins et 

al. 2010). The economic realities of mass impoverishment meant that individual 

households had to come together to survive. This communalism was in contrast to the 

individualism that had underscored the “Roaring Twenties”, and formed a collective 

identity that was a remembered theme from life during WWI (Bentley 1998). For many 

African Americans the transitions from WWI communalism to 1920s individualism and 

then back to communalism in WWII had little effect as a legacy of marginalization had 

cultivated a distinct collective consciousness within Black Americans. From the period of 

enslavement through the era of Jim Crow, collectivism had come to typify African 

American lives as a strategy to contest racialized and class-based repression. Food 

conservation was part of this learned practice of perseverance as household tactics often 

meant the difference between survival and further marginalization (Palmer 2011: 151). 

Timbuctoo‟s rural setting undoubtedly was beneficial to practices of food conservation as 

summer gardens resulted in winter meals. In contrast to urban settings, where during the 

Great Depression most families had to consume whatever food they had rather than 

conserving it for the future (Hunter 1989), people in rural areas could preserve summer 

surpluses for leaner months. While the Great Depression had an effect on the residents of 

Timbuctoo, a long-standing history of marginalization endured by African Americans 
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had instilled a tradition of improvisation which fostered practices such as food canning as 

tactics to circumvent further impoverishment.  

The collectivist ideologies and practices of the Great Depression enabled the 

broader American society to come together during WWII. Similar to the previous 

conflict, WWII was promoted as not only a fight overseas but also on the home front. 

From the start of war the government underscored the need for civilian sacrifice in the 

form of rationing (Bentley 1998). The War Food Administration, an emergency branch of 

the USDA, began (re)educating the American public, specifically women, on the need for 

food conservation through home canning.  

In 1942 during the initial stage of the government‟s promotion of wartime home 

canning, surveys stated that 64 percent of women canned for family consumption. In 

1943, the number rose to 75 percent, with 36 percent of surveyed women stating that they 

canned more than in the previous year (Bentley 1998: 131-132). Well over half of the 

vegetables and fruit that were canned came from personal “Victory Gardens” or farms. 

While the claim that almost three-quarters of the US population were practicing home 

canning is highly unlikely, the polling data does suggest the important ideological role 

that preservation played during the war. The practice of home canning had become a 

tradition during the Great Depression, as only eight percent of women surveyed in 1943 

claimed that they had never canned before (Bentley 1998: 131-132). To teach the 

practices of home canning and to underscore the need for food conservation, the 

government utilized nearly every form of propaganda, ranging from film, literature, 

rallies, lectures and radio. One example is observed in a 1943 radio advertisement 

highlighted the need for home canning (by housewives) through the conversation 
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between a father and son: 

Son: Hey, pop, it says here that food fights for freedom...can‟t you just see 

the carrots and tomatoes dropping bombs on the Germans! 

Father: That‟s just about the size of it, Tommy. 
Son: Huh? 
Father: Look, son, if we can keep the food flowing to our allies, to our 

own fighting men, and at the same time keep our civilian food supply up, 

we can play a great part in bringing peace closer. That‟s why it‟s 

important that your mother, and all the mothers of America conserve 

surplus food now. 
Son: You mean, that‟s why Mom is canning all our garden stuff? 
Father: That‟s right. Mother knows that if she can keep our table filled 

with fruits and vegetables all winter from our own garden, then she won‟t 

have to take that food from the nation‟s limited supply, and she‟s doing 

her part by canning food now! (quoted in Bentley 1998: 132-133). 
 

 
Figure 8.4. “Of Course I Can!” (1944) (Courtesy of the Library of Congress). 
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 Similar to the propaganda used during WWI, the promotion of food conservation 

fell along gender lines, and the media was an effort to instill a collective, patriotic 

consciousness among the civilian population. On example is observed in the 

government‟s creation of community canning centers. Bentley (1998: 134) suggests that 

canning centers served several interrelated purposes. First, they offered canning supplies 

that had been highly sought-after items since the Great Depression. Secondly, the centers 

provided women with canning instruction and equipment such as pressure canners that 

were quite expensive and hard to acquire after the Depression. Finally, the centers offered 

a communal atmosphere for women to engage with one another, and encouraged a 

collective identity that reinforced the ideology that individual civilian practice had vital 

ramifications for the American war effort. Moreover, because of the time and energy 

requirement necessary many women preferred canning at centers as a social arena for 

interaction rather than working at home alone (Bentley 1998: 134-135). As a highly 

engendered practice, home canning was promoted by both the public and private sectors 

as a woman‟s way to wage her own war. The semiotics of comparing home canning and 

gardening with combat were powerful disciplining dynamics both at home and in canning 

centers.  

In all, the home canning efforts during WWI and the Great Depression through 

WWII are interpreted as being highly successful within America. Bentley (1998: 132) 

comments that in many rural areas impoverished women practiced limited subsistence 

gardening and canning as a necessary tactic for family survival. Given the rural setting, 

the temporal range of the food canning assemblage and historical records underscoring 

the lower economic status of many of Timbuctoo‟s residents, the practices of food 
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canning in the community fits within this discourse of necessity. Canning was part of a 

tradition of making do, a practice of improvisation that was used by many residents as a 

constitutive measure of survival. I believe that, unlike the ephemeral practices of wartime 

food canning within White, middle-class America, canning at Timbuctoo was not a 

temporal “fad”, but a vital tactic that had been cultivated through a legacy of 

marginalization.  

 

Commercial Canned Foods 

In this section, I argue that commodified canned foods were emblematic of 

changes in the American diet, and which were used as dynamic practices to save time, 

energy and money. I conclude this section by offering commodified peanut butter as an 

example of improvisations to the diet at Timbuctoo.  

Commercially canned food developed as a mass-produced commodity after the 

Civil War (Collins 1924: 238-239). The growth of commercial canning was due to 

several interrelated factors. First, processed foods were advertised as healthy options for 

middle-class households. Hunter (1989) argues that with the initial introduction of canned 

foods advertisers emphasized the health and nutritional benefits of canned food, not the 

cost value. Advertisers urged consumers that processed foods were in fact healthier 

options than eating fresh foods (Biting and Biting 1916). Hunter (1989) posits that 

initially the majority of consumers were left out of the commercial canned food market 

because of the products‟ high prices. Moreover, because of the relatively high costs of 

commercially canned foods, they were seen as conspicuous commodities meant to 

underscore the social and economic status of the household. The dynamics of display of 
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commercial canning was projected through the practice that households in the Midwest 

could dine on canned oysters, Northeastern homes could enjoy peaches in the winter 

months and Californians could consume Atlantic cod (Biting and Biting 1916). The 

consumption and display of such “exotic” foods was not only a marker of social tastes, 

but also projected and internalized the affluence of the household.  

Second, advances in machine canning and increased competition among canneries 

towards the turn of the nineteenth century caused an overall decreased in prices, which 

enabled the working classes to partake in the growing food industry (Neil 1914; Biting 

and Biting 1916; Collins 1924). In Canning and How to Use Canned Foods, Biting and 

Biting (1916) argue that 

The relative cost of canned and fresh stock is not well understood. Any 

estimate made to determine which is the cheaper should include not only 

the first cost of raw material, but also the added labor in securing the 

material, in its preparation, and in the disposal of the waste...In the recipes 

that follow, either fresh or canned material may be used, but it is believed 

that the latter will usually prove the more economical (91). 

 

 While the initial cost of canned food may have dismayed some consumers, 

canned food promoters urged that when the economic cost was compared to the 

expenditures of time, resources and energy used in homemade foods, commercially 

produced foods were, in the long term, more economical:  “Wise economy demands that 

the feeding-stuffs which are at command shall be so combined that there shall be no 

waste of either material or energy” (Condit and Long 1914: 6). For contemporary 

observers, the turn of the twentieth century was an epochal period that marked the 

transition of the household from producers to consumers. Central to this social and 
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economic shift was the role of the woman of the household as moral leader, family cook 

and economic strategist:  

Time was when the woman who kept house was expected to be the high 

priestess of that dire goddess How-to-Save-Money, but her metamorphosis 

from producer to consumer has shifted her worship to the new deity How-

to-Spend. From an all-round producer the American woman had become 

the greatest consumer in the world (Bruene and Bruene 1912: 181).  
 

 

Following the Civil War, 53 percent of the United States population was working 

within the farming industry (Cross 2000: 18). In the late-nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries many household farms were no longer used for first providing subsistence for 

the family, and then selling surplus to the market, but rather many farms became 

producers of cash crops in the ever-industrializing agricultural market (Cross 2008: 2). 

The self-sustainability of household farms was a thing of the past, as monoculture forced 

the rural household to become dependent upon importing commercially processed food. 

In all, the development of commercially canned food offered both rural and urban 

households an inexpensive, fast and diverse array of foods that were not restricted 

because of season and/or geographic location. However, the economic aspects of canned 

food were not to be measured simply by price, but rather the decision of whether to 

purchase processed food versus making it at home (Bitting and Bitting 1916:  91) .  

Finally, time and energy savings was another important benefit in the 

consumption of canned foods. Coupled with the proletarianization of the American labor 

force was the ideology that time could be used as a commodity of exchange (Shackel 

1993: 130). Authors of etiquette literature promoted the time-saving benefits of 

commercially canned foods in the preparation and serving of household meals. Biting and 

Biting (1916: 91) suggested to housewives that “canned and other prepared foods 
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may be used in ways to lighten work in the preparation of various dishes, and especially 

how they may be used in more appetizing ways than the ordinary reheating.” As opposed 

to homemade sauces and seasonings, commercially processed condiments were seen as 

time savers that could also enhance household meals. Condit and Long (1914: 192) urged 

consumers that with the use of spices and condiments, “the cheaper and less attractive 

staple of foods can be given distinction and flavor, and the cook will acquire a reputation 

for skill and judgment.”  The time of an individual was seen as a sacred commodity that 

needed to be used in the most efficient means, and commercially canned foods offered 

housewives a decrease in the time used in preparing food which then could be used in 

assuring the moral, educational, social, and religious well-being of the family.   

It is important to understand that the propagation of the commercial canning 

industry and its products were not simply a reflection of changes in society, but was also 

constitutive of them. The rise in popularity of consuming processed foods facilitated the 

development of a consumer habitus that sought to balance the dietary needs of the 

household within the ever-expanding marketplace. This “balancing act” created, modified 

and reproduced a socialized practice of selecting what and what not to purchase. 

Consumers did not simply purchase the least expensive items, nor did they make all their 

own foods to save. Instead, marginalized consumers balanced ratios of taste, time, 

energy, money and resources into a milieu of determining what foods to make and what 

to purchase. A new disposition, or habitus, for a well-educated and savvy consumer was 

the result of expanding diversity in the price, availability and form of manufactured 

products (Mullins 2011). Consumption was no longer simply an individual practice but, 

by the early twentieth century, part of a disciplining science used to increase home 
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efficiency (Bruere and Bruere 1912: 181). 

Peanut Butter Jars at Timbuctoo 

Identifying the specific product that was contained in a bottle, can or jar can be 

problematic for archaeologists as paper labeling often disintegrates over time and the 

forms of the containers are quite homogenous. While the majority of commercially 

produced foods were packaged in metal cans because of preservation issues (rust, 

deterioration etc.), these products are underrepresented in the archaeological record. 

Canning foods in glass bottles and jars were often restricted to spices, sauces, additives 

and other similar foods that did not constitute meals. While many companies embossed 

mold numbers or product codes on the base of glassware, most do not explicitly state the 

contents of the vessel, only that it once held processed foods. However, comparative 

analysis between artifacts and the documentary record (advertisements, trade catalogs 

and photos) provides possible insights into what may have been in the containers. 

Moreover, many companies often worked directly with the glass bottling industry to 

create distinctive and specific container forms and embossing for their products. In the 

Timbuctoo assemblage three complete glass jars have “Peanut Butter” embossed on their 

base (Figure 8.5) and two jars (one complete and one partial vessel) have images of 

peanuts embossed on their walls (Figure 8.6). While the five glass jars represent less than 

.0003% of the total assemblage, the embossed labeling represents the only clear 

identification of the contents of commercial food jars at Timbuctoo. The percentage of 

peanut butter jars is likely much larger than the five vessel sample, but due to the 

deterioration of paper labeling and the manufacturers‟ use of general form jars for a 

diverse range of products, the total number of peanut butter jars is much greater than the 
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five embossed jars.
3 

Figure 8.5 shows the base of a four-sided peanut butter jar. Embossed on the base 

is “ASCO; PEANUT BUTTER”, the maker‟s mark of the Capstan Glass Company. The 

company operated out of Connellsville, Pennsylvania from 1919-1938, and often made 

bottles and jars specific to the requests of their clients. The three peanut butter jars from 

Timbuctoo are from such a special order, as the embossing “ASCO” is an acronym for 

American Stores Company, a chain of grocery stores formed from the merger of several 

Philadelphia groceries in 1917 (Mayo 1993: 84-85). Today ASCO has greatly expanded, 

and is now known as ACME Markets. In the early twentieth century most of the peanut 

butter in the nation was purchased on the local and regional level, and grocery stores 

would have large tubs of peanut butter which customers would ladle into tin and glass 

jars as national brands only slowly started to gain momentum.  

  Several larger chain stores like ASCO made their own peanut butter and sold it 

in special order jars made by Capstan. The Peanut Promoter (1922: 47) commented that 

the American Stores company had improved their peanut butter department by installing 

the “Burns patented flat-plated grinding mill.” However, with the growth of national 

                                                           
3
 It should be noted that peanut butter initially was packaged in glass as well as tin 

vessels. No tin peanut butter cans were recovered from Timbuctoo. This absence is likely 

the result of several variables. First, it is possible that the residents did not consume 

peanut butter from tin cans. Second, given that tin readily disintegrates due to exposure is 

a likely another reason for the lack of can fragments. While tin and other metals do exist 

in the assemblage, most are so badly rusted and fragmented that determining their 

contents would be pure speculation. Finally, as mentioned above wartime rationing was 

not restricted to only foodstuffs, and during WWI and WWII tin was appropriated for use 

by the government. Given that the majority of the artifact assemblage from Timbuctoo is 

within the 1917-1945 time range, the small number of tin fragments maybe a reflection of 

wartime rationing. 
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peanut butter chains, many chain grocery stores closed their own peanut butter 

departments in favor of the more profitable prepared, prepackaged products.  

 

  

Figure 8.5. ASCO peanut butter jar, Capstan (1919-1938) recovered from Feature 13 

(taken by author 2012). 
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Figure 8.6. Peanut butter jar, Hazel-Atlas (1937-1964) recovered from Feature 13 (taken 

by author 2013). 

 

Figure 8.6 shows a glass jar with embossed peanuts on its walls. The front wall of 

the jar has an undecorated circle space where the paper label once rested. The jar and 

fragment are from of a MNV of 2 that were made by Hazel-Atlas Glass Company. 
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Hazel-Atlas operated from 1937-1964, however, given the context of associated artifacts 

where the jar was located the time range for it is 1937-1948. No other information can be 

gleaned from the jar as the paper label has deteriorated and there is no other embossing. 

Based off contemporary trade catalogs and advertisements the peanut butter jar was likely 

not made by or for a national brand, and may have been the product of a regional or local 

grocery store. To date (11/17/13) the jar appears to be a unique artifact as no similar 

vessels were identified through a review of contemporary, regional artifact assemblages 

and discussions with professional archaeologists.  

 

Peanut Butter as Improvisation 

In this section I provide a brief history of peanut butter, and in doing so I argue 

that the use of peanut butter at Timbuctoo was as much a reflection of taste as it was part 

of broader social, economic and political networks. In sum, I argue that the consumption 

of peanut butter operates on many levels of meaning including, but not limited to, 

practices of improvisation.  

The food historian Jon Krampner (2013: 20-23) posits that the peanut has had a 

pejorative legacy because of its association with marginalized economic classes. In the 

era of Southern slavery, enslaved peoples were fed peanuts by their owners. During the 

Civil War, Confederate soldiers ate “peanut porridge” and routinely ate peanuts to 

supplement their diets (Smith 2002; Krampner 2013). Charged terms like “peanut 

gallery”, an area in many theaters that was furthest away from the stage, was used as 

seating for impoverished patrons. The connections associated with peanuts and class 

resulted in the stigma of peanuts as being a symbol of the “poor.” As a result, peanuts 
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were not extensively cultivated prior to the twentieth century (Smith 2002; Krampner 

2013). 

The possible inventor of peanut butter was John Harvey Kellogg. Kellogg, a 

Seventh-Day Adventist and physician, operated Western Health Reform Institute, a 

health facility in Battle Creek, Michigan. One of the tenets of Seventh-Day Adventism is 

the belief that people were endowed by God as stewards of the earth. This belief was 

made practice in the church‟s calling for healthy living, and many Adventists were 

vegetarians (Krampner 2013: 28). In the early 1890s, Kellogg developed a meat 

substitute made from peanuts for his patients who suffered from digestive and dental 

problems. Rather than roasting the nuts, Kellogg boiled his nuts for several hours then 

ground them into a paste with a bit of salt. Kellogg stated that his peanut product was 

“the most delicious nut butter that you have ever tasted in your life” and that it was 

“perfectly digestible” (quoted in Smith 2002: 32).  In 1895, Kellogg filed an application 

for “a moist, pasty, adhesive and brown, which for distinction is termed „butter‟ or 

„paste‟”, but according to food historians (Smith 2002: 32-33; Krampner 2013: 29), this 

patent was not specifically for peanut butter. Rather, in 1899 Kellogg stated that he was 

not going to seek a patent for peanut butter because he “thought that is was a thing that 

the world ought to have; let everybody that wants it have it, and make the best use out of 

it” (quoted in Smith 2002: 32). As early as 1897 Sanitas, a Kellogg Company, advertised 

“Nut Butters” in trade and grocery catalogs, but because of the steaming, rather than 

roasting, of the peanuts, the paste was quite bitter and not very popular with consumers 

(Krampner 2013: 29-30). Moreover, given the limited farmland devoted to growing 

peanuts the supply of peanut butter was restricted, resulting in its use primarily as a 
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health food for the ill. The limited supplies of peanut butter also caused it to become a 

relatively expensive and “high-end” food that was served in restaurants and during social 

gatherings. “Dainty tearooms and high class restaurants proudly announced that their 

salads, sandwiches and soups were made with peanut butter” (Smith 2002: 30). In a time 

before peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, the bitter tasting nut spread was often mixed 

with a variety of other ingredients including mayonnaise, heavy cream lemon juice, 

applesauce, mustard and catsup (Peanut Promoter 1922: 12).  

The rise of the peanut, and subsequently peanut butter, greatly changed because of 

environmental and social events. In 1903, the boll weevil (Anthonomus grandis) 

decimated the Southern cotton industry, and in many counties upwards of 96 percent of 

the cotton crops were overtaken by the insect (Krampner 2013: 38-39). To circumvent the 

further destruction of Southern agriculture the USDA urged farmers to begin to grow 

more diverse crops, including the peanut. Peanut butter was exhibited at the 1904 

World‟s Fair held in St. Louis, Missouri. By the 1910s, the popularity of growing peanuts 

had revolutionized the Southern farming economy, resulting in an increased supply, and 

thus, a decrease in relative peanut prices. “It (peanut butter) was a delicacy in tea rooms 

in New York and Boston until the price dropped. When that happened and anyone could 

buy it, it went out of the upper class and into the lower class” (Krampner 2013: 26). The 

inclusion of peanut butter into the everyday working-class meal prompted manufacturers 

to shift their advertising to tout the nutritious and inexpensive qualities of peanut butter as 

a substitute for costly meat. Below are some examples of the advertising of peanut butter 

in the early twentieth century: 

A peanut butter sandwich is quite as nourishing as a meat sandwich 

(Coeroft 1912: 165). 
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Let me tell you that peanut butter is the most highly nutritious food we 

have because it contains one and one-half times as much protein,  over 

three times as much fat, and over three times as much fuel valve (calories) 

as round steak.  In addition it contains 17 per cent of carbohydrates, totally 

lacking in steak” (Bitting and Bitting 1916: 102).  
 

Peanut butter, according to specialists of the United States Department of 

Agriculture, contains 16 times as much protein, over three times as much 

fat, and three times as much fuel value as round steak. Also, about 17 per 

cent of peanut butter is carbohydrates, mostly starch, while steak contains 

no carbohydrates. These figures show that, pound for pound, peanut butter 

has a much greater food value than round steak (Weekly News 1918: 12).  
 

While peanut butter continued to gain popularity throughout the 1910s, it was the 

rationing of World War I that became the catalyst for peanut butter becoming an All-

American food. During the war the US government urged Americans to consume more 

peanuts and peanut products rather than eat wheat and meat, two products that were 

rationed for the American military (Krampner 2013: 44). Beech-Nut brand peanut butter 

proclaimed that it as “new patriotic way to conserve animals” (quoted in Krampner 2013: 

45). Moreover, as “transportation space was limited by the war effort and unshelled nuts 

wasted valuable shipping space, demand grew for peanut products, such as peanut butter, 

that could be easily transported” (Smith 2002: 89). The popularity of peanut butter can be 

observed in its increased production rates between 1899, when two million pounds were 

produced, to 34 million pounds in 1907, and finally in 1919 at the end of WWI, when 158 

million pounds of peanut butter was produced (Krampner 2013: 44-45). Because of the 

rationing demands of WWI, peanut butter had truly solidified its position as prominent 

staple of the American diet. 

The popularity of peanut butter continued to grow, especially during periods of 

economic turmoil and social strife during the Great Depression as peanut butter offered 
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impoverished people  an inexpensive food that was high in fat, protein and calories 

(Smith 2002; Krampner 2013: 72). The advent of commercially produced sliced bread 

(starch) coupled with a layering of peanut butter (protein) and tomatoes, lettuce, jelly, 

jam and/or preserves (fruit and vegetables) provided people with a fast, inexpensive and 

yet complete meal.  

 

 
Figure 8.7. “Mr. Peanut Goes to War,” (1943) (Courtesy of the USDA). 
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The powerful nutritional qualities of peanut butter were again underscored as food 

rationing restricted civilian meat consumption during WWII. In an effort to conserve 

meat supplies for military use, the government initiated “Meatless Day” programs. The 

USDA offered households informational pamphlets containing meatless recipes that 

emphasized the proteins contained in nuts, beans and legumes. Even military C-rations 

(field rations) and K-rations (survival rations) contained peanut butter to provide vital 

calories in a small portable package for front-line soldiers.  

 Undoubtedly, a paramount variable for people‟s consumption of peanut butter is 

based on individual tastes. However, whether fashion, furnishing or food, tastes are social 

constructions that are dependent upon collective conventions. The consumption of peanut 

butter at Timbuctoo, while a reflection of individual taste, was also a practice conflated 

with socioeconomic class. Because of the aforementioned reasons-the promotion of 

growing peanuts after the Boll Weevil infestations to the need of an inexpensive, high 

calorie, high protein meat substitute that could be easily transported during the wars-

peanut butter became a prominent food for many Americans. As a mass-produced 

commodity, it was still a relatively “new” product in the early twentieth century, but due 

to warfare and economic depression peanut butter became part of an arsenal used by 

impoverished peoples to combat hunger. For economically marginalized people, like 

many of the residents of Timbuctoo, peanut butter offered an inexpensive and nutritious 

source of protein that was less costly than purchasing meat from the butcher or 

slaughtering their own livestock. Like other commodified foods, peanut butter was not 

only economically efficient but was also used to save on time and energy. For people 

living on the periphery time, energy and economic capital were valuables that needed to 
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be practically rationed. The inclusion of peanut butter and other forms of commodified 

food into individual practice underscores the reflexive disposition of habitus, as it was 

used and internalized as yet another medium for improvisation.  

 

Discussion 

In this chapter I have detailed how home canning and the consumption of 

commercial canned foods, specifically peanut butter, are emblematic of practices of 

improvisation. First, during the tumultuous periods of WWI, the Great Depression and 

WWII, the government promoted measures of food conservation. This lack of food 

resources came to typify this period for “mainstream” (White, middle-class) America, but 

for many African Americans, a group that had experienced a continuous legacy of racial 

and class-oriented repression, the practice of food conservation was an already well-

established discourse (Palmer 2011: 151). Ideologies of racialism and subsequent racism 

had positioned African Americans on the lowest rung of American society, resulting in 

economic marginalization for the majority of African Americans (Orser 1998, 2004, 

2007; Mullins 1999). Limited economic capital and restrictions on garnering political, 

social and educational opportunities influenced many African Americans to improvise in 

order to persevere (Mullins 1999). During the World Wars and the Great Depression the 

majority of Americans were introduced into a habitus of improvisation, and thusly, had to 

become socialized into practices of food conservation. Prior to this period, food canning 

was primarily a middle-class practice promoted for nutritional value as well as the 

dynamics of conspicuous display, and later the government advertised the necessity for 

food conservation during the World Wars and Great Depression, and canning thus 
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became part of the dominant discourse in America. However, for many African 

Americans the need for conservation was simply a continued legacy of marginalized life. 

From the period of forced enslavement through the era of Jim Crow, African Americans 

had to develop unique survival tactics to resist repression (Orser 1998, 2004; Mullins 

1999; Wilkie 2000; Mullins et al. 2011). The practices of home canning fit within this 

tradition of “making do”, as the ability to conserve foods further facilitated a disposition 

of self-sufficiency.      

The second example of improvisation discussed in this chapter is the consumption 

of commercially processed foods, specifically peanut butter. When it was first introduced 

as a commodity peanut butter was used both as a food for the sick and also as an exotic 

spread for high-end consumers (Smith 2002; Krampner 2013). At the turn of the century 

with the decimation of the cotton crop, Southern farmers were urged to plan peanuts. The 

saturation of the market with peanuts caused commodities like peanut butter to decrease 

in price allowing for mass consumption. However it was not until after the 1904 World‟s 

Fair in St. Louis that peanut butter fully entered the American diet. Peanut butter was 

advertised as an inexpensive and nutritious staple that operated as a substitute for costly 

meat, a need that came to fruition during the World Wars and Great Depression when 

food rationing forced civilian populations to turn to peanut butter (and other substitutes, 

like SPAM) to replace meat. Since its inception sales of peanut butter have been shown to 

increase during periods of economic strife, including after the 2008 economic depression 

(Severson 2009: D1). 

 The consumption of peanut butter at Timbuctoo reflects the inclusion of an 

inexpensive, highly nutritious and time/energy efficient food into a habitus of 
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improvisation. Bourdieu (1984: 200) stated that dietary practices of the working classes 

are characterized by the functionality of food. While for the bourgeoisie food is a 

disciplined art form, the primary role of food for impoverished peoples is for substance. 

Bourdieu (1984: 190) noted that these meals center on inexpensive foods that are high in 

fat, calories, carbohydrates and protein. These practices of food consumption are 

influenced by the energy needs associated with manual labor that call for high calorie 

foods:  

Thus, it is possible to deduce the popular tastes for the foods that are 

simultaneously most “filling” and the most economical from the necessity 

of reproducing labor power at the lowest cost which is forced on the 

proletariat as its very definition. The idea of taste, typically bourgeois, 

since it presupposes absolute freedom of choice, is so closely associated 

with the idea of freedom that many people find it hard to grasp the 

paradoxes of the taste of necessity (Bourdieu 1984: 177-178). 
 

However, Bourdieu (1984: 200) suggested that it is not simply the influences of 

socioeconomics that dictate diet, but the socialization into preexisting structures that 

direct individual taste: 

Some simply sweep it (taste) aside, making practice a direct product of 

economic necessity, failing to realize that necessity can only be fulfilled, 

most of the time, because the agents are inclined to fulfill it, because they 

have a taste for what they are anyway condemned to... (Bourdieu 1984: 

178). 
    
Bourdieu (1984: 177) provided the example of a foreman, who while making 

more money than clerical white collar workers, still prefers the inexpensive and high 

caloric foods of the working classes. The tastes of the foreman are not solely affected by 

his economic capital, and if they were then his diet would consist of the costly and 

“trendy” foods of the bourgeoisie. Bourdieu (1984) posited that the structures and the 

practices of everyday life resulted in a cyclical disposition of reflexivity, one in which the 
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structure, habitus and practice are not mutually exclusive by influenced by one another.  

Thus the foreman‟s socialization into preexisting structures influences his working-class 

diet (Bourdieu 1984: 200).  

The consumption of peanut butter fits within this discourse of taste. While peanut 

butter consumption at Timbuctoo was influenced by individual taste, that taste was 

structured by social conventions and practices. Peanut butter offered impoverished 

peoples during the turbulent periods of World War I, the Great Depression and World 

War II with an inexpensive and highly nutritious staple to their diet. For many of the 

Timbuctoo residents, for whom the problems of time, energy and economic costs of food 

were continuously weighted with the needs for high protein, fat and calories (resulting 

from needs generated by manual labor), peanut butter offered an excellent solution. The 

inclusion of peanut butter into the Timbuctoo diet reflects the reflexive disposition of 

social practices and taste. From the period of 1919-1948, the speculated time range for 

the peanut butter assemblage at Timbuctoo, the mass commodification of peanut butter 

was less than 15 years old, and yet it was incorporated into the diet because of its 

functionality. Again, this functionality of food underscores Bourdieu‟s thesis (1984: 200) 

that for impoverished peoples the primary use of food is to nourish the body.  

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss two specific artifact types that was 

commonly found within recent historic site but are rarely discussed in detail. Through 

this discourse on home canning and commercially canned foods, specifically peanut 

butter, I have shown how global events, and social vectors of race, class and gender 

influence everyday practice. Paramount in this discussion is how impoverished people 

utilized a diverse range of practices to improvise in times of need. 
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CHAPTER 9 

THE DYNAMICS OF DISPLAY AND DESIRE: COMPLICATING THE 

INTERPRETATIONS OF TIMBUCTOO 
 

 

Introduction 

 The underlying theme throughout this dissertation has been the discussion of how 

the marginalized people at Timbuctoo used practices to improvise against repression. I 

have described how the archaeology of impoverished African Americans is not simply a 

reflection of economic class, in which people use the least expensive tactic for survival, 

but rather that people operate within a disposition, or habitus, that weighs the pros and 

cons of each practice. This tradition of “making do” situates individual practice within a 

social milieu that balances the realities of impoverishment within the fields of late 

capitalism. Central to this dialogue is a discussion of the important roles that material 

culture plays as not only a reflection of societal structures, ideologies and practices but 

also as constitutive agents in the recreation and modification of society. 

            In this chapter I complicate the narrative of improvisation on poverty through 

discussing the ways in which people use material culture to contest the labeling of social 

inferiority. Through this interpretation I provide a brief overview of consumer studies as 

they have been detailed in historical archaeology. In doing so I continue the dialogue that 

consumption is not based on rational decisions made by powerless consumers, but rather 

that individuals are both restricted in practices of consumption because of structural and 

societal parameters, and yet also empowered to make tactical decisions in the consumer 

market. To situate this discussion I contextualize a sample of the bric-a-brac artifacts 

from Timbuctoo within the sociohistorical fields of late capitalism in the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries. This time range was a paramount period for consumerism; 
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the ideologies of individualism had become a naturalized belief within the American 

psyche and the growth of mass production, coupled with the propagandizing of consumer 

marketing, revolutionized the relationships between people and objects (Schlereth 1981; 

Mullins 1999a, 1999b, 2011; Matt 2003: 182-184). Finally, I discuss the bric-a-brac 

assemblage from the Davis Site as part of a broader discourse of identity construction and 

material culture. In this presentation I contend that while the archaeological record of 

Timbuctoo is emblematic of impoverished people utilizing practices to contest 

marginalization, the assemblage is also punctuated with symbolic objects used to 

construct individual aspirations and desires. 

 

Consumer Studies in Historical Archaeology 

 As discussed in Chapter 4, Thorstein Veblen‟s (1899) A Theory of the Leisure 

Class represents one of the first works negotiating consumer studies in America. 

Specifically, Veblen discussed the use of conspicuous consumption used by the “new” 

rich to reinforce their status to the “old” or aristocratic upper class.  In the late nineteenth 

century, industrial growth and economic prosperity had created a new wealthy class that 

did not have the kinship ties or the social or cultural capital of those of the aristocratic 

upper class. Because the “new” wealthy upper class lacked the disciplining of fine taste 

as that of the aristocratic upper class, Veblen posited that the newly-admitted upper class 

conspicuously used display objects and practices to underscore their affluent status 

among the “old” upper class. The lavish spending on display objects and leisure activities 

was meant to the individual‟s ability to not only consume but to waste. Veblen (1899: 85) 

stated that “the element of waste is common to both (activities and objects), in the one 
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case it is a waste of time and effort, in the other it is a waste of goods.” Regarding waste, 

Veblen posed that the non-functional disposition of conspicuous consumption conveyed 

the affluence of the individual not simply by the object or activity, but through the time, 

money and resources used in its consumption. Veblen argued that this was an important 

practice for the “new” rich to use luxury objects and leisure activities to convey to the 

“old” upper class, which despite lacking the traditional disciplined refinement acquired 

through kinship that they could also develop sophisticated tastes. 

Veblen‟s theory on the leisure class fit well within the networks of late capitalism, 

as it conflated with the growth of mass production and marketing as well as the 

ideologies of individualism. “New” rich individuals such as Andrew Carnegie, John D. 

Rockefeller and J.P. Morgan became mythical figures as it was propagandized that they 

had “pulled themselves up by their bootstraps” to achieve superfluous wealth. The 

widespread stories of these men‟s economic success was used as a means to underscore 

the “freedom” and “opportunity” of laissez-faire, free market capitalism, all the while, 

the realities of growing social, economic and political disparity between the upper and 

working classes were glossed over in American society. Veblen's theory continues the 

ideological narrative of trumpeting the progress and potential of American capitalism. 

Simply put, even if an individual lacked the kinship and disciplining experiences of the 

“old” aristocracy, he or she could still convey his or her affluence through the 

conspicuous display of objects and activities. No longer were individuals bound to the 

caste-like systems of the Old World, but rather in American capitalism everyone was 

(ideologically) only a few steps away from the upper class.  

Such narratives of individual progress through “hard work and “just a little bit of 
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luck” were (and are) masking ideologies used to hide the disparities in the social, 

economic and political systems of capitalism. Understanding these sociohistorical fields 

is important in uncovering how such issues of power have shaped the relationships 

between people and objects. For Veblen, the consumption of luxurious objects and lavish 

activities was a never-ending competition. “The result is that the members of each 

stratum accept as their ideal of decency the scheme of life in vogue in the next higher 

stratum, and bend their energies to live up to that ideal” (Veblen 1899: 82). Central to this 

competition was the charged meanings imbued onto and through objects as constructors 

of status and identity. Veblen theorized that the leisure and developing middle classes 

used conspicuous consumption as practices to emulate the upper classes, and in turn this 

emulation caused the upper classes to create new practices to distinguish themselves. The 

result is a cyclical reproduction of emulation and distinction that “trickles down” from 

the upper class.  

There are four main criticisms of Veblen‟s theory on the leisure class (Trigg 

2001: 101-104). First,  “trickle down” consumption models do not address practices like 

status float, and that there is no agency of the non-elite classes as they are left to emulate 

the upper classes without any ability to contest or construct their own independent 

identities (Trigg 2001: 102; Fine and Leopold 2002). Again, consumption patterns do not 

simply trickle down but can also move up (and laterally) along the social ladder, the 

quintessential example being denim jeans, the consummate working class attire that has 

penetrated nearly every rung of society. However, in following a trickle-down model, 

individual consumption is influenced solely as either a means of emulation by the masses 

or as a marker of distinction for the dominant class. Simply put, the model is too myopic 
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and restrictive to provide a sound theoretical foundation for consumption studies.  

This leads to the second critique of Veblen‟s work that identity construction is a 

far more complex practice rather than simple trickle-down consumption (Trigg 2001: 

102-103). People utilize an arsenal of practices to construct individual and collective 

identities, thus, to limit the use of material culture as a medium for identity construction 

to a rigid trickle-down model fails to convey the complexity of identity (Campbell 1987: 

55).  

The third criticism of Veblen‟s theory is that an individual‟s consumption 

practices are not only influenced by socioeconomic class, but are also conjured through a 

myriad of intersecting identities and structural dispositions (Trigg 2001: 103). An 

individual‟s identity is not a one-dimensional projection, but a web of intersecting 

identities that can complement, contest, and/or parallel one another. While 

socioeconomic class can be a profound marker of an individual‟s identity it does not 

operate by itself, but with multiple identities at multiple times in different spaces. 

Therefore, one cannot reduce individual identity to one form at one time or location.  

Finally, while Veblen argued that conspicuous consumption was practiced 

through the public display of goods and activities as a salient form of competition 

between individuals, recent archaeological scholarship (Mullins 1999a, 2001, 2011) 

suggests that such lavish displays were not for public observers but for the individual 

owners themselves. These interpretations suggest that consumption and its relationships 

with identity construction should be framed as being influenced by individual desire, 

rather than public display. The concepts of desire and consumption will be discussed in 

greater detail later in this chapter. For now, understanding that consumption is not simply 
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a practice used for competition between the individual and the public, but that it is also a 

medium for individuals to construct and project their own desires of genteel refinement 

helps to situate the archaeological narrative at Timbuctoo.  

Despite the aforementioned critiques of Veblen‟s theory, his influence on the 

meanings associated with objects can be observed within historical archaeology, even 

though his work is often not directly cited. The proposed models of emulation vs. 

distinction were theoretical footholds for scholars researching the archaeological records 

of the upper economic classes of the past as well as their relationships with marginalized 

peoples. At its most extreme, historical archaeologists negotiating consumption removed 

all agency from individuals. For example, William Kelso‟s (1984) study of the enslaved 

people‟s quarters at Kingsmill Plantation, in which he did not recover any African 

cultural continuities, caused him to conclude that the assemblage was a reflection of 

enslaved people imitating White culture. Kelso (1984: 201) states “Of course, winning 

favor of the master must have been great incentive for the blacks to mimic the white 

culture and to suppress quickly any very visible African tradition.” Such assimilationist 

interpretations reduce consumption by marginalized people to simple practices of 

emulation, thusly eliminating the agency of individuals to construct their own identities 

(Mullins 2011: 116-117). However, this trend was commonplace throughout the 1980s as 

historical archaeologists emphasized the socioeconomic status of the past. In this regard, 

socioeconomic was used as a catch-all term that conflated social status and economic 

status into one singular, inseparable status (Cook et al. 1996: 51).  

The proliferation of the term into the archaeological lexicon was problematic as it 

glossed over structural and cultural dynamics such as regionalism, race, ethnicity, class 
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and religion that could affect individual consumption (Cook et al. 1996: 52; Mullins 

2011: 20).  This approach operated under the guise of “Consumer Choice”, and sought to 

situate the archaeological record into quantitative patterning as an empirical methodology 

for understanding socioeconomic status (Cook et al. 1996: 51-52; Mullins 2011: 22). The 

foremost work of the era was George Miller‟s (1980) pricing index for white-bodied 

English ceramics. Through researching the price-fixing agreements between English 

manufacturers on ceramics ranging from undecorated cream-colored wares to highly 

decorated, transfer print and hand-painted tablewares, Miller‟s index provided 

archaeologists with a quantitative method to determine the relative economic cost of 

ceramic assemblages (Mullins 2011: 20). While undoubtedly a powerful tool for 

accessing the costs of ceramic artifacts, Miller‟s index was often used as the definitive 

method for determining the socioeconomic status of past people (Cook et. al 1996: 52). 

Taken to its most extreme, the Consumer Choice model and quantitative indexing was 

argued to be a method that could circumvent the historical and ethnographical records for 

determining socioeconomic status (Cook et al 1996: 52-53). For example, Suzanne 

Spencer-Wood (1987: 62) stated, “the relative socioeconomic position of the Green 

family (Windsor, Vermont) could have been determined, in the absence of extensive 

documentation, by applying Miller‟s ceramic price-scaling indices to their 

archaeologically recovered whiteware” (also quoted in Cook et al. 1996: 52).  

Lauren Cook, Rebecca Yamin and John McCarthy (1996) argue that despite 

operating under the moniker of “Consumer Choice,” the model does not address the 

reasons behind individual consumption, but rather it overgeneralizes complex 

archaeological data to simplistic patterning. Cook et al. (1996) posit that to understand 
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meaning, archaeologists must remove the interpretative divide between production and 

consumption as separate social spheres. They argue that the consumer choice model 

overemphasizes the manufacturer‟s monetary and utilitarian value of object while also 

failing to understand the individual consumer‟s choices (Cook et al. 1996: 51). Rather 

than highlighting the methods of production, the authors argue for an approach that 

underscores individual consumers as “conscious and knowing users and shapers of 

culture” (Cook et al. 1996: 50-51). For Cook, Yamin and McCarthy, simply 

understanding the socioeconomic values of the archaeological record does not address the 

meanings of individual consumption. They rightfully argue that consumption is a highly 

symbolic action through which individuals exercise considerable agency in their 

decisions (Cook et al 1996: 50-53). The authors posit that it is through individual agency 

that consumption becomes “a key component in the construction of personal and group 

identity” (Cook et al. 1996: 57). The methodological framework for such an approach 

calls for the integration of archaeological data into contextual webs of documentary 

history. The desired result is an understanding of the individual specific meanings behind 

consumption.  

While Cook, Yamin and McCarthy seek to understand the meanings that 

individuals project on to artifacts, as opposed understanding the patterning of 

consumption, their arguments are not without criticism. Specifically, criticism is directed 

towards the role of the individual in consumer choice. Wurst and McGuire (1999) urge 

that while understanding the individual context behind the meaning of consumer 

purchasing is important, they contend that Cook, Yamin and McCarthy‟s approach 

overemphasizes the individual, and thus decontextualizes the consumer from broader 
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social structures. Wurst and McGurie (1999: 192) argue that consumer studies in 

archaeology must incorporate three theoretical concerns. First, they underscore the 

dynamics of gender and the household. Specifically, they are concerned that the 

prevalence of the production versus consumption dialectic is a manifestation of a false 

ideology which naturalizes men as producers and females as consumers. This sharply 

binary interpretation fails to situate the blurred interrelation of production and 

consumption, as well as the integrated roles that both men and women play as producers 

and consumers. Therefore, by continuing an interpretation on production and 

consumption as two separate entities, archaeological studies reinforce a repressive 

ideology of gender segregation in the consumer market. Wurst and McGuire (1999: 195) 

argue that this engendered perspective of production versus consumption, as a dialectic 

between male producers and female consumers, fails to accurately portray the subjugated 

positions that both working class men and women endured within capitalist networks. 

Instead, archaeologists should observe production, marketing and consumption as a 

seamless continuum of capitalists‟ practices of repression.   

The second shared comparison among archaeological studies of consumerism is 

that most use the individual, an autonomous social agent, as the primary unit of analysis. 

Wurst and McGuire (1999: 193) posit that this individualistic approach to consumption 

universalizes both the ideology of individualism and consumer choice.  

People have always consumed. While this seems obvious, consumer 

theorists assume more; that consumption is about autonomous individuals 

acting through autonomous choices. The assumption of essentialized 

consumerism and that individuals create identity through consumption are 

products of capitalism (Wurst and McGuire 1999: 196).  
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The authors contend that the emphasis of individual choice in archaeological studies is a 

present-day projection of neoliberal individualism onto past peoples, and such projections 

fail to recognize that the autonomous individual is a spatially and temporally bound 

social construct that is not a universal reality. Wurst and McGuire (1999: 193) argue that 

consumer choice is not the result of neoliberal individualistic practice but rather dictated 

by structural and cultural parameters. Social dynamics such as race, ethnicity, gender, 

religion, regionalism, culture and market availability can both enhance and/or limit the 

choices that individuals and groups have in practicing consumption. To overemphasize 

the individual‟s agency in making purchasing decisions fails to contextualize consumers 

within the broader social networks that directly affect consumption. By decontextualizing 

the individual from the sociohistorical milieu of the past, archaeologists are unable to 

truly understand the “meanings” behind consumer decisions. To put it plainly, not 

everyone in the past or present has the same “freedom” of choice within the consumer 

market, and thus by removing the individual from social structures like race, class and 

gender, Wurst and McGuire (1996: 196-197) argue that the consumer choice ultimately 

create false interpretations of the archaeological record.      

 The third common trait among archaeological research of consumer studies, 

according to Wurst and McGuire (1999: 192), is that they focus on the choice in 

consumer goods as symbolically meaningful action. Wurst and McGuire (1999: 196) 

reference Veblen‟s (1899) use of conspicuous consumption as a practice used to 

differentiate the wealthy from the underclasses. They suggest that the working classes  

...were distinguished by the fact that they did not have the resources to 

participate in this culture of consumption; they could consume little 

beyond their basic necessities. The rhetoric of consumption in the 

nineteenth century created a surface vision of equality and success that 
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was at odds with the material process of its production (Wurst and 

Mcguire 1999: 196-197).  

 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the “Consumer Revolution” enabled 

the masses to participate in the growing consumer culture. However, this participation 

came at a cost to the working classes. Robert Paynter (1988) argues that the growth of 

laissez faire capitalism in the nineteenth century facilitated the decline of a collective 

class consciousness and, thus, the destabilization of the American working class. He 

contends that advances in machine technology, mass marketing, union busting and the 

encroachment of capitalist ideologies into the personal lives of the working class helped 

to forever altered the relationships between people and objects (Paynter 1988: 407-410).  

The consumer revolution of the late nineteenth century was a mixed blessing for the 

working classes of the United States. On one hand, people could now participate in the 

ever expanding consumer culture, enabling those who once could not participate to now 

purchase goods and exercise some more choice within the consumer markets. On the 

other hand, as Wurst and McGuire (1999: 196-198) argue, this involvement led to the 

naturalized ideology which removed class consciousness and replaced it with a masked 

illusion of equality through consumption.  The authors posit that the slight increase in the 

involvement of the working classes into the consumer culture was in reality a strategy 

used by the power elite. Wurst and McGure (1999: 198) contend that “the ideology of 

consumerism created an illusion of equality and sameness in core societies and represents 

the interests of the powerful as the interests of all.” In this regard, consumption is a 

practice of oppression in which the majority of working class consumers help to 

participate in their own repression.  
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 A critique of this Marxist model it that it portrays consumers simply as social 

pawns who have no agency, and limits consumption to structural oppression without any 

regard for individual meaning. Hence, the Marxist framework offered by Wurst and 

Mcguire (1999) greatly contrasts the highly individualistic approach used by Cook, 

Yamin and McCarthy (1996). Thusly, theory on consumption in historical archaeology 

was left operating between two very different dialectical positions regarding the role of 

the individual consumer.  

 Paul Mullins‟ seminal works (1999a, 1999b, 2001, 2011) seek to balance the 

structural approach while also emphasizing individual practice in consumer studies. 

Mullins defines consumption as:  

...a complex and far-reaching concept that in various scholars‟ hands 

encompasses the gamut of making, selling, buying, using, and discarding 

material things. At its heart consumption revolves around the acquisition 

of things to confirm, display, accent, mask, and imagine who we are and 

whom we wish to be. Material consumption may instrumentally display 

social status, evoke ethnicity or exhibit gender, but it also can be an 

unexpressed process of self definition and collective identification (2011: 

2).  
 

This definition expands on the traditional framework of consumption as simply 

the acquisition of commodities into an interpretative approach to the reflexive, 

constitutive and ambiguous dispositions of material culture. Mullins is correct in his 

assertion that consumption is a multifaceted practice that includes the production, 

marketing, exchange, display, use and deposition of material culture. From this 

definition, Mullins challenges the aforementioned approaches used in archaeological 

work on consumer studies.  

Regarding the emulation model as originally posited in Veblen‟s conspicuous 
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consumption, Mullins (2011: 39) contends that consumption is not always an other-

directed practice used to underscore individual status as a display to the public, but rather 

that individual use objects for their own private purposes. This approach seeks to 

challenge the perspective that individuals blindly consume replica objects of the elite as 

an emulatory practice; instead it recasts consumption as a self-oriented, constitutive 

practice of desire. Mullins (1999a: 31) defines desires as: 

socially conditioned, contextually distinctive, and idealistic aspirations 

played out in all material consumption...Consumer desire is not simply a 

never-ending cycle of the articulation of wants that are then satisfied with 

objects; it also cannot be reduced to conscious idealization that inevitably 

leads to disillusion because those ideals cannot be realized. Instead, desire 

articulates social contradictions in a way that mediates, attempts to 

reconcile, or appears to resolve incongruities.  
 

For a group such as African Americans that had experienced a legacy of 

repression, objects were used to both contested society‟s  pejorative labeling of Black 

inferiority while also was used to construct Black individuals‟ desires of genteel 

respectability (Mullins 1999a: 32). It is not simply that the consumption of objects acted 

as an illusionary tactic to mask the very real social problems of society, but rather that the 

individual believed that their idealized, desired status would be altered through the 

consumption of symbolically charged objects (Mullins 1999a: 31-32). This position does 

not take away from the structural influences that affect consumption. Rather, the 

dynamics of racial and class-oriented repression greatly affected African American 

abilities to navigate the consumer marketplace. From the realities of enslavement to the 

restrictive nature of the life after emancipation, African Americans have endured and 

persevered through repression. However, these structural influences on African American 

consumption do not suggest that individual desire is devalued or meaningless, but that 
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we must address the contextual networks that enable and/or limit an individual‟s ability 

to consume (Mullins 2011: 73-74). Mullins‟ approach to understanding the complex 

structural influences as well as the projection of individual agency onto and through 

material objects seeks to balance the polarized study of consumption in archaeology. 

While consumption can facilitate the reproduction of repression, as detailed by Wurst and 

McGuire (1999), it can also be used to exercise individual agency and specific meaning 

(Cook et al. 1996). Consequently, consumption operates within an ambiguous realm of 

individual practice dictated by dynamic fields of power and structural influence (Mullins 

2011: 144). It is in this concert between the affects of structural dispositions and 

individual agency in consumption studies that I can discuss the interplay of meaning, 

desire and objects at Timbuctoo.  

 

Consumer Culture and Black Consumption 

In this dissertation I have discussed the contextual networks of late capitalism and 

neoliberal ideologies of individual and their effects on practice at Timbuctoo. It is 

important to understand that capitalism is not simply an economic system, but a far 

reaching structure that unequivocally influences the cultural, economic, political and 

social practices of society (Leone 2005; McGuire 2006). The effects of capitalism were 

(and are) so pervasive that they literally changed that ways that people saw themselves 

and others. As mentioned prior, in a democratic and capitalist society the admission of 

emancipated African Americans contested white hegemony. However, African American 

power and agency were met with new forms of repression manifested in society. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, the expansions of institutional and everyday forms of racism were 
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strategies used to underscore the biological, cultural, economic, political and social 

superiority of the White race. From the development of scientific racism, denial of access 

to voting and working rights, and the propagation of popular forms of racism, the 

omnipresent ideologies of race, racialism and racism affected the lives of African 

Americans (Barton 2012; Barton and Somerville 2012).  

The expansion of structures of race did not develop within a social vacuum, but 

rather other profound movements in the mid- to late nineteenth centuries in America were 

taking place, specifically the growth of consumer culture (Mullins 1999a: 166). The mass 

production, marketing, consumption and use of commodities altered the relationships 

between people and things. While laissez faire capitalism decimated the working classes, 

contaminated the environment, instilled sociopolitical corruption as well as a host of 

other outcomes which have had negative effects, it did enable greater access to the 

consumer market for marginalized peoples (Leone 2005: 175; Smith 2007). Whether 

increased availability and access to the consumer market outweigh the plethora of 

negative symptoms of late capitalism is beyond the scope of this dissertation to address; 

however, of importance is understanding how the recreated relationships between people 

and people, and people and objects altered the physical and social worlds.  

In a world of escalating institutional and everyday practices of racism, access to 

the consumer market, though limited by vectors of race, class and region, offered 

marginalized African Americans a medium to construct and display their desires (Mullins 

1999b: 24). The growth of the consumer culture instilled an ideology that the 

sociocultural and material aspirations of individuals could come to fruition through the 

consumption of commodities. African American commodity consumption was not simply 
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a means to accumulate inanimate materials, but a dynamic practice used to construct and 

underline their equal citizenship in a post-emancipated America (Mullins 1999a; see 

contributors to Barnes 2011). The proliferation of consumer culture and commodity 

consumption recreated individual identity as past measures of status such as trade, class, 

religion, nationalism etc. were conflated with a new emphasis on the ability to consume 

and display consumer goods such as bric-a-brac.  

Mullins (2001: 158) defines bric-a-brac as a vast spectrum of mass-produced 

decorative and ornamental objects, including vases, figurines, statuary, lithographs and 

tableware which were used in households from the mid-nineteenth to early twentieth 

centuries. The moderately priced objects often depicted “famous personalities (e.g., 

presidents, royalty), natural scenes (e.g., animals, landscapes), romanticized historical 

subjects (e.g., shepherds, aristocrats), and popular motifs (e.g., classical art adaptations, 

colonized peoples)” (Mullins 2001: 159). Bric-a-brac as a highly symbolic reflection of 

White-dominated American society was also a dynamic constructor of individual and 

collective identities. 

As mentioned previously, in a democratic and capitalist society that sought to 

underscore the ability and ambitions of the individual, the usage of objects like bric-a-

brac as reflexive facilitators of identity could contest the racial and class-based 

hierarchies of turn-of-the century America. Mullins (1999a: 156-157) notes that 

“confronted by a society in which goods were increasingly more available, disposable 

income was rising, and leisure time expanding, genteel ideologues struggled to reproduce 

their material distinction and authority.” White genteel measures used to distinguish 

themselves from the White and Black working classes through the media of materials 
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were challenged by the mass production and consumption of symbolically charged 

objects like bric-a-brac. It was not simply that bric-a-brac represented a standing for 

relationship between the object‟s meaning and the individual‟s true wealth, but that bric-

a-brac symbolized the owner‟s desires and aspirations for genteel refinement (Mullins 

2001: 164). While ideologies of capitalism helped to cultivated and celebrated the belief 

of individual social mobility, in reality the advancement of the working class, particularly 

Black people, into the upper echelons of the social elite was not only a slim impossibility 

but an outright challenge to White hegemony.  

However, there is an important distinction between the “real” wealth expressed 

through economic capital and the desired wealth and/or status displayed through material 

objects (or objectified cultural capital). Mullins (1999a: 155) comments that on one hand 

African American consumption of bric-a-brac was devalued by White society as 

whimsical and frivolous purchases, while on the other hand Black consumption was also 

viewed as a direct threat to White hegemony. This is due to the fact that with the growth 

of consumer culture, the consumption of even the most prosaic of things was interpreted 

as an objectified form an individual‟s desires and aspirations. Hence, while consuming 

symbolic objects like bric-a-brac did not translate into “real” economic wealth, the 

practice was interpreted as a manifestation of an individual‟s desires for a higher 

socioeconomic status. While this symbolic practice masked the social inequalities within 

capitalism, and thus, would never lead to a real elevated social status for Black people, it 

was interpreted by many Whites as an attempt by African Americans to erode the 

hierarchy of race and class. Mullins (1999a: 155-156) notes that White commentators 

saw consumer culture and consumption as solely the privilege of Whites, resulting in 
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continued attempts to deny African Americans consumer citizenship.  

Despite the continued attempts to deny Black participation into consumer market, 

African Americans were able to navigate the market and became savvy consumers. 

African Americans were quick to realize the transformative powers of commodity 

consumption as a medium of identity construction and contestation (Mullins 1999a: 165-

166). Mullins (1999a) states that  

Perhaps what commodities reflect most clearly is the utopian aspirations 

of African Americans; that is, the desires for membership and affinity 

vested in seemingly innocuous material forms that had a tenuous capacity 

to actually fulfill such desires. In this respect, the material world does not 

so much reflect what society was like, but how consumers hoped it would 

be (188-189). 
 

Following Emancipation, African Americans navigated the consumer market 

because of their admission into a capitalist society and because they understood the 

transformative disposition entailed in consumer citizenship. The formation of a consumer 

habitus was dependent upon individual socialization into pre-existing social structures 

and practices. Individual consumer‟s taste were cultivated through daily interactions, 

including but not limited to intimate relationships, social institutions, advertising, trade-

catalogs and etiquette books (Schlereth 1981: 48-65).  

 Etiquette books have long been a source of documentary evidence for historical 

archaeologists studying consumption and display. These books offer an insightful look 

into the patterns and trends regarding the social moral, values, and practices of the past 

(Schlereth 1981; Jameson 1987: 55; Shackel 1993). But as Mullins (1999a; 2011: 63) 

cautions, the use of etiquette books as true representations of social values and practices 

could be problematic, as etiquette publications “routinely constructed unattainable social 
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and material ideals that likely had little impact on many consumers‟ material patterns.” 

While I agree with Mullins‟ assessment, I contend that the unachievable level of social 

practice which was called for in etiquette literature still represented the desired level of 

genteel refinement that their readers wanted to achieve. Similar to other forms of 

commodity consumption, the propagation of etiquette literature in the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries was representative of the growing consumer market and individual 

desire of genteel refinement (Jameson 1987: 55). Whether the individual reader actually 

partook in applying every facet of etiquette to their everyday practice is not the point of 

this discourse, but rather understanding that the desire to better oneself through social 

etiquette was omnipresent in American society. Simply, if etiquette manuals did not have 

any effect on the lives of readers, then there would not have been the flooding of the 

market with a deluge of publications on social etiquette. While literature on social 

etiquette was written and primarily consumed by the White middle class, it is important 

to understand that with the growth of the consumer culture in the nineteenth century most 

people, regardless of social and/or economic standing, increasingly considered 

themselves part of the middle class. The ideology of middle class membership was (and 

is) an illusion used to mask the social and economic realities of working class 

marginalization. The omnipresence of the ideology of middle class membership was 

disciplined through the media of consumer culture including, but not limited to, 

commodity consumption and the cultivation of social etiquette (Shackel 1993; Leone 

2005; Mullins 2011).  The desire to be a member of the middle class should not be 

reduced to the emulation of the middle class by the (White and Black) working classes, 

but is instead the effects of consumer culture‟s socialization of the neoliberal individual. 
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The importance here is to understand that the popularity of social etiquette manuals and 

material objects was not limited to the middle class, but to a growing segment of peoples 

who considered themselves to be members of the “imagined community” of the middle 

class (Anderson 1983; Leone 2005). The extent to which people utilized the advice 

offered in etiquette literature and its effects on everyday practice is a problematic issue 

for archaeological interpretation. However, the reality remains that the popularity of 

etiquette literature in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries suggests their 

presence affected perceptions of identity and cultivated individual desire, even if readers 

did not dogmatically follow all the social practices. It is from this discussion of consumer 

culture and the meanings imbued through objects that I can discuss the bric-a-brac 

assemblage and its significance at Timbuctoo. 

 

Bric-a-Brac at Timbuctoo 

In this subsection I highlight and discuss some of the bric-a-brac artifacts 

recovered from Feature 13. Through this discourse I situate the practices of consumption 

at Timbuctoo within broader networks of consumer culture. First, I discuss three 

glassware artifacts as examples of the dynamic nature of objects as constructors of 

identity and desire. Second, I present three sample ceramic artifacts from the assemblage 

again as a means to emphasize the powerful meanings conjured through consumption 

practice.  

 

Depression Glass 

Depression glass is a term used to describe the glassware produced from 1929-
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1940s. The glass is of low to medium quality and comes in different colors, including 

colorless, green, cobalt blue, ruby red, amber and amethyst. The geometric, floral 

landscapes and themed designs on Depression glass reflected broader trends in popular 

culture following the Great Depression, and also appeared on ceramics, stationery, bric-a-

brac, architecture and other fashionable items (Schroy 2009: 7-8). Depression glass, like 

other forms of inexpensive bric-a-brac, was designed to look like more costly objects, 

(specifically as cut glass). The low quality of Depression glass is visible in the jagged 

edges, poor patterning and high frequency of bubbles in the product. Despite its quality, 

Depression glass was a very popular product in the 1920s-1940s (Green 1992: 112-113). 

Depression glass was produced by several companies, with the Hazel-Atlas Company, 

Hocking Glass Company and Jeannette Glass Company represented in the Timbuctoo 

assemblage. Depression glass was sold for only a few pennies and could be purchased 

through mail-order catalogs and at local stores (Nutting 2003: 447). Depression glass was 

produced in such mass quantities that it was used by cinemas, stores, and other businesses 

as giveaways during promotional events (Wilkie and Farnsworth 2011: 66). Depression 

glass was also used in both functional and ceremonial practices as it came in a variety of 

forms such as bowls, glasses, plates and decorative pieces. While Depression glass was 

very inexpensive because of its colors and trendy styles, it was often symbolically 

displayed by owners (Belk 1988: 160). 

The collection of Depression glass at Timbuctoo shows no visible use wear, while 

glass is less likely to show marking the absence of such as signs of utensil markings on 

the interior walls suggest that the objects, like the glass pitcher (Figure 9.1), were either 

quickly discarded after purchase or were curated by the owner.  The pitcher was made by 
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the Hazel-Atlas Company between 1932 and 1935, and is in the Florentine #1 style. A 

small amount of uranium was added to give the pitcher a light green coloring. The 

measurements (height of six inches, diameter of 4 inches) are far too small for it to serve 

a utilitarian or functional purpose as an everyday pitcher, and the limited use wear 

suggests that the object was used more for decoration. 

 Similarly, the glass plate seen in Figure 9.2 was likely an inexpensive or 

promotional product. The pressed glass plate was designed to look like more costly cut-

glass. The motif is a floral design with a red painted rose in the center and green-colored 

vines and leaves on the exterior rim. Overall, the plate is of poor quality with large 

bubbles present in the base, sharp, jagged edges on the design lines and a prominent mold 

scar on the edge. The plate has no signs of utensil markings, suggesting that the object 

was curated and likely displayed by its owners.  

 Finally, the candlestick holder, part of a two piece set (Figure 9.3), is made of 

Carnival glass. Popular from the 1920s-1940s, Carnival glass is characterized by a mix of 

bright colors and stylish designs. Similar to Depression glass, Carnival glassware came in 

a variety of forms and was so inexpensive that it was often given away as prizes at fairs, 

carnivals and amusement parks where customers would throw pennies into Carnival glass 

bowls, vases and plates (Schroy 2006: 6). How the candlestick holder was acquired is 

unknown. However, interpreting the ways in which it was used and the meanings that it 

conjured are important for understanding identity at Timbuctoo. Much like the pitcher 

and plate, the candlestick holder was a decorative piece with a primary function as a 

display object. 
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Figure 9.1. Depression Glass, Florentine #1, Hazel Atlas (1932-1935) recovered from 

Feature 13, (taken by the author 2013). 
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Figure 9.2. Depression Glass plate (1920-1940) recovered from Feature 13, (taken by the 

author 2013). 
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Figure 9.3. Carnival Glass Candleholder (1920+) recovered from Feature 13, (taken by 

the author 2013). 
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Ceramics 

 There are several examples of ceramic bric-a-brac recovered from Feature 13; 

however, I examine three artifacts as representatives of the assemblage. Ceramic bric-a-

brac, knick knacks, or trinkets occupied an ambiguous, and yet powerful position within 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Bric-a-brac did not serve a functional purpose in 

the traditional sense because it did not function as a utilitarian object, but as an 

ornamental symbol. This is not to demean the significance of bric-a-brac, as such display 

objects are functional on the level that they operate as symbolically charged entities 

entailing a myriad of subjective meanings. Though bric-a-brac was inexpensive, this does 

not devalue the importance that it played in the construction of individual identity and 

desire. For example, the ironstone vase (Figure 9.4) shows no evidence of use wear and it 

likely did not serve any other function other than as display object. The white-bodied 

vase is molded with green and gold vines at the rim. The neoclassical style of the vase 

was a trend that sought to recreate the architecture, fashion and objects of the Greco-

Roman world popular throughout the 1920s into the 1940s. The vase has no maker‟s 

mark, but given the poor quality of the paste and decoration it was likely an inexpensive 

purchase from a mail-order catalog or local store.  

 Another example is seen in Figure 9.5, a white-bodied polychrome transferware 

object that may be a pitcher, vase or creamer. There is no evidence of utensil marking on 

the interior walls, and the polychrome floral motif shows limited signs of wear. Similar to 

the vase, this object was in the neoclassical design was popular during the first half of the 

twentieth century. Given the small measurements of the object it is unlikely that it served 

any utilitarian purpose, but it may have been used as a part of a toy set and was likely 
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displayed by its owners.  

 

 
Figure 9.4. Ironstone Chine Vase (1920-1940s) recovered from Feature 13, (taken by the 

author 2013). 
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Figure 9.5. Ironstone China (1870-1940s) recovered from Feature 13, (taken by the 

author 2013). 

 

Figure 9.6 is a fragment of a white-bodied teapot. Also recovered from Feature 13 

was a miniature saucer, suggesting that it and the teapot were part of a matching tea set 

meant for children. Understanding how such artifacts that had no immediate functional 

value became powerful objects within the past is an important topic for this discourse. 

While I have detailed the use of etiquette books, trade and mail-order catalogs as 

constructors of consumer culture, it is important to delve into the socialization of children 

into the marketplace.  

While there has been much archaeological discourse on tea sets as examples of 
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class and gender identity (Di Zerega Wall 1991; Shackel 1993; Brighton 2008), few 

archaeologists have looked at how tea sets were used in the socialization of children into 

ideologies of gender and genteelism (see Calvert 1992; Baxter 2005).  

 

 
Figure 9.6. Toy Teapot Fragment (1870-1940s) recovered form Feature 13, (taken by the 

author 2013) 

 
 

Even though tea sets serve a functional purpose, they are also powerful 

constructors used by predominantly female owners to project a desired identity to 

onlookers to underscore the aspirations of the owner. However, because they are too 

small to hold enough liquid to host a full tea service and often lack the overtly decorative 

motifs of adult pieces, toy tea sets do not hold immediate functional value other than to 
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socialize children into the importance of proper etiquette and social identity. Though tea 

sets, whether toy or adult, do not fit within the traditional definitions of bric-a-brac 

(Mullins 2001: 158), I argue that they represent a medium of child socialization into pre-

existing networks and ideologies of the importance of identity and material objects. Toy 

tea sets represent the disciplining of children into consumer culture through the 

acquisition, use and practice of proper tea service, thusly socializing children into 

networks of late capitalism. Through this socialization children came to understand the 

dynamics and power of things, and how the relationships between people and things 

could construct individual identities. Similar to bric-a-brac, tea sets (whether for adults of 

children) were both functional and ornamental objects that reflected as well as 

constructed the identity and desires of their owners. Despite the inexpensive monetary 

value of the bric-a-brac objects discussed in this subsection, the use value of the artifacts 

and the meanings imposed on as well as constructed through them underscore the 

dynamic relationships between people and things. 

 

Discussion 

 In this chapter I have complicated the narrative of socioeconomic marginalization 

at Timbuctoo. While many of the residents were marginalized because of structures of 

race and class causing them to improvise against repression, they were also active social 

agents who operated within a network which emphasized the ideologies of individualism 

and social mobility. As social agents, the residents of Timbuctoo were socialized into 

understanding the dynamic power of objects as constructors of identity which could 

contest the labeling of inferiority. But more importantly, as citizens of a consumer culture 
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the residents of Timbuctoo used ornamental objects such as bric-a-brac as media to 

project and construct their own desires and aspirations. For many of the residents, for 

whom documentary and archaeological evidence suggest were on the lower end of the 

socioeconomic spectrum, the purchase of bric-a-brac objects, no matter how inexpensive, 

still represented a monetary investment which challenged traditional narratives on 

poverty and consumption. In the most traditional sense, bric-a-brac and other ornamental 

objects served no immediate functional value, and for people for whom economic capital 

is not a luxury the consumption of display artifacts would not represent a rational 

decision. However, consumption should not be understood as a dialectic between the 

rational and irrational. Rather, consumption operates as a practice balancing decisions 

through different filters of logic and socialized habitus (Sassatelli 2007: 53). Simply 

because bric-a-brac did not possess a utilitarian function does not mean that it was not an 

important or meaningful object for its owners. For marginalized peoples, bric-a-brac 

embodied the aspirations of individual identity and upwards social mobility. These 

objects were used to construct identities of genteel refinement despite the owners‟ lack of 

economic capital. This ideology of the importance of objects as constructors of identity 

and desire were disciplined onto individuals through a variety of forms including social 

etiquette literature, advertising, face-to-face interactions and toys. While many of the 

residents of Timbuctoo had to improvise because of the realities of socioeconomic 

marginalization, they still were well socialized within the networks of consumer culture 

in understanding the dynamic power of material culture. This interpretation complicates 

the narratives of poverty and challenges myopic perspectives of marginalization and 

identity, as rather than observing the archaeological record of Timbuctoo as simply a 
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reflection of improvisation, this chapter has shown that practices of consumption can 

provide competing interpretations on the relationships between people and things. 
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSION 
 

Introduction 

This dissertation has delved into the dynamic nature of material cultural at 

Timbuctoo. While my initial hope was to undercover the presence of African-inspired 

practices, these hopes changed after a thorough review of the documentary and 

archaeological records as I realized that the past at Timbuctoo was heavily influenced by 

the confluence of race and class. These pervasive social structures affected many of the 

African American residents‟ ability to acquire cultural, economic, social and symbolic 

capitals within multidimensional fields of power. Persevering in a racialized and class-

oriented society required many African Americans to develop and depend upon a distinct 

habitus that both enabled and restricted individual practice. In this dissertation I have 

posited a practice theory of improvisation, which interprets the practice of marginalized 

individuals and collectives as actions cultivated from living on the socioeconomic 

periphery. These practices are not ephemeral “on-the-spot” tactics, but rather are 

conscious and unconscious actions based on a tradition of “making-do.”  However, to 

simply characterize archaeological record of Timbuctoo as a reflection of socioeconomic 

poverty fails to convey the residents‟ power to use material culture to not only contest 

collective labeling of inferiority, but to also construct their own desires of genteel 

respectability. These interpretations help to complicate the narrative of Timbuctoo 

through emphasizing the contextual racialized and class-based repression that influenced 

their daily lives, while also conveying that the residents were active social agents who 

understood the symbolism of objects as both reflectors and constructors of social 
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identities.  

 In this chapter I contextualize the histories and archaeology of Timbuctoo within 

the archaeological scholarship of African Americans communities in New Jersey. I also 

situate Timbuctoo into the broader archaeological discourse of African America. Through 

doing so, I argue that the persistent commonalty between African American sites is not 

simply the racial affiliation of their residents, but the shared resistance to economic, 

political and social marginalization. I conclude the chapter with a discussion of the key 

points presented within this dissertation. 

 

Research Questions and Answers 

I opened this dissertation with a series of guiding questions: 

● What was the social and economic status of Timbuctoo residents? 

● What access did the residents have to consumer goods, and how did 

 constructions of race, class, gender, age, and legal status affect their access 

 to goods? 

● Were producers of commodities specifically targeting African American 

 consumers, or were African Americans selecting specific products?  

● How did the consumer behavior of Timbuctoo residents differ from that of 

 non-African Americans of similar economic status?  

● What similarities and differences existed between Timbuctoo and other 

 contemporary African American communities? 

In the following sections I provide some answers. Question One, What was the 

social and economic status of Timbuctoo residents? According to the documentary and 
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archaeological records and Markert‟s work collecting oral histories from former residents 

and descendants, many of the residents of the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century 

community were on the lower end of the social and economic spectrum. As detailed 

throughout this dissertation, I have discussed how the effects of race and class influenced 

the daily lives of many residents. Documentary records and oral histories state that the 

most of the residents were employed as low-paying manual labor and/or domestic service 

providers. An example of impoverishment can be observed in the low attendance at the 

Timbuctoo “colored” school as children, rather than receiving a formal education, were 

required to contribute to their family‟s income. Archaeologically, this impoverishment 

was manifested in a myriad of artifacts, including yard sweeping, home construction, 

poor quality bricks, home canning and the consumption of commodified foods. 

Navigating economic poverty and social marginalization provides the basis for the 

foundational theory of this dissertation, which is a practice theory of improvisation. 

Question Two, What access did the residents have to consumer goods, and how 

did constructions of race, class, gender, age, and legal status affect their access to goods? 

As detailed throughout this dissertation the structures of race, class and gender played 

pivotal roles in the daily lives at Timbuctoo. However, with the rise of Consumer Culture 

in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, marginalized people who were once 

ostracized from participating in the consumer market were now fully ingrained in the 

consumption of commodities. The uses of general stores, mail order catalogs, trade 

catalogs etc., provided individuals with the means to both contest marginalization and 

also construct their own desires and aspirations (Mullin 2011).  Thus, despite its rural 

setting in Burlington County, the residents of Timbuctoo participated within the global 
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phenomena of Consumer Culture. 

Question Three, Were producers of commodities specifically targeting African American 

consumers, or were African Americans selecting specific products?  In my research, I 

found only one possible example of producers specifically targeting African Americans 

in the recovery of Dixie Peach Hair Pomade (Figure 10.1).  

 

 
Figure 10.1. Dixie Peach Hair Pomade Jar, recovered from Feature 13 (taken by the 

author). 

 

Dating from the 1940s to the present, Dixie Peach Hair Pomade was a popular hair 

product for African Americans. Marketers directly advertised to African Americans 

through a host of media, including ads in Black magazines (Figure 10.2). 
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Figure 10.2. Dixie Peach Hair Pomade Advertisement (Ebony Magazine, June 1960). 

 

 

 

 Following the postbellum period into the 1940s, advertisers did not directly target 

African Americans, but rather their efforts were directed towards a nondescript White 

audience. Dixie Peach Hair Pomade represents the only example I uncovered that was 

directly marketed to African Americans.  

 Question Four, How did the consumer behavior of Timbuctoo residents differ 

from that of non-African Americans of similar economic status? This was, and is, the 

most difficult question to answer. Simply, there has not been a lot of archaeological 

scholarship done on late nineteenth- to early twentieth-century sites. I believe that this 
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dearth of archaeological work, particularly pertaining to impoverished sites associated 

with Whites, is a reflection of the apathy directed toward archaeologies of the “recent 

past.” As detailed in Chapter 3, shortsighted scholars have argued that there is a general 

uniformity pertaining late nineteenth- to early twentieth-century sites and that any 

archaeological work would not add to the documentary records. While this obvious 

narrow-mindedness of the recent past challenges the very purpose of anthropological 

archaeology, it must be an underlying belief within our discipline, as few sites have 

received intensive scholarship. 

 Question Five, What similarities and differences existed between Timbuctoo and 

other contemporary African American communities? The answers to this question are 

discussed in the following subsection. 

 

African American Archaeology in New Jersey 

To date (October 5, 2013), there have only been two other African American 

communities in New Jersey that have been the subject of archaeological investigation: 

Saddlertown, Camden County and Skunk Hollow, Bergen County.  

 

Saddlertown 

Located less than 20 miles away from Timbuctoo, Saddlertown, in Haddon 

Township, Camden County, is the only other African American community that has been 

the subject of archaeological investigation in New Jersey. Founded sometime in the 

1830s, the rural community was inhabited by the descendants of Joshua Saddler, a former 

slave and founder of the community, as well as other formerly enslaved and freeborn 
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African Americans (Wieczorek and Grzybowski 2008: 21). Similar to Timbuctoo, the 

community was located near the Quaker stronghold of Haddonfield, and has been 

interpreted as a “station” along the Underground Railroad (Wieczorek and Grzybowski 

2008). Like Timbuctoo, the residents of Saddlertown were primarily employed as 

laborers or domestic servants for White Quakers. The historical and archaeological 

records suggest that the community‟s residents were economically impoverished. The 

aboveground remains of the community were destroyed due to suburban sprawl in the 

1950s (Wieczorek and Grzybowski 2008: 22).  

Wieczorek and Grzybowski of Louis Berger Group, Inc., conducted limited field 

investigations of Saddlertown in areas that would be affected by the restoration of the 

Saddler‟s Run watershed (Wieczorek and Grzybowski 2008: i). Two project areas (work 

zones 11 and 16) were directly associated with Saddlertown. Work zone 11, the John 

Saddler Site, was a dwelling that dated from 1857-1932. John Saddler was a direct 

descendant of the community‟s founder. A total of 28 STPs were excavated near where 

the Saddler home was located. In all, 371 artifacts were recovered from the site (64.1% 

Kitchen-related, 31.2% Architectural Materials and 4.5% Small Finds). The mean date 

for the assemblage was 1884 (Wieczorek and Grzybowski 2008: 72-73). The other area 

associated with Saddlertown was work zone 16, Saddler‟s Wood Site. This area had no 

structures but an open area associated with the community that dates from 1857-1950s. 

Surface and subsurface surveys of the Saddler‟s Woods recovered 366 artifacts (82.2% 

Kitchen-related, 13.7% Architectural Materials, 3.9% Small Finds). The mean date for 

the assemblage was 1931.  

Wieczorek and Grzybowski‟s (2008) suggest that the historical and 
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archaeological records of Saddlertown underscore the economically marginalized 

position of the residents. These records indicate that Saddlertown shared several 

similarities with that of Timbuctoo. Specifically, the relationships between Quakers and 

the Black residents of both communities underscore the complexities of the past(s), as 

many of the people of Timbuctoo and Saddlertown were employed in low-paying manual 

labor and domestic service jobs that affected their daily life, and thus the archaeological 

records. A historical analysis of Saddertown by the Haddon Township Historical Society 

(McDonald and White-Grear 2009) offers an authorized public history of the community, 

trumpeting the role of Quakers and the Underground Railroad, perpetuating the 

metanarratives of racial and class harmony in New Jersey. Taken from this article is that 

several of the residents of Saddlertown did not own their land, but rather were tenant 

farmers who rented their land from White owners. These observations coupled with the 

archaeological record underscore that the black residents of Saddlertown, like those of 

Timbuctoo, were economically impoverished and socially marginalized. Unfortunately, 

because of the limited artifact interpretation from Saddlertown, further comparative 

analysis inhibits drawing parallels between the community and Skunk Hollow and/or 

Timbuctoo. However, the presence of “food storage” artifacts, or more specifically home 

canning paraphernalia from the late nineteenth to early twentieth centuries suggest that 

the residents of Saddlertown, like those of Timbuctoo, were persevering food. As 

discussed in Chapter 8, home canning was an intergenerational learned practice that 

sought to make the bountiful harvests of summer into meals during the lean winter 

months. Moreover, the presence of commodified foods within the Saddler assemblage 

correlates with the interpreted dietary practices at Timbuctoo. In all, the shared 
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similarities between Saddlertown and Timbuctoo would make the former a good site for 

the future testing of a practice theory of improvisation.  

 

Skunk Hollow 

Another example of improvisation can be observed at the African American 

community of Skunk Hollow. Founded in 1806, Skunk Hollow was an African American 

community located in rural northeastern New Jersey. The residents of Skunk Hollow 

were mostly former slaves on the lower end of the economic spectrum, and who 

continued to be subjected to social and political repression after their emancipation 

(Geismar 1982: 193-194). However, as the need for a protected community decreased, 

the population declined at the turn of the century and was largely abandoned by 1905 

(Geismar 1982: 37). 

Skunk Hollow was surveyed by the archaeologist Joan Geismar of Columbia 

University in the summer of 1978. Archaeological field methods were limited to surface 

collection recovery and shovel testing around 21 structures (Geismar 1982: 92). Geismar 

argued that the documentary and archaeological evidence underscored that the 

socioeconomic position of the residents at Skunk Hollow in the nineteenth century was 

relatively affluent in comparison to other antebellum African American communities 

(Geismar 1982: 193-194). However, following the death of the community‟s leader, 

Reverend William Thompson, in 1886, Skunk Hollow‟s relative affluence diminished. 

This decline was exacerbated as residents migrated away from Skunk Hollow to urban 

areas in search of employment. Geismar‟s interpretations were a product of her times as 

she sought to uncover a patterning in the archaeological records. This patterning resulted 
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in her use of a “social disintegration” model that sought to explain how the community‟s 

decline was quantitatively linked to the death of Rev. Thompson.  

A total of 11,892 artifacts were recovered from Skunk Hollow. The artifacts were 

placed into the following categories: Leather (6.1%), Faunal (6.1%), Coal (2.8%), Plaster 

Fragments (4.6%), Bricks (2.2%), Glass Fragments (48%), Ceramics (4.8%), Metal 

Fragments (16%), Miscellaneous (.8%), General Miscellany (1.1%). Geismar 

underscores that, while the residents of the community enjoyed a relative level of 

affluence when compared to other antebellum African American communities, Skunk 

Hollow was still on the lower end of the economic spectrum. These interpretations were 

based upon the documentary records which indicated that many of the residents were in 

low-paying labor and domestic service employment, and the archaeological record, 

particularly undecorated ceramics, as signifiers of relative impoverishment.  

Of particular interest for this dissertation are Geismar‟s (1982: 124-127) 

interpretations of the bricks from Skunk Hollow. A total of 264 brick and brick fragments 

were recovered from the site. The majority of the bricks were poorly constructed and 

varied in size, density and color. Geismar contends that the bricks were either locally 

made or were purchased from nearby brickyards. Fieldwork indicated that the bricks 

were only used for chimneys at Skunk Hollow, a practice that Geismar (1982: 125) 

interprets as a reflection of their expensive cost. She also notes it is likely that many of 

the bricks were removed from abandoned structures and reused (Geismar 1982: 127).  

These practices of recycling brick are similar to those at Timbuctoo. Moreover, the 

inferior quality and the apparently piecemeal use of the bricks at Skunk Hollow are 

comparable to the practices at Timbuctoo discussed in Chapter 7. 
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 Another artifact type comparison from Skunk Hollow is the presence of 

commodified foods, specifically Mellin‟s Infant Food (1888-1898). Geismar provides a 

problematic interpretation of the artifacts by suggesting that, on one hand the food items 

are a reflection of affluence. “[T]hey (Mellin‟s Infant Food) suggest not only the presence 

of infants or elderly invalids in the household of Cluster A in the last decade of the 

nineteenth century but also an expenditure of money for a convenience food” (Geismar 

1982: 139). On the other hand, Geismar (1982:140) states that the food items may have 

been a cost-effective practice for working mothers. Geismar does not flesh out the 

possibility that the food item may have been used to save on time and energy, instead 

stating that, “Mellin‟s bottles were an unrecorded and unexpected expenditure for a 

household in an economically marginal community” (Geismar 1982: 1940).   

 I would suggest that the recycling of poor quality brick and the use of 

commodified foods at Skunk Hollow are emblematic of a habitus of improvisation. 

Similar to what I have discussed at Timbuctoo, for the socially and economically 

marginalized African Americans of the community, improvising on everyday practice 

would help to contest repression. Specifically, the use of Mellin‟s Infant Food was likely 

not used as a passé “convenience food”, but was a well-thought-out practice used by 

mothers to balance the needs of family and work with energy, monetary and time costs. 

As discussed in Chapter 8, such consumer practices by marginalized peoples were a 

reflection of improvisation. In summary, there is a need for more archaeological 

scholarship at African American communities in New Jersey. 
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Timbuctoo and African Diaspora Archaeology 

The persistent hallmark of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century African 

American sites that have been the subject of archaeological scholarship are their 

marginalized social status.  From Annapolis (Mullins 1999: 8-9), Elmwood, Michigan 

(Bastian 1999: 285), New Philadelphia, Illinois (Shackel 2010), Oakley Plantation, 

Louisiana (Wilkie 2000), Rosewood, Florida (Davidson and Gonzalez 2008: 13), 

Sacramento, California (Praetzellis and Praetzellis 1992: 117) and Van Winkle‟s Mill, 

Arkansas (Brandon and Davidson 2005: 127), the shared experiences of racist repression 

are commonplace among African America. Structural, institutional and everyday forms 

of racism affected the daily lives of African Americans. For most African Americans in 

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, these networks of racialized repression 

resulted in their inability to garner better paying wages. This confluence of race and 

socioeconomic class was a continuation of a lasting ideological construct that associated 

African Americans with biological and social inferiority. As a result of these economic, 

political and social forms of marginalization, many African Americans had to improvise 

in their everyday practice. Thus, the archaeological records throughout much of African 

America reflect individuals‟ practices of resisting, manipulating and improvising on 

limited resources. In a review on archaeological scholarship on mid-nineteenth to early 

twentieth-century African American sites, the artifact assemblages are predominantly 

represented by inexpensive, often low-quality objects.  While it would seem obvious that 

people who have been racialized and positioned at the lower end of the socioeconomic 

spectrum would be consuming lower-cost commodities and making the most out of their 

often limited resources, we must understand that these people were active social agents 
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with the agency to improvise against repression. African Americans did not simply seek 

out, consume or practice the most energy efficient means based upon “on-the-spot” 

decisions, but were socialized into a learned tradition of making the most out of life.  

What also becomes apparent in a review of the archaeological literature is that 

while the vast majority of artifact assemblages are reflective of lower socioeconomic 

status, they are also punctuated by highly symbolic, sociopolitically charged objects like 

bric-a-brac. These objects that served no utilitarian function were still consumed, curated 

and displayed by African Americans to contest pejorative social labeling and to construct 

individual desire. From California (Mullins 2001), Illinois (Shackel 2010; Agbe-Davies 

2011), Indiana (Mullins 2009), Louisiana (Wilkie 2000; Palmer 2011), Maryland 

(Mullins 1999), South Carolina (Orser 1988), and Texas (Teague and Davidson 2011), 

archaeologists have recovered artifacts emphasizing that following the Civil War, African 

Americans were savvy consumers who understood the power embodied in even the most 

prosaic of objects. The growth of consumer culture in the late nineteenth century created 

a flood of inexpensive and yet socially powerful objects which middle- and working-class 

consumers were all too happy to consume. These reflexive and discursive relationships 

between people and material things altered the ways in which people identified with one 

another and with themselves. 

My review of postbellum scholarship of African American archaeological sites 

shows that, while many people had to improvise on daily practice because of their lower 

economic status, they also consumed and displayed charged objects to project their 

desires of genteel refinement. The historical and archaeological records of Timbuctoo fit 

within a dialectical discourse of postbellum African American archaeology. Similar to 
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other African American sites, the ideologies of race and practices of racism ensued that 

many of the Timbuctoo residents were unable to garner cultural, social and/or symbolic 

capital. My research has shown that many of the residents were working in low-paying 

employment and, thus, were on the lower end of the economic spectrum. Given a lack of 

economic capital, many of the children at Timbuctoo had to limit or completely forego 

their formal education in order to contribute economically to the family. Children who 

were able to get an education had to do so in segregated and underfunded “colored” 

schools. Hardships continued for the children and adult residents who had several clashes 

with members of the KKK. Not all practices of racism took such salient and potentially 

violent forms, and most forms of racism manifested themselves in the form of denied 

opportunities for socioeconomic advancement. This confluence of race and class has been 

well documented within the archaeological records of nineteenth- and twentieth-century 

African America (Orser 1998, 2001, 2004, 2007; Mullins 1999, 2011; Wilkie 2000; 

Leone et al. 2005; Barnes 2011), and can readily be observed at Timbuctoo.  

While much of the archaeological scholarship on African Americans has centered 

on the recovery of cultural continuities, understanding the processes of racialization and 

its confluence with socioeconomic class are fruitful avenues for future study. Studies 

such as this one at Timbuctoo can help to uncover the legacies of racialized repression, 

and show how despite marginalization, African Americans wielded considerable power 

and agency in daily practice.  

In this regard, African American agency is not reduced to the syncretism of ritual 

practices rooted in West African spiritual manifested in a few select artifacts, but a 

contextual approach that seeks to understand the structural disposition and everyday 
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meanings constructed within the archaeological records (Orser 2004: 119). People 

improvised on practice via a learned habitus of persevering through marginalization, 

while also operating in a capitalist society that emphasized the individuality and social 

mobility. The production, advertising and consumption of commodities enabled African 

Americans to place a foothold into the growing consumer culture through their 

understanding of the constructive power of decorative objects. This seemingly 

contradictory practice, that is the rationality of improvisation versus the irrationality of 

spending limited economic capital on non-utilitarian, symbolic objects, is in reality the 

true ambiguous nature of practice in consumer culture. Consumption cannot be reduced 

to this dialectical view, because even the most prosaic of objects is still imbued with 

social meaning, just as the most decorative artifact still possesses functional value to its 

owners through the projection of desire.  

 

Discussion 

This dissertation is not the endpoint for historical and archeological study at 

Timbuctoo; it is simply the start of a study in its infancy. A practice theory of 

improvisation seeks to muddle the traditional archaeological narrative on race and class 

by arguing that the African American residents at Timbuctoo made their decisions on 

daily practice through a socialized, learned habitus of “making do.” I further complicated 

this interpretation of navigating impoverishment, but showed how curated and displayed 

artifacts were used to contest pejorative labeling and also to construct individual desire. 

These theories are not mutually exclusive, but are simply the results of my own 

interpretations of the historical and archaeological records at Timbuctoo. Continued work 
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is needed in order to create a more complete portrayal of the past(s) at Timbuctoo. If the 

work that has gone into preparing this dissertation has taught me anything, it is the 

perseverance of the human spirit. Repression did not come to dictate life at the 

community despite the continued hardships of enduring racism and socioeconomic 

marginalization; it instead seasoned a disposition of determination for the people of 

Timbuctoo.  
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